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A BST R A C T
URJNG ihe past decade, ihere has been a  resurgence of interest in applying mathematical method* tn 
problems in artificial intelligence. Much work has been done in the Geld of machine learning, but tl is not always 
clear how the results o r this research should be applied to practical problems. Our aim is to help bridge the gap 
between theory and practice by addressing the question: “If we are given a machine learning algorithm, how should 
we go about formally analyzing it?11 & opposed to the usual question; "how do we write a learning algorithm wc 
can analyze?"
We will consider algorithms that accept randomly drawn training data as input, and produce classification rules 
as their outputs. For the most part our analyses will be based on the syntactic structure of these classification 
rules; for example, if wc know that the algorithm we want to analyze will only output logical expressions that arc 
conjunctions o r  variables, we can use this fact to facilitate our analysis.
We use a probabilistic framework for machine learning, often called the p tc model. Tn this framework, one asks 
whether or not a  machine learning algorithm has a high probability of generating classification rules that “usually" 
make the right classification (psc means ptobibly tpproximitcly correct) Research in the pac framework can be 
divided into two subfields. The first field is concerned with the amount of training data that is needed for successful 
learning to lake place (success being defined tn terms of generalization ability); the second field is concerned with 
the computational complexity or learning once the training data have been selected. Since most existing algorithms 
use heuristics to deal with the problem of complexity, we are primarily concerned with the amount of training data 
that algorithms require.
viri
1. Introduction J
•—'I  UR1N0  Ihe pail decade, there luu been a resurgence of interest in applying mathematical
\  \  methods to problems in artificial intelligence. Much work has been done in the held of machine
J learning, but it is not always clear how the results of this research should be applied to practical
problems. The aim of this thesis is to bridge the gap between theory and practice in a number
or important cases by developing methods fur the formal analysts of machine learning algorithms.
We will consider algorithms that accept randomly drawn training data as input and produce classification rules 
as their outputs. For the most part our analyses will be based on ihe syntactic structure of these classIfication 
rules; for example, if we know lhat ihe algorithm we want U> analyse will only output logical expressions that arc 
conjunctions of variables, we can use this fact lo facilitate our antlyjis.
This thesis uses a probabilistic framework for machine learning, often called the pac model. In this framework, 
we ask whether or not i  machine learning algorithm has a high probability of generating classification rules that 
"usually" mike ihe right classification {pac means prodabfy apftoximatdy correct h Research in the ptc  framework 
can be divided inio two subfields. The first field is concerned with the amount of training data that is needed fur 
successful kaming to lake place (success is defined in terms o f generalization ability, that is, the ability classify 
arbitrary inputs correctly, whether or not they were used in training); the second field is concerned with the 
computational complexity of learning once the training data have teen selected. Since most existing algorithms use 
heuristics to deal with the problem o f complexity, this thesis is primarily concerned with the amount of training 
data that algorithms need.
1,1. Describing I he learning probJem.
This section deals with the formalization of the problem of machine learning. Much of the content of this 
section was developed in the field of nonpaiamctric pattern recognition (cf 133|).
This thesis is concerned with algorithms that learn hum examples. Tn construct them, we first specify a space 
of possible inputs, and points in this space arc called instances, In our formalism, wc assume that there is a
1
probability measure P *  defined on 3 t\  and. when a training example u desired, an instance is drawn si random 
according to this distribution.
We assume that there is some function F which, in some way, classifies the inputs we draw. The goal is to 
leant this function; by this we mean that the learning algorithm should find an approximation of F  that has a high 
probability of classifying any input correctly, regardless of whether that input was used foe training. F is often 
referred to as the (irget function in the learning problem.
The goal is for the learning algorithm to learn by obssving how the target function behaves at the points in
that are used for training examples. Therefore we do not allow information shout the target function to he 
transmitted by the choice of training examples; we require (hat P #  docs not depend on F. tl should be pointed 
out that we are not assuming the independence of an instance r  and its mapping F{jt); the problem would be quite 
hopeless if no such dependency existed.
In the literature on supervised learning, an cxtmpie is defined as an ordered pair
where i  e  and where F  is the target function. In principle we will adopt this convention as well, but we wilt 
often find it unnecessary to treat the elements of this pair is  if they came from different domains. If ^  is the range 
of F. then wc will define X  as X  x ty. We will adopt the convention that for any r  e X .  where r  is the tuple 
(ti, xl will refer to tr. the input that the learning algorithm receives, while x*  will refer to F(ti), the desired 
output We will assume that there is a probability measure F x  associated with points in X* with the property that
/^ < * )  =  F l« * ,F ( i:) ) ) -
A sequence of examples that are drawn at random (with replacement) from .V according to F>-, classified 
according to F . is a mining samp/c, or simply a sample, o f F. Such samples will constitute the inputs of our 
learning algorithm].
Using our notation, we will find it convenient to define a learning algorithm as a mapping from ,Yf to J f ,  
for some positive integer i  and some hypothesis class J f * .  In other wonls, a learning algorithm inputs t  training 
examples and outputs l  hypothesis. (Ultimately wc will assume that the the learning algorithm's argument is a 
sample drawn from .V, but we do not require the algorithm in know this.) A possible objection to this scheme is
* W* not uauiiw /■ e J f
that many real algorithms can use training samples of arbitrary size. However, our analysis is aimed precisely at 
finding good prior values for I, so the size or the mining sample will be decided by the lime the learning algorithm 
is Actually run. We could say that we have a collection of learning algorithms lhal differ only in the number mf 
train mg examples they use; our task is to find one whose performance meets our requirements.
l . J . I ,  W h at c o n s t i t u t e  succrws in JcAnjiog?
The quality of a learned hypothesis (and hence the success of the algorithm that learned it) is judged by the 
expected loss due to  misclasslfication. according to some toss function Q, lhal is incurred when lhal hypothesis is 
used Tor making classifications. If IT £  JF  is the I tim ed function and F  is the target function, then the expected 
loss is defined as
Some possible choices for Q(F, II, t )  art -  F ( r ) |,  or simply IT( i )  F ( j ) ,  where
It is assumed that t - , j )  quantifies the kiss (hat will be incurred by misclassifying r ;  we can also regard it as a 
measure of the deviation between two functions at t .  This thesis wit! use the last of the three functions mentioned 
above: Q( F, IT, x) = II{x) 3 ? F ( j ) .  Since Q is an indicator function, this makes v the probability of obtaining an 
incorrect classification. (When J7 (i)  ?i F (r )  we will lay that II trtiscUssiftcs the example x).
We can reformulate (1.1] in terms of ,Y:
here the target function F  is implicitly defined when we decide which part or an input r  will be r  Thus the three 
choices fiw Q cm  be rewritten |f7 ( r ‘) -  i 1"], ( / / ( jd )  -  r ^ ) 3. and i " .
The quality of the hypothesis depends on the training sample, and therefore we will not be able to compute rj 
directly. Instead, we will simply ask for the probability (in the space of possible samples) that tj will exceed some 
arbitrarily chosen bound c (f is sometimes referred to as the accuracy pjuArticle? of the learning algorithm). Our 
goal is to be able to specify an arbitrary 0 < < < 1, and expect the learning algorithm to have an arbitrarily high 
probability of finding a hypothesis for which rj is less than t. (What is meant by an “arbitrarily high probability"
( 1 - 1 )
1, if “ ^  i, 
0, otherwise.
4is that we also wish id be able lo specify what probability Ihe algorithm should have o f finding a good hypothesis. 
However, Increasing this probability may cause (he algorithm id take mote lime and require mere examples. The 
same Is true if r is decreased). The probability that the algorithm will not find a good hypothesis is usually denoted 
by t . and sometimes referred U) as the confidence pira/nctor of the algorithm.
It should be noted (hat (1,2) is not useful unless I f  is used to classify inputs drawn according to P \ .  This 
is, in some sense, a weakness of this framework, but it is also a limitation of learning in general, for it is always 
possible lo make a good hypothesis bad by changing the input distribution. As an extreme example, ore could 
make a particular point ^  t  i "  in exception to whatever classification rule applied to the rest of the domain. One 
could choose P j  so that ihe probability of drawing vo was z o o  during training, but then test the hypothesis in 
a domain where 14 was drawn with probability 1. It is clear Urn no learning algorithm can consistently do better 
than chance in such a situation, and an adversary with knowledge of ihe algorithm's structure may well be able to 
force worse-ihan-chance outcomes (fj > 0.5) by making judicious choices of F  and to .
1.2. Overview.
A machine learning problem can be divided into two parts, namely finding a good training simple and using 
iL There arc several reasons for making this division. First, the problem of finding a good training sample is not 
particularly amenable 10 heuristics in the present formalism. More importantly, heuristics cannot easily compensate 
for training data liiaL contain insufficient information. Thus, if a learning problem requires unpractically large 
amounts of training data, we may well be unable 10 solve it.
On the other hand, once the training data have been collected, ihe goal is simply to find a function that makes 
as few mistakes as possible on those data. This is essentially an optimization problem, and there arc many heuristic 
approaches to ti; aside from coundess machine learning algorithms there are search strategies such as branch-and- 
bound or A*, and even mure general optimization strategies, the most familiar types being genetic and simulated 
annealing algorithms. Whai mikes this problem easier is that the optimization (learning) algorithm can test its 
intermediate results against the training data and obtain some measure of their quality. Quality estimates of this 
sort are crucial for many heuristic methods, but they can only be applied in this phase of learning.
The problem of generalization ability, however. Is often left unanswered when heuristic optimization methods 
are used for machine learning. This problem has to do with the mailer of finding a good training sample because 
generalization ability depends on whether pr not the training data give us a good picture of the function to be 
teamed. When the problem of generalization ability is addressed, it is often dealt with through empirical testing, 
and, although such tests can provide the sort of statistical information we have described above, they tell us little
5about why cme learning algorithm generates hypotheses with belter generalization ability than those of another 
teaming algorithm.
In this thesis, our approach will be to End prior estimates of the generalization ability of an algorithm, in terms 
of the size of the training sample that is lobe used. This eliminate j the element of trial and error that ij present in 
posterior testing, and also gives us quite a bit more information about what makes a learning algorithm successful. 
This approach has been applied to some extent in Ihe literature on machine learning, but the analysis is usually 
coupled to particular learning algorithms. Tn contrast, our approach will be to make our analysis as general as 
possible with regard to the actual learning algorithm used. Our goal, especially in Chapters 2 and 3. is to provide a 
set of tools that can be used in the analysis of large classes of learning algorithms. The emphasis is on facilitating 
the analysis of prc-etistingalgorithms, rather than algorithms written specifically with the /wcmodel in mind. The 
issue of analyzing such algorithms seems to have been almost entirely neglected in the past, and by addressing it 
we begin to bridge an important gap between the theoretical and practical fields of machine learning.
The thesis is organized in the following way, First, chapters 2 and 3 develop methods that can be used to 
analyze learning algorithms in terms of the syntax of the classification rules they generate. In many cases (especially 
those where the syntax is simple), existing results can be used to find a bound on the sample complexity of a learning 
algorithm. We will show how to use these simple cases as building blocks when the output rules have a more 
complicated syntax.
Chapter 4 extends these results to algorithms that make run-time decisions about the size of the rules they 
generate.
f , 2J .  N o ta tio n
In this thesis, the notation |5 | denotes the cardinality of the set 5. If S  is a sample space, we will use Ps to 
denote the probability measure defined on S. R x  S  will denote the cross product o f the sets II and S, and 
will denote the set
S  x $ x ■ ■ ■ * S- -
J71 Uiw
of tn-tuples of elements in 5. An event is a subset of a sample space, and if u and b are two events, we will 
sometimes use the notation a => i to denote that a is a subset of b. (Mole that if a =>■ b, the occurrence of the 
event a implies that b has also occurred. An event €  is defiiwlon S if E  is an event in *i’j We will use logjfi )
ft
to denote ihe base r  logarithm of ■>, but we will also use Infti) to denote the natural logarithm of r. r denotes the 
base of ihe natural logarithm.
[f 5  is a set we say lhal [|5 || is the number of bils needed lo represent 3; chat is, | |£ || is the minimum number 
of bits that would, be needed to give each member or 5  a unique index.
M and R denote the sets of natural and tea) numbers, respectively If n is a number, we will use |n] to denote 
the absolute value of n.
The rotation ?  Indicates a tuple. When it is necessary to refer explicitly lo the elements of a tuple I ,  w c will 
write it as
^  I I ^2 I F^tl ) 1
if ihe tuple CLKiUins in  elements. We overload the notation for the cardinality of a set and say that | r] denotes the 
number of elements in F.
[f F  is a function then F(-) will refer to the value of F  when the argument is irrelevant or understood from 
the contest. D om {F ) refers to the domain of F. Jf ^  is a set of functions {F j, Fj,- - ■ Pj)« then ) will
denote
| J  DomfFiV
Smiilaiy, /fan (F ) will refer lo the range of F,  and Jtm  ) will refer to
( J  R*n(Fi).
F>
The symbol □  indicates ihe end of a p o o r (or the end of a cited theorem or lemma), and o indicates the end 
of an example.
(5^" 2> Analyzing Sample Complexity
•-S' f - 1 n the list chapter. we presented a criterion for measuring the quality or a hypothesis It as an approximation 
of a function F  on a sample space A'. We staled that t  good If  would be one for which
n m =  j  / f ( r )  J> F (r)  dPx
was small- An empirical estimate for tf[If) can be defined on the training sequence that was used to obtain It. If 
A is a learning algorithm and H =■ A{ f ) ,  then
i,{I!) =  ™  ^  / / ( r )  $ F ( t ) .
|r | r . t f
We can judge the quality of a hypothesis if we cm bound i?(/7) in leims of i)(//).
Let { be a bound on the permissible gap between the actual and observed rates of misclassilicatiom By 
“permissible” we mean that we will judge I f  to be a good hypothesis if and only if
|q (/f)-F j(7 /)f  < £ .  (2.1)
We wish lo know how many training examples will be needed before we can state, with confidence (1 — A), that our 
learning algorithm will generate a hypothesis satisfying (2.1). That question is the focus of this chapter. We will 
address it by examining several types of functions, and discussing the analysis of learning algorithms that produce 
such functions as their hypotheses.
2 ,1.  . H y p o t h e s i s  c l o n e s
The sample complexity of a learning algorithm is an expression that slates the number of examples required 
by the learning algorithm in terms of 6, and one or more parameters lhal describe the what kinds of hypotheses 
can be generated by the learning algorithm we arc using. Such parameters are the focus of our discussion in this 
chapter; we wilt present ways of determining what they arc. Therefore wc would like to have a better grasp of ihe
7
8tiling being parameterized, that is. the "sel of hypotheses ihit a learning algorithm can g en e ra teW e  will refer to 
this set as the hvpoihcstr d&ss of the learning algorithm.
In our analysis the domains and ranges of learning algorithms are what distinguish them faun one another,, 
because: our results do not depend on the details o f how learning algorithms find their hypotheses. The domain is 
a collection of /-tuples drawn from some set A', as we have said already. Bui A' is reflected in die domains and 
ranges of the hypotheses that the learning algorithm produces as output, so we will only need to know what kinds 
of hypotheses these are.
Thcrcforc can regard a learning algorithm u  an algorithm that chooses from among a number or hypotheses 
id find the hypothesis lhal performs best on the training examples. We say that the algorithm has a hypothesis c/a«  
associated with it; this is just the sel of hypotheses that the algorithm chooses among. In practice the hypothesis 
class is the set of hypotheses that the learning algorithm is able to generate (in other words, if A ij a learning 
algorithm, then ,4’s hypothesis class is simply the image of ,Y* under A.)
We will sometimes wish to speak of a set o f functions that is not necessarily connected lo a particular learning 
algorithm; we will call such sets function classes u  they am analogous to hypothesis classes.
When we discuss a particular hypothesis class, we will assume that all of the hypotheses in the class have the 
same domain, and likewise Ihailhcy have ihe same range. This will permit us to speak of D o m { J f ) and Rati{JT | 
when J f  is a hypothesis class; these I wo notations simply represent the common domain and range, respectively, 
o f  the functions in J f .
2.2. The Vapnik-C/iervoiieukis D im ension.
It is useful id characterize function classes by a combinatorial parameter known as their Vapntk-Cftc/winenttf 
Dimension, or simply VC Dimension. Many existing results on simple complexity are stated in terms of this 
parameter, and this chapter will present methods by which such results can be extended when the hypothesis class 
consists of syntactically complex hypotheses, such as expert systems.
If A" is a sel, and /  is a non-negaLive integer, then we call any member of X r a list. In what follows, we will 
find a need to deal not only with sets but also with lists; the reason for this is that mining examples are drawn 
with replacement, so that a training List is not generally a set. We will define a number of list operations. First if 
S  is a list, we will say that j: € S  if and only if x  is an element of S. We also define the intersection of two lists 
as the set of elements that appear in both of the two lists; likewise wc define the intersection of a list ami a set as 
the set of elements that appear in both the list and the se t Formally:
■>
Pf’/in iiion .1 Let Si and S3 be sequences, and fct E be a set. Then
Si n  Sj =  { / ', i  £ ?i A r  £ S3 },
Sl H E  =  ( / :  1  £ 5] A j  e E}.
When S  is t  list we will use |Sj to denote the length of S.
Tb define [he Vapnik-Ctiervorenluj Dimension of 1  hypothesis class, we first consider a set X  (which could 
be & set of instances) and a set
=  { f t . R . F j , - }
of subsets of X .
Let S  be a list of elements in X .  for each element E of if, S  may be divided into those elements that lie in 
S  o  £  and those that do not.
Each set in <f can be said lo induce die subset S  n  E oT 5, but the subsets need not all be unique. Wc will
denote the number of unique subsets that t  can induce in this way by
M S ) .
that is,
M S )  = |{ 5 n  £  : £ e t f } | .
If every possible subset of S  is induced by o re  of the sets in rf, so that f I /(S )  =  2 llr : ,e 5H, then is said lo 
shatter S. (Wc have used the notation | ( j  : j? e  5} | to denote the number of unique dements in S; it is the sire of 
the sel o f all elements that appear in the list 5.)
We now define a second function which will be useful lata: the maximum of M ( S )  o v a  ail lists S having 
a certain length L If t  is a non-negative integer wc define
1 1 /(0  =  mas M f ? ) ,
S t X ‘
Note that if S is a list and S ' is the set o f unique elements of S, then Tl^fS) =  IT j( i’r).
Wc have expressed T1 in terms of lists because wc will be interested in the number of subsets (hat cart be 
induced on a list drawn from S.
] < )
Wc will be interested in the size of Die largest subset of X  that can be shattered by <f, because many results on 
sample complexity arc expressed in terms or ihis number. It is referred to as the Vapnik-Chcrvcncntis Dimension 
of <f. and we will denote it by t  t f  ):
r t f )  = m ai(|{* : r  e 5}j ; S C  X,  IT/(S) =  .
An equivalent definition is
t ' f j )  =  n « ( ( e H :  Jl f i t )  = 2 ' ) .
Example 2.1: Linear discriminant functions in 2 dimensions 
Let X  be the set ol functions
J \  0, otherwise.
H ereo , 0, and 7 distinguish among lha di If went functions in X  - Each lunclkxi can be seen a s  a characteristic function 
on R 1, and will make S  the » t  ol sets that correspond to these functions,
Consider the set of elements
{(0,0), (0,1), (1,0}, (1,1}}.
It is well known that <f cannot induce the subsets
1(0,0}, (1 ,1}}
or
{ (o ,i) , ( i .o )]
on Ihis sel; lhi$ is Known a t  the 'exclusive or' problem (Cf, Minsky 69). Therefore the VC Dimension at $  1$ less than 
4. o
Example £.2: Closed intervals on the number line.
Lei ,V be the set ol real numbers, and lat <T be the set of closed intervals on the number line. In this example we 
show that I ' t f ) =  2 as follows: consider 3 distinct points in a ,  a < b < r. II Ihis set of points is to be shattered by 
d \ then (f must include an interval that includes a and c but not b- Clearly there is no such interval, so *J (<f ) <  1.
II
It is easy to verify that a  sat ol 2 point) is, indeed, shattered: assuma two dislinet points a and ft such that <i < t , and
choo»  f r e e  further painls a t < a, a < a j  < frf and b < a y  Four distinct subsets of fa, 6) are induced by ihe
Intervals [ -o o , o Lf, [o j, nj], [n t , 0 *1. and [nj, oj], Thus Y  {<£ ) =  2. a
Example 3.3: Linear discriminant functions ki n dimensions
We present Ihe tollowinfl theorem from {32| without proof:
T h e o re m  2 A : {32}; L e t J f  tv  the set of linc&r dixrimiltint functions ovht « tsnibics Then Y  [ j f ) =■ n + 1. 
□
o
ll is Important to note that if no subset of size /  can be shattered, then no subset of sire greater than f  can be 
shattered, because such a subset would Contain subsets of size t  and all of these would be shattered as well.
In this thesis, u  in most results pertaining to the VC Dimension of a set, V is a sample space and <f is a set 
of events defined on that space. We are interested in events that hell us whether or not specific hypotheses err on 
specific elements of A'. Therefore, for each rule II in the hypothesis class J f , we will define the m m  C ( t f ) in 
.V as:
: f “r ^  Ff(x1)), (2 .2 )
this is the event in which Jf classifies the instance x* incorrectly (recall that (he correct classification is given by 
x"), For a set o f classification rules J f , wc will let C ( J f ) denote the set of events
l i e  J f }>
Several authors have presented results that use the Vapnii-Chmoncnkis dimension of C ( J f ) to bound (in 
probability) the actual error of a hypothesis in terms of its empirical error. Such bounds are the cornerstone of our 
approach, and we state some of them here:
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T Jioorcm  2.4: Let J f  he t  hypothesis class, let A' =  Dom (J f ) x R anLX " ), and let d — V ( C ( J f )).
W (32}:
Px ~ [ x ^ ( I ! e J f . )  s .t  ) - » { / / ) [  > 0
is less than 6  i f
m  {?}-
Px ~ ( x  ^ i U t L J f . )  s.L
is less than 6  i f
/  0 8 Itid , IS \
m 5 ra" l o ^ V  T T ^ f r r ^ J
(c) 17}: The probability that t  hypothesis iti J f  ttAoic empirical error is zero nil] have an actual emrr greater 
than t is bounded by i>, i f  the training list contains at least
f a .  2  8<f m
m“ U l0 6 :( ’ T  61 7 )
examples.
(d) {19}: I f  X  is countable then the probability that a hypothesis iWiaje empirical error i* zero wilt have an actual 
error greater than < (J bounded by S, i f  the training list contains at least
examples.
(e) [1 9 j Th e  probability that a hypothesis whose empirical error is to o  will have an actual error greater than < 
is bounded by 6 , i f  the training list contains at least
;<“ (?)*■ (!))
examples,
n
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Wc now mm to the problem that is to be addressed in this chapter. The problem is this: if wc have a learning 
algorithm whose hypothesis class Is J f  , and we passes i  syntactic description of J f  (e.g., "\3 f is the set of 
boolean conjunctions over 12 variablci"), how can we upper-bound v  ( j f ), so that we may use theorem 2.4 to 
analyze the algorithm?
Suppose (hat J t l  and J f j  are two simple hypothesis classes whose VapniV-Ctiervonenlris Dimensions am known 
10 us. Also suppose that j f i  is the set of hypotheses obtained by combining hypothesis from J f \  with hypotheses 
from J fi  in a certain way {for example. Jfk  might be defined as
{ J f ) : /J i t* )  =  J J r i i)  A U fa ) ,  th  6 J f i ,  lh  e  Jfi]
or
{ I h  : f h (*)  = J/] € JTU l h  €  .*$},
etc,) The results presented below will allow us to bound T '(JP j)  in terms of and t '( j f S ) .  (Our results
are not restricted to binary combinations, but we will discuss binary combinations first, as an introduction to the 
more general results that fallow.)
2 .3 . C o m b in in g  {0, l } - v a J u e d  J ry p o th e s is  c lasses
Consider two {0 , 1}-valued functions, Fi and Fa, upon whose values we perform a boolean operation to obtain
F i W e f i M ,  (2-3)
where 0  is some binary boolean operator, [f Ft is to be chosen from the function class J?i. and Fi »  to be chosen 
from ^  then ihe set of composite functions that can be created in this way is fully defined if ^ i ,  , and 0  are
fully defined, [n this section we will show how to bound the VC Dimension of such a composite function class, 
provided wc possess bounds on t  ( ^ i )  and V  (J a ) .
Our results apply for all sixteen choices of the boolean operator 6 . Therefore we will us use the combination 
operator ©, which combines (0 , 1}-valued functions in the manner described above, as a representation for any 
arbitrary binary boolean operator. 0  can be seen as a set of combination operators, one fur each choice of 0 . 
Our results apply to all operators in this sec The notion of "combining" {0,1} -valued functions is formalized as 
follows:
Definition: An jyiajjc operator on Dtp sample spices X  and Y  it a mapping 0  ; 2X x 2V — 2VyV, with the 
property that for L \ €  A'* £ 3  e V.
© [F u F j)  =  f( j\y }  e  -V * r  : f r  c £ ’i )0 (y  e £ 2 )}.
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when? 0  is any axed binary boolean operator (thus there xre exactly sixteen anisic epees tors for a given F  i and 
£ i, one for each choice of&). I f  £ \ and S\ are classes o f events that arc defined on ,V snd  V, respectively, then 
mt use (TH^ Li 4 j) to denote [he set o f  events
Wc will sometimes siy £ j .>1 E t instead of 0 (£ i ,E jV  and <f] d) i n s t e a d  of '.!■(<?], <fi!u
Wc will informally refer la ihe the sort of function combinations described above as conjectiomr, for example 
£ i <]j Ei is a conjection of Ei and Ej.
Our first result is the following: 
r r o p t n i i i o u  3.5: Let A  and <£i t>e iwo classes o f  events, and let D be an anasic operator. Then, for all f  > 0,
Anasic conjectionj therefore have i  properly that is extremely useful id us: f i*,£./,(■) can be expressed in 
terms of f f^ (  ) and n ^ f  ). The reason this properly is useful is Lhat can, in turn, be used to  bound the
Vapnilt-Chervoocnlcis Dimension of © dj by means of the following result:
P ro p o s it io n  2+G: {32}' Let £  be some class o f  events defined on a sample space A", and let d denote T  ). 
Then for all t  > d, then
{ £ ( F ] i£ a ) :  /Tt e <#l I £7; e  rfj}
in A' v V.
Ha o a M  <  J U tO iW O -
Ptiwf: The proof is given in the appendix to this chapter. n
□
Recall that the Vapnilc-Chcrvoncnkis Dimension of <rt iti is the largest integer /  for which
2'  =  lU o f l tO .
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Uy proposition 2.5 we can also say that it is the largest integer for which
i '  =  H / ,W T U ( a  
fluid, using proposition 2 .6, we can say that any /  satisfying
is an upper bound on T  Cd'i 0  J:'). Wc can use this inequality to obtain the follow ing result:
P r o p o s i t i o n  2, 7: Consider (wt> classes o f events, f \  ttnd &,j, sad let the combination operator $  he defined in 
suet} a way ttai
T T /.W O  <  l U f f l i W O
for all t  > 0. Then
Proof: The proof is given in Uie appendix to this chapter □
How can this result be used to bound the sample complexity o f a learning algorithm? To answer this question 
let us llrsi point out that any two-valued function H  induces the subset { r : f / f j )  ■= 1} on its domain. If and 
J d  are classes of [0 , 1) -valued hypotheses, then proposition 2.7 not only holds for the classes of events ) 
and C ( J f i ) .  but also for the two classes o f events
: //,(*'] = I) : Jh e M]
and
{{V = f f i f l / )  =  1} : f f i f i J f S ) .
When we discuJS ^0 ,1}-valued hypotheses we will often treat ihem as if there wen: events, with the tacit under­
standing that the events in question are those induced by the hypotheses, in the sense just described. Thus, if X  
is inch  a class of hypotheses, wc will understand fi jy ( 6 ) to be the number of subsets induced on 5 by the set of 
events {{j* : / / (* ')  =  1) ; / /  e X }, and 't' { X ) lo be the Vapnik-OiervoncnltB Dimension of the same set of 
events. Our existing results on )) also hold for 7 ' ( J f ) in those cases, and in fact the following lemma
implies that the two numbers are the same:
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L c m iu a  2 , S t j 7Cons i der  a set .V of cximplcs, whersX is defined in such a way that, far all t  z  A ',/" ' £ {0, 1}. 
For any set J f 1 C 2X . anda iit e  FI, I l jr ( f )  =  E
From the deliniLion of the Vipnik-Chervoruenlij Dimension. II =  U ffjr )(f) implies that v  ^Jf1} -
r i C U * ) ) .
In light of lemma 2.8. we can eaunJ Pie definition of ui anasic operator as follows:
Definition.1 ifq> is jorne antsic operator mapping 2X sc 21 t o2X x Y , m d  JU andlij are (0, \]-valued functions,
then we define H i Q Ih  to be the chteactoistic function for the set
{ x  : 1 ) 0  : ! h W )  =  1 }, i x £ X t V e Y ) .
I f J f J and JfJ  are classes o f  {0 , 1} - valued functions, then Jf[ tv Jfj is defined as the class o f characteristic functions
{ I h Q J h  : /f, C J t u T h e  JK) .
The intent or this definition is to enable us to treat {0, ]}~vatucd functions as if they were events, insofar as 
it enables us to cunjcct them using anasic operator}.
We are now in a position to formally define w hit we mean by conjecltcn operators.
Definition: Lei (fo be a 2k -ary function whose domain is
x $4 x - ■ * * X i x x ■ x  {t e If),
and wAose range is 2 f. Lei Jf \ , Hi,  • - •, Ilk he k /unctions whose respective domains are $ ,  - ■ -, and
whose respective ranges are £ i , «#*, ■ ■, JT*. Then
(f>( U i , H i, - - ■ i I f i }: dt j y dt% x ■ ■ ■ x Jf * —* dt
is defined to be the function which, foe all (x i, u , ■ ■ ■, r*} £ JS i x -#j x n Jf *, faJtas ( r i , xj , ■ - ■. x i) to
Any function thai can be constructed in this way is a conjcciion o f  / / n, Jfj, - ■ ■, Hk- (The function *  will he
referred to a? a ixxijcctiort operator in this contest,)
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A more general definition for functions that combine other functions will also be useful;
Definition Let b e t  functions (rftow respective (ton tins uv  ^ - ■ ■, . I f
,<*i)
is $ny function whose donuia is t  superset o f  JFt x Jt\ * ■ ■ x  J f t  „ J f[ , JfS , - ■ ’ , J f l ) is i  combination o f  
J f ] , Jfi,  ■ ■ ■, Jfl .  (J) will be referred to as t  combinifion opcrtior Jt> this context.
We will usually use the concept of a combination operator informally, and wc v ill use it with the implicauun 
that tluc value of J f 3, '  ■j-Jfi) at any e  x ' -x  J f t isin  some way related to the
values J f j f j j ) , ■ ■ ■ .Jfi(ri).
2A.  Learning rule bases
We consider a n tie bssc to be a collection of rules each having the form
F^I ,
where ft an ? are functions and denotes logical implication. We apply a rule base to an input r  as follows: 
for each rule
Fi=>h
in the rule base, if the predicate f t  holds of x,  then we conclude that the predicate ft also holds of j .
Our approach to '‘learning" rule bases from examples is the following; for each possible rule
ft => M
we assume that each training example either disproves the implication f t =>■ ft, or fails lo disprove it. The learning 
process will consist of coming up with a set of rules (hat are not disproved by any of the m ining examples.
tb  implement this, wc will regard as a boolean operator with the fallowing truth lablc:
f t ( j ) M *) f t (* )  =* M i)
0 0 i
0 I i
1 0 D
1 I 1
ts
When we are finished learning, we a ft “what is ihe probability of drawing an input y dial will falsify one of 
dux mles?" If this probability Is low, we are fairly safe in using our ru in  to perform diagnoses on randomly drawn 
input data.
We are therefore in the same situation that wm described at the beginning or ihis chapter We have an empirical 
estimate of ihe probability with which our rules o r, and we wish us know how dose the estimate is to the actual 
probability. If we know the VC Dimension of the set of possible rules, we can use theorem 1.4 to bound the irue 
probability of making an error.
Example 2-9: Simple Rule bases
Suppose that an expert system consists of rules that have the form
F m f, (2.4)
where F  is a {0 ,1 ]-valued hmclion known to come from lh* class JF, J is a {0 ,1)-valued function known to come 
Iran lha class J , and o  denotes logical implication, Since it an nnasic operator in friit case, proposition 2.7 tells
us that the VC Dimension ol the class of rules (2.4) Is bounded by
4 . 7 ( r ( , * )  +  r { S ) ) .  (2.5)
In real expert systems, rules often have the form
Fi A f ]  A ■ ■■ A Fi 4  Tn (2.6)
so we would lire to know the VC Dimension of the set of functions whose lorm la
F | A f j  A ■ -A F i, (2.7)
assuming F) la In some class J j , F? is in and so on. if we can bound this parameter we can use the result to 
bound the VC Dimension of the class of rules described in (2.6).
But boolean conjunction Is an ana sic operator as well. If we conject the functions in (2.7) pairwise we can establi sh 
that the Vapnik-Chervonenkls Dimension of the conjunction is bounded as follows:
k
1' if) < ^  r  (^i); (2.X)
i^ i
combining (2.6) and (2.5) we see that the VC Dimension of the class ol rules described by (2-6) is less than
Finally, an expert system usualy  contain* many ru)*a; In thi* simple example we can say that the system is a 
disjunction 61 rules Ilka the one in (£.6 ). B«cauw disjunction is an ana sic operator we can proceed In the sam e way as 
before, and obtain a  bound on the VC Dimension of a hypothesis eta is  whose members are simple expert systems. ‘ 
Specifically, if there are to be n rules in tha system, then the VC Dimension of the system is bounded by
The remainder or this chapter will be devoted to refining this approach and extending it to hypothesis classes 
more complex than the one just described. We begin by extending proposition 2.7 to t-ary conjocliun operators.
2.4.1. k-twy  c o l le c t io n  o p e ra  to r s ,
Drfimlron: Consider i  sets „Vi, -V2 , ■ ■ -, .V*. An operator : 2 X" x 2 ^J x - - ■ x 2-*" -» 2Xl * AlX K ** is said to 
tic anisic if, for any £ \  C A '|, £ a C A’i , ■ - ■, Ey C A*i f
0 [ E i , E i .  ■ ■ ■ , h )  e  A'i x  A'j x  - ■ - x A* : e  E ^ x i  s  F-i, ■ - ■ , r t  e  E i ) } ,
where 8  is j  k-a o  {0 , 1 }-valued function.
I f  Hi, Hi, J h  air {0 ,1} -valued functions co  ,Y i , A":, ■ - ■, .V* respectively, titoi I h r  - ■, Hk) « ttic 
characteristic function o f Uk  set
I f  Afj, Jf£. ■ , Afi arc classes o f  (0 ,1 } -valued /unctions, ih c a r^ J f l ,  JQ, ■ ■ ■, J f i )  is the class o f functions
k
4.7(F(.F) + 4 .7 ^ *  >1 £ r (-*D-
4.7P**f*)l L  7(47 IW.HH £  r ( . f i )  + * ' ( . / ] )
O
: fi\ e  J n , n t e J 6 , - - - J h e  J f i} .
O f t r n i w .  ■*< u h  i in a td j f  nrr<l a  m u n c r b f i ]  v aJu *  fw  th «  V C  D b n x w io n  rtf *rtnn( H i  e f  f l in t  Lifini t  hi* th (» i» -v rilt n o i H<tiv* a n j  
p i ( iu f k a n t  n f w  r e a u l t i  in 1h*t a r e a ,  b u t  t r t j ir f  pw vL au j n a u k i  a r*  g i i t n  in 1 li-e i p f f r J k « -  
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Here, as before, the intent is to  ensure that when we speak ot anasic compositions, the classes of {(I, I]- 
valued functkeu J f J , J f i , ■ • -, J f i  ant) © (J f l, - * ■ , J t 1) can be used interchangeably with the classes of events
{ { i :  =  1}: / / i £  JPI}, { { r :  =  1} : I h  e J f i ) ,  ■ ,{ { * :  /M r* )  =  I) . //*  e  J f i ] ,  and
■ ■ ■ fr*) : ■-^ x i )  =  1} : Hi  e  Jf \ ,  Hz e  JfS, ■ f //* e  J t f ]
respectively.
The results we derive below apply not only to anasic conjectiotu, but to a broader class of combinations which 
we now define:
Definition; Consider $ set o f  function classes J f l ,  J ti,  ■ ■ ■ „ J f i ,  whose ranges are J ] , .)}. ■ ■ ■, respectively. 
The combination
J f i )
is ricclic i f  and only i f
-■■.jetjf/) <  (/)■■  TTjr\(/)
for ait t>  0 ,
By reasoning similar to that we used for binary aitajic operators, we can show Uiai 4~ary masic operators arc 
ricctlc:
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .10: CorunAa- k classes o f (0,1} -vt/uttf functions J f \ , , J f i .  Let & be a k-aiy anisic
operator. Then, for ail t >  Qh
<  n  jri ( j b^ (/)-■ ■ TTjh  ( /) .
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f ’rtxjf: The proof is given in the Appendix lo this chapter. □
As was the c u e  with binary anasic operators, this result allows us lo bound the Vapnii Chcrvoncnkis Dimension 
of jb-uy anisic eortjections. t r  conjunction with, proposition 2 .6 , it tells us that if
f ' t  v tA)( ** Yw ( rt
>  W i t ) }  W < T 3>J " W ' M ' i l /
then /  is an tipper bound on (he VC Dimension of 0 (<Ft, db, - ■ ’ ,4*).
In the i- ary case, unlike the binary case, our result wilt be a combination of several bounds.
P ro jj  ositi’a n  2 .11 : Ccmrafcr k classes o f  events, J fJ , J f j  ■ ■ ■ ..#1, and Id  0  be s  ncctic conjcetkm epcrator. 
Then
v m J T u J n ,  < T  *
where
( s H
T s (d )  =
f J, r/ib = l
4.7d, i f k  =  2.
^togjfefc), r ^ 3 < t < 7 o r l l < i : < 1 3
kti, if% <  k < 10
tf{] + In(eJt) 4- btO + ln (fh ))) /ln (2 ) , i f k  > 14,
P roof The proof is given in the appendix to  Uiis chapter. P
Exam ple 2 .(2 :  Circuits that perform boolean operations
In this exam ple, w e consider functions like the one depicted In ligure 1: there a re  k  input tonctions F j , F i , ■ ■■, F t , 
each ol which m aps its inputs to ( 0 , 1 ). T hese functions produce k va lues which are to be corrected by a boolean 
operator B f  to  produce the output of the system.
B ecause w e  need lo know In advance what d a s s  of functions is to be learned , w e  will specify B f  while leaving the 
choice of F[, F2 , ’ - ■, F \  to the teaming algorithm, within Ihe restriction that F] is in the hypothesis class . t \ .  Fi is in 
the hypothesis d a s s  and soo n . For the sake ol completeness suppose B f  Is the f a r y  parity function. Then our 
learning algorithm chooses Iront the class of functions
\Pariiy(F1, Fa, - ■■/■*) : f i  G .F i. Fj e  • • • F* £  .^ 1}
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output
© o  o  o
Figure 1: A  circuit for  calculating '
i  {0 , l] *v a lu (d  function.
Because B / f i  fixed, w e  c a r regard it as an anasic operator on the Input I unctions. By theorem 3 .12 , the Yapnfo- 
Dhwvoneokis Dimension of t o  circuit is no more than
Suppose that each input is represented as a  lector of values,
with each element giving the value d!  som a varlabte that the hypothesis uses.
Also, suppose that each input function is a  linear discriminant function of Its inputs, that is. each  of f i .  F ; , . . .  F i 
is a  function of the form
p ,_1 _  f  1> il Olf) + 1>JV7 +  l-Ont'n > 0 n
"  \ 0 S otherwise,
where the constants a ;  e  Stare to be determ ined by the learning algorithm. It is shown in various places (such as |32|) 
that (he VC Dimension ol the class (2,9) Is rj +  1. Thus the VC-Dim ension of the d a s s o l circuits
Fj, - - - F t ) : F t e  J u  F j C Fi e  - F i l ­
ls less than
2 3
o
Let us now mm (gain lo rule-based systems. A rule-based system consists or & set o f rules, which have the
form
F ^  1,
where F  and 7 are functions. In this contem. F  is sometimes referred to as the rule's anrcccdcnt, and 7 is its 
eaisafuoH. The symbol <=> informally denotes logical implication, but the exact semantics of the operator varies 
between rules and systems. Rather than using a different symbol each lime, we will use the generic implication 
arrow i_>, and explain its semantics when we use i t
We have already examined systems where the rules take the form
Fi A Fi a  ■ ■ ■ A F* o- 7,
where o  is anasic.
However, it is often the case that the set of possible diagnoses partitions the input domain, in the sense that the 
rule base never returns the lwo diagnoses at the same time. For example, suppose Ihit the three passible diagnoses 
are featherjv$U)i\dromc. hi&gsge.wjj-p and turmeiJiiodeLOCChnian, Our assumption is that each possible set of 
symptoms is associated with at most one of fatherjvsUyvdrom^ ivggtgc warp or tunnef.rftodc_ccclaskm, but 
that no set o f symptoms is associated with more than one diagnosis.
For the sake of compactness, let J  -  (7i, 7i, ■ ■ ■, /*} be the set of possible diagnoses, and assume they have 
the property lhal
VfzC A ) :  V(l < r <  j ) : (7j(Jf) =  I - £ f i  < j  <  t ,  j  f  i) : 7>{j) =  l)  (2.10)
Now consider any set of two points, { x i ,« } .  If xj and xi imply the sune diagnosis {say /j), then them is no 
other diagnosis 7^  ^  U with the property that 7 j( r i)  =  1 but =  0. Therefore, , f  does not induce the subset 
fj]}  on
On the other hand, if i i  and x? do not imply the same diagnosis, then there is no single diagnosis that can be 
given for both j ]  and rj. In that case, J  docs not induce the subset (x i,x :}  on { ji ,x j) .
Recall lhal J  is said to shatter a set of points only if it induces all possible subsets on that set. We have just 
shown that J  cannot shatter any set of two points. Also recall that the Vapnik-Chcrvoncnltis Dimension of . f  is 
the size of the largest set lhal can be shattered by J ,  Since no set of size two can be shattered by / ,  the VC 
Dimension of . f  can be no greater than 1.
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Consider the class of rules
F L
where F  comes from a hypothesis cU «  whose Vapnii-Chervon(Mis Dimension <f, where I comes from a hypothesis 
d m  like the one just described, and where ^  is uu jic . By proposition 2.7 ihe VC Dimension of (his class is *l 
most 4J(d  + I).
Ekampfe 2.13; Simple Homo clauses in a  diagnostic system.
Supposa m  have a  system whose rules are « l  of the form
f t  A f t  A ■ ■ - A F t  '=5 / ,
w here, In each n io , f t  is bom the ael . f t , f t  is bom the w t  f t ; ,  and soon, and where /  is in aJI cases from the te l f t  
of passible diagnoses. If f t  has f ie  properly described In (2.10). Ihen Fie VC Dimension of ihhs class ol rules is (hen 
less than
47 f1 +
(This follows born proposition £.11.) c
Let us generalize slightly and consider an arbitrary class of diagnoses that can induce no more than te subsets 
on a set of training enamplei. instead of only two is in the eiamples above. Any set of ie diagnoses fils this 
description trivially even if two diagnoses can be returned at the same time, since it' events cannot induce mare 
than ui subsets on any set regardless of any other circumstances. Let J(\  be any hypothesis clas), and ft?  be a
hypothesis class lhal can only induce tt  subsets or any training list. If w is  an anaskr operator, if =  T' { J f \ ) and
then (Jf\ 0  f t ! )  can induce only
-(5)'
subsets on a set of sire t  by proposition 2.3. This is useful because of the following result
r r o p o s t f  loti 2,1 d; Let ft3 be a class o f  hypotheses with the property that
rs(-S) < tf
for any S  and some tr, and id i r  bean anasic operator, Fee any hypothesis ciass Jf* having VC Dimension <f, the 
Vapnii-ChCrvoncrikis Dimension o f(  ft", @ f t j )  is bom htl above by
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i f  < 0.4, m i  b y
—  lOgj(t')
i f  log1( ir )/d  >  0.5.
P roof The proof u  given in the appendix of this chapter. □
2.5,  Discussion
This chapter has served as an introduction to the enterprise or analyzing a machine learning algorithm's sample 
complexity. We have approached this problem by examining the class of hypotheses that the learning algorithm 
can generate, and by decomposing (be members of this class into simpler hypotheses.
th e  mayor results or this chapter were proposition 2,5. proposition 2.7, proposition 2.10, proposition 2,11 „ and 
proposition 2.14. The second and third of these will be subsumed by more powerful results in the next chapter. 
They were included to exemplify our approach to sample complexity analysis without using the more complicated 
notation (hat will be needed in the next chapter. Proposition 2,5 is included in proposition 2.11. which is is the major 
result of this chapter in the sense that we will continue to use it to bound the VC Dimensions o f rice tic conjcctions. 
Proposition 2.14, on the other hind, typifies a collection of somewhat ad hoc results that we will continue to see in 
this thesis. This happens because, (at least to the knowledge of the author) no previous attempt has been made to 
systematically develop analysis methods for pie-existing learning algorithms under the pac model. The approach is 
therefore very much in its infancy and many special cases tend to arise during its implementation.
The next chapter will remedy the greatest shortcoming of proposition 2.11), which is that it cannot handle 
functional compositions, [f a learning algorithm outputs hypotheses o f the form then it cannot be
analyzed with proposition 2.10, at least not in terms of F\ and f 3. However, the next chapter will show that 
composition is also a ricetic operation, in addition to this we will deal with a number o f miscellaneous issues; 
among these Ute matter or hypothesis whose ranges ate not isomorphic to (0 , 1}.
2 .6 ,  B ib l io g r a p h ic  n o t e s
A paper published in 19S4. (30|, is often cited u  the seminal paper in computational learning theory. This was 
the paper that proposed analysis of learning algorithms both in terms of generalization ability and computational 
complexity. The idea of using statistical methods far pattern recognition is older, bur the appcarcncc of [3f)| seems 
lo catalyzed the widespread use of these methods in machine learning.
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Overviews o f the use uf statistical methods in pattern recognition can be found in 19] and 133]. The latter book, 
in particular, contributed much o f the material that w u  adopted by researchers in machine teaming. It particularly 
emphasizes nonparametric methods, that is, methods that do not make assumptions about probability distributions. 
The formalism introduced by |30J specified that no such assumptions were to be made.
In the early years or computational learning theory much of the literature was concentrated on the computational 
complexity of learning algorithms. There were numerous results in which specific learning problems were shown 
to be computationally intractable, for example (31). [5|. 120], [27], and 16]. The result of [IKf is also noteworthy 
in this context although it did not use the framework of computational learning theory.
The results that are of greater interest to us are those concerning sample complexity, that is, the number of 
examples needed for learning. A noteworthy early result was [6], in which the sample complexity ol a learning 
algorithm was bounded in terms of the size o f  the hypotheses in the algorithm's domain. This approach is a straight­
forward generalization of other results that use the domain size itself to bound an algorithm's sample complexity; 
some are given in [33]. In general, the framework of [30] requires that a learning algorithm's sample complexity, 
and not just its computational complexity, grow only polynomially in terms of the various parameters that describe 
the learning problem. Because of this, positive results that m e Valiant's framework usually address the issue of 
sample complexity. A large number of these present specific algorithms that are subsequently analyzed: 1121 gives 
a neural network algorithm, |3LJ presents an algorithm for learning disjunctive normal formulae with a bounded 
number of variable in each m intern, [ 11] discusses the learning of decision trees whose size is bounded, [29] 
addresses the learning of desciskm lists, which are decision trees where each node has only one non-leaf among its 
descendants. Some results, such as |I I ]  (31), and | 6[, which discusses the learning of disjunctive normal formulae 
with i  bounded number of miltlcrmi, treat the bounds on the sizes of hypotheses as constants (that is, the number of 
minterms in [6], the number of variables per m In term in |31]T and the size o f the decision tree in [1L) are considered 
to be constants). These size-bounds appear as exponents in the expressions describing the learning algorithms' 
sample complexities, but, by virtue o f the fact that the size-boundi are constants rather than variables, the sample 
complexities are regarded as polynomial expressions.
Other results, such as that of (23J, which presented a sample complexity bound Tor learning disjunctive normal 
formulae with a bounded number of mmterms and a bounded number o r  variables per m in term, have sample 
complexities that are polynomial in the size-bounds, and arc therefore o f a qualitatively different nature than those 
cited previously.
The results that are of primary interest to us are not those that present analyses of specific algorithms, but rather 
those lhal permit large classes of algorithms to be analyzed for sample complexity if the have a certain property.
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In (33] and {6], which wc have Already cited, it is shown that stunple complexity grows logarithmically in the size 
of the teaming alforiihm's domain, and linearly in the size of the hypotheses in the domain.
In [32], [33], ]7], and [19J, among others, the sample complexity of algorithms teaming a class of hypotheses 
is bounded in terms of the Vaprik-Chervoncntij Dimension of the class; this is discussed ai length in the body 
of the thesis and the cu no ii appendix. There is an additional important result in this area; 132] shows that 
the sample complexity of a learning algorithm canmvbc hounded in the worst-cast framework implied by [30], 
unless the Vi pink Chervon en l is Duuaision of the algorithm's hypothesis class is finite, (it should be noted by the 
interested reader Hat |32] and 133] do not express their results in the terminology of machine teaming. Instead, 
they simultaneously bound the probabilities of events contained in a given set, in terms o l an empirical estimate 
ol those probabidtS- In the language of machine teaming, the set of events in question contains the events that 
cause one or man hypotheses in some clisi to  make an error, and the empirical estimate is obtained by counting 
the number of errors the hypotheses make on the training sample. K is suggested that the reader approach {7| or 
f 19] before [32] or [33].}
Results that cSC the Vapnik-ChciYonkis Dimension to bound the sample complexity of a [timing algorithm 
make it appear cay , at least in principle, to bound the sample complexity of an arbitrary teaming algorithm [if, in 
fact, it can be bounded). The problem is that we must first have a bound on the VC dimension on Liie algorithm's 
own hypothesis class. The usual approach in the literuune cxr computational teaming theory seems to be to present 
an algorithm and ihen bound the VC Dimension or it's hypothesis class; with this approach the analysis or each 
algorithm is a new research project unless these are uniform methods for finding tlte VC Dimensions of function 
classes.
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Appendix A to Chapter 2. 
Proofs of results in Chapter 2
2 A .I . P r o o f  o f  p ro p o s i t io n  2.5.
In what follow! the next icsull will be useful:
£<?j]]jha 3 A .J&  {32}: Let & be some class o f  events defined art a sample space X , and let d denote >' ), I f
5  C X  and jS| > d, then
C orollary 2A,1 £b Let 4  be some class o f  events defined on a sample space X , and let <i denote t  (<? ). Then 
for all t > il, then
n,m < ($)'.
Pnoof This follows because lemma 2A,15 holds for all S  C ,Y foe which t  >  d. □
This result bounds the number of subsets ihn  can be induced on a list whose size is greater than nr equal to 
J  by a class of events whose Vapnik-Chervcnenkis Dimension is less Hint or equal to d.
We now demonstrate how the Vapnik-Chervunenkis Dimension o f the class of events <-i (fj can be bounded, 
when P(^*]) and ’P (J a )  a it  known. We begin by bounding * 5 j )  in terms of n / , ( 5 i )  and n ^ ( S i ) ,
Our first case is a simple one in which all events in <fi induce the same subset on .V  In this case, the elements of 
S j  do not provide enough information lo distinguish among (ht members of since every element of Sj is either 
excluded from every event in 41, or included in every event in We expect that •  $ i\  would only
depend o r  n ^ S i ) ,  since T I^(£ j) is fixed at I. Wc will show that this is indeed the case: specifically
:y
D dinifintj: Let 5 | and Si be two lists such {hat |5 j | -  |5 j |, and let i~*: 5 L $ 1  be a bijcction. S | Si denotes 
the list o f  tuples
4 M  (*™)) }■
The goal in using the operation is j  imply to specify some List of tuples
f^ t ,S n ) .( f i , i f i ) ,  --.fc r.w )}*  (2A .U >
where i i  e S] and j* e  S j,  in such i  way Lhat the number of dements of the ]isl is the same as |SiJ =  |S j|, 
while at the same time specifying which of (he pain  ( r , y) e 5 i  x St appear in (2A.11). The exact nature of i— is 
unimportant, so we will simply use Sj * St to denote (2A .ll). leaving i-* unspecified.
We now demonstrate how the Vapnit-Chcrvnnciiltis Dimension of the class of events Sj can he bounded,
when r 'f r f i)  and r (« f j )  are known. We hegin by bounding ICrTnS of J W ^ i )  And Ttj , [ . ^ ).
Our first case is a simple one in which ill events in St induce the same subset on 5j. In this case, the elements of 
5 j  do not provide enough information to distinguish among the members o f S t,  since every element «f Sj is either 
excluded from cvciy cvem in J j ,  or included in every event in S\. We expect lhal l l ^ .^ j . ^ i  •  .*?;) would only 
depend on fT/^^Ljt since T l^ (5 i) is fixed at 1. We will show that this is indeed (he case; specifically
• -Si) =  n * ( 5 i ) .
We begin with a preliminary lemma.
Lfunrufl 2A.1T; Considertwo eren ts F\ , i and E\,i defined o f the sample space A'i and two events Kj.i and F2 . 2  
defined on the sample space A’i .  Let Si be a list o l elements o f  A'] and S t be a list from X t, such that |5| | -  |5;l. 
lei ?  be an anasic operator, and assume that
Si n  Ei(l = St n  Etti.
then
implies lhat
(f>i * .9j) n Ej t © Ei,i j* (5 | * 5i) n  Ft,! 0  Ej,j 
5] n J^ i.i ^  Si n JTt i.
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Pmaf:
I Assume
(5i * S j ) IT Ei.i 0  Es.i ^  {5i * 5 j )  it F ]^  0i F i,j.
Wf will ubo assume
Si IT JTl.i =  Aj n  Ej_i
and show that a contradiction follow s ]
[1J
3 ( r fy) e 5] *&i :
((r, jf) £ E int O Ei,t a it} f! Ei.i O E ij)
v
t  O £j,i A ( j ,y )  C E i , i0 J?i,j)
Proof o f 1: {We show  iAi'j by assuming there is no such point and showing that a contradiction follow s]
H.M
V
((*, trj  ^^i.l 0  ^1,1 v (r,y)e £i,a©£i,i)
jr} e Si • S i :
[ by assumption (ihis is the negation 
of ll]> ]
A
{(r, Sf) £ ^i.i 0  £ 2,] V £ 1,2 0  £ 2,a)
| 1 2 !
it) e  S, •  S i :
| [L I | and the law of disjunctive syllogism
£ £ t.i 0  Ej.i —1 E i ,iQ  £ 2,1}
]
A
£ l.l 0  £ tL  —1> £  £ l ,3 0  £ 3,1)
[1-3J
V(r, v) £ S\ * S i :
I by [ l.2| ]
({■r, y) e Ei.i 0  £ 1,1 «-» ( j ,y )  e  F j.i 0  Fi,i)
Q.E.D. (1) 1 11.3] contradicts the original assumption lhat
(£] * Ai) n  iTt.j 0i E2.1 ^  (Ai •  Ai) IT F i,j 0  El f .
I
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!2]
Consider a particular point fo, y} e well that 
((ar,ir> £ JTj.i 0  Eifi A (i,p ) ^  fTi.iQ £j,j)
[ such a point exists by [1 ] ]
V
(<*. Sr> i  £ i , i G £ i , i  A { : > v ) e  f i . i O E i . i )
13]
Case 1: assume
e £Ti,i 0  /Tj.i a  (j,jr) ^  F t,i 0  ^ . j )
131)
(fo.ff) e £ j , i©  Es.i A ( r , y ) f  E i . iG f i .a )  I ty  assumption ]
^  [ Ihis fal lows from the definition of an ana-
fo,jr) e J?i,i0  Ej_i —■ (x £ £ | , j ) 0 fo £ J^ .i) sic operator ]
13 3)
(*. v) t  ^ i,i 0  Ez,\ —' " f(*  e £ i,i) 0 fo £ Pj.i)}-
I this follows from the definition of in  anasic operator ]
134]
( r  £  £ ] , ] )  0  f o  e  £ a , i )  A  
^■((j e  IT i.i)0 (jr t  Kj.i))
[3.5|
£i 0  £ j,i =  ci Em
t m
y e £ 1,1 *-* y £  Ej i
13-7]
( r  e  F t.i A I  £  P i j )  -* 
fare JSViJiSj f o e  &.]) A 
(* £  Ei.2)G>(v £  Ej,i)
[ by |3.1], [3.2], and 13 1) ]
[ by the assumption of the lemma. ]
( by [3 51, since y e  Si according to |2] ]
Proof of 3.7: jlV'e
(jf c ^L.i a j  e Ei i)
and show thus under this assumptkm.
( ( r  €  E 'i.iJO ty  € £ j , i )  A ( r  £ Jn ,i)G  (y e  £ :,:)) 
lead to a contradiction.l
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(3 72]
f €  E],i A r e  E^i
- f ( i  £ Et.i) 0 { y  e  F j j ]  A 
( I f  £ i ,3 ) 0 ( y e  Ei,i)\
[ try assumption |
by assumption
[ Wc will d m lo p  two cases: (he case I © (y £ Ei.i] and (he case 1 T' f y e  E i, \ )) . Wc will show 
that [1-7.11 leads to a contradiction in both cases. 1
11.7.3]
Case 1: Assume I <;i fy £ Ej j)
[3.7.1.11 
13.7 3 21
[3.7.3.3]
[3.7.3.4]
13.7.3.5j
1 (y  e  J v jj) 
y £ £ i .1 r-r
v e ^i,3
1 0 ( V £ ^ 3 , i ) A 
I 0  (y £ F i.j)
i  £ K,,] A 
f  € £ :,i
- [ (1 G (V e  £a.i}lA 
(I 0  (y e
[ by assumption
I by |3 .6 | )
[3.7.3.2] and E3.7 3.3l ]
by (3.7.1J ]
( by [1.7,3 4] and [3.7.2| I
Q.E.D.(1.73 3 ( [3.7.1.5] conimdicu [3,7,3.3| |
a\ 3-7.4} [ A contradiction follows; die proof is ex­
actly analogous to Lhc proof for case I . 
Case 2: Assume I 0 (p £ Fi.O) I
Q.E.D. (3.7) | By 13.7.4] and |3.7.3], |3.7.2| contradicts both 10 ( jr  <= F j i) and -(V= fy e  Fj i)).
]
m ]
fjr $  £ |, i  A x % JTi.:) ->
(x e f ],0 o  (y e F i.i) a  
(j? e F],i) 0 {y e fr,i)
Proof o f  3.8; [VWrivj'ffiujarw
( r  £  f ' l j  JT] j)  
ami ihof under this assumption,
-1 ((x E E i.i) 0  (if E F j.i) A (x E F i.t)  0  ili E Jxj.il)
Jfiiir to a cotdroiiittion. ]
Q.E.D. (3.8) | The prouf is exactly analogous 10 the proof of 13.7] 1
P  .91 |  T h i s  h o l d s  f o r  a l l  r  E  .S  i f r o m  i h e  i r i i i a l
assumption of the proof, namely 
x E F t.i «  i  e Ei.i S[ n  F t.i =  Si n  k n  |
I3J0]
( x  E  F i . i  A  i  E  £ | , i )  V  ( r  g  J ? i , i  A i  ^  E Ptj )  i  b y  [ 3 , 9 ]  ]
13.111
(x  e  J ? ],])0  to E F j.i]  A 
(x E £ ],i}0  to £ F 3.1l
Q.E.D(3.J [ [3.11] contradicts the assumption in [3] ]
[4J
I by J3.10I, [3.7| and (3.8|
Case 2: I The proof is exactly analogous to the
jf for t
f  F u  0 Fi,] A (f.y) e F i , i0  Ej.i)
[ S J
proo case I . |
The point ( r ,  y) described in (2] docs not eiisL [ by |4] and [3| |
Q.E.D, [ |5] ctmiradicls [I] J
□
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T Jio o rcm  2 A A 8 :  Consider two classes o f  events, £\ and defined on the sample spaces A'i and .Yj respectively. 
Lei S] be a list o f  dements o f X \  and $ 1  be a list from -Yj, such that |5 J  -  |.Vj|h and assume that dj has Vic 
property that all events in St. induce the same subset on $ jr Lei £> bean ansstc operator. Then
^ ^ ( ^ • S i )  < n*{S i>  -  n / ^ 5 L)T ijj(^i)- (2a . i 2 )
rro o f: Construct t  mapping
Af : {(S| * S-i) n E\ <■> £j : E] € St , Ei e Si} —* {S] fi Ei : Ei e S\ } 
as follows: for all E i e  rfi, Ej e  rfj,
A /((S, *Sj)fi Ei 0 EjI =  5, n Ei- (2A.I3)
Either (2A.13) is one-to-one or it is no t If (2A.13) is one-mon* then ( S i  n  Ei E\ €  <ft] h is at least as many
members is
((Si * S3) fi Ei 0 \ E| e <fj, Ej e
and (he theorem follows. If (2A, 13) is not one-to-one then a contradiction follows* as we now show:
ID
3 E | € iC] f E i,i , Ei,j e  di :
f(Si •  S*1 fi Ei Q Ej,] 7* (Si * Si) fi E| 0  Ei,i)
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Proof of 1: [ We wiii assume that no such point t i tsts and show (hot a contradiaiim follows. \
[ by assumption
V Ft G J*ii E j.IjE j.j E J j  :
(this is the negation of 111) 1
(('5i * Sj) Fj^ =  (5t * .S ) n  E] <•> Ej.j)
i 1.2]
V Ei e J | ,  Fj l, F],j t  i i :
(f^i •  S j) f  £ | £■ Ei'i $  (5, •  5 i) n  E\ 0  Ej,j) ->■ 
W (f5i • J i j n f f i  a a . , 1?!
iV((5i * Si] n Fi 0  £i,a)
I The implication holds trivially since no 
Fl e  A ,  F i.i, Ej.i C <fi satisfy the left side. ]
11.3) t by (1.2) and the definition o f a onc-Ui-on
M  is cme-to-ane. mapping ]
Q.E.D. (1) | 11.3] contradicts the assumption that M  is not one-to-one ]
(21
3 Fl C if] : 
Si n  E\ ^  5 | n  Ei 
Proof of 2;
[2.1]
Let E}, E},i, and Ei?
be such (hat I Such an F t ,  F i,], F i,j esisi by [ 11 J
((Si *Sa) F- Ei 0  F j.t /  (S| * S j)  O E l 0  Fj.i)
12.2]
S] H Fi ^  S] n F ]  I by lemma 2A. 17 ]
Q.E D. (2) [ by (2.2] ]
O.C.D, 1 |2| is sclf-contradictnry. 1
Hence (2A 13) must be one-to-one and the theorem follows. □
3b
C orollary 2 A .  19; Consider two classes o f  events. J*i and if;, defined on the sample spaces Xj and ,Yj respectively. 
Let Si be * list o f  elements o f X \  and Si be * tisi ftom  A 'jh such that |5 | | =  |5j1, and assume that <fi is such that 
alt events in <#*] induce the same subset on Si- Lei © he an anasic operator•. Then
T V ,© /^ ]  •  s o  <  n ^ ( ^ )  =  n * ( .? i m A (f t ) .
Proof: The procd is exactly analogous to the proof o f theorem 2A J8- (The corollary differs from theorem 2A.IH 
in that the rules o f Sj and &  are reversed). □
Next wc consider the case where fT /^ .^ ) >  I-
Lnjirota 2A.2Q: Let f i  he a class o f  even# in X , and Si he a class o f  events i n Y ,  Let Si he a list o f elements 
{ rin J i, , r i }  fhwi .V, Si be a list o f  elements i n Y ,  and let Si  •  Sj he
I f  0  is a anasic operator then
n*ioa$(Si * 5 j) < nA(-Si)JT^(Sa)-
f rn o f1 Wc partition <fi by grouping together those members that induce the same subset cm S j. That is, we create 
partitions
J U , t , d * i ij h - -
where
Fi e  (Tl.h a  Ej e  <fi,n *-* Ei P. Si = E} n  S,.
M[II
{(5j * S i) n Fi (!) E i: Ei £ J*i, Ei e =
{(5j •  5 i) F E | 0  F j : El e e <?i) u
f(F] * 5 i) n  Ei 0  E i ; El e / m ,  E i e &i) li by the defin ition  o f a  partitioning |
f2 |
{(5j •  ^ j)  fi E | 0  E i : Ei e ,t> Et C di)
|( (5 i * Si) n  Et 0  E i : E | e d), Ei £  <fi}1 <
|{(5i * Sj) n Ei 0  E i : E| e J ],i, Ej c  ^:)| + 
| f ( S i * S j ) n  E] O E i : El e d*i_i, Ei €  di}| + I by 11 ] and the pnetpfrtics of sets \
[3]
|4 |
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16]
|« S ,  •  3^) n  E | 0  E; j Ei e Ej €  <fi)|
V e fsfi.L, r f l . i , : 
|{(Sj • Si) n  E] 0  Ei : E]  ^ ifi.ii Ei e  tfi}| < n^(Sj)
|(di,.' £  (Ji.ii d*],!. ■ ■ ■ i f l . i lH  S  IT*(S,]
[2] h i s  a t m u st n ^ f S T )  sum m andj
f ( ( S ,  . * ) n  E , 0 E 3 : E L e f l . E i e ^ J t  <  
r U ( S i ) m ( S j )
I By theorem 2A.IS, since each rfj sat­
isfies the condition placed on in lhat 
theorem. J
I By the definition nr T1. 
[ By 14]. I
I By [2|, [3] uid [51 ]
Q.E.lA
Lc& i'hji 2  A . 2 1; Cbnskler an tnasic operator® and two sets o f events f i  and <fj.de/ined on andXj respectively.
If. for all lists Si firm  A i. and a/J firtj S i from A'a such that |£ i | =  |Sj[,
• Si) < TT/,(5|)rifl{Si),
then
< n^L (/]
for all t  > Or
rti-Kif:
1 1 1
w >  0,
3S| e A 'f .S ig  -Vj : TIjiq^ S i ♦ Si) = TIa o *(*)  
|2 |
Let  # > 0
13]
Lei $ u $ i  besuchLhai
*& ) “  fi/iAJifO
|4 |
[5]
I W , )  < n * ( f l
161
n*(&) < n*(fl
[7]
< n * W T U (0
Q.E.D.
2A,2.  P roo f  o f  proposi t ion 2.7.
The following lemma will be used In two of our later proofs:
L om jjm  2 A .22: LciC hc tn  arbitrary positive constant Then 
mbl [ j f ’J j1 : d t + d l = C ,d i f dt  e  TfJ
This minimum is unique.
I definition o f IT.(/). ]
[ Such S i, Si exisiby [1 |. ]
[ by lemma 2A.20 |
1 by the defin ition  of and the fact
that |5 | | =  t .  ]
\ by the definition of n {/) and the Taei
d ia l\fh\ = t  I
I by m , |3L  and [6|. |
■  m l
3*J
fVon/".' Let
4 = £
[II
mill : di +  d2 =  <7,rf|, Jj e m} < 
m'rn {(do + ; r e H ) ,
Proof of I : [We will assume the existence ttfa n i that causes f l l  to be violated, and show that a contradiction 
fa t lows.)
[t.U
11-2 ]
[1.31
{1.4]
||J 5 |
LeljfVf =
min j d f 1 : dt 4 d i =  C , J | , tfj G MJ 
Choose an j  such lhal
l e i  fti =  di) + c , Aj = do -  i
Af'fc£J <
A i +  h i  = C
| We have assumed that such an t exists.
I by [1.21 and |].3J. |
Proof of 1,5:
11.5.11
[1.5.2]
fl.5.3]
[1J.4]
hi 4- hi — Jfj -f j  -+ Jo — x
do 4  £ 4- do — j  -  dj 4  do
C  C
do 4 l i l  =  y  +  y
2 2
| by the deHnuion of h i and ft;.
by arithmetic |
| definition of da I
I by algcbm )
Q.R.D. (1.5) | by the chain of equalities 11.5.1 ]-(1,5.41
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[1.61
( by [1.4| and [151- I
12]
min : di -f dj =  C, d \ , d i  € IlJ
Q.E.D. (1) [ (1.6] contradicts [1.1 J [
rain {(da + r f ^ ' f d o - i t ) 4 - * : t  e l l }  <  
min : d\ +  dj =■ C ,d i,d : e  f f |
Proof of 2: ]iVe will ossutnt the exisienct of a d i and a dj that violate {2/, and s)ww that a contradiction 
followj ]
| 2 .If
[2 .2 |
12.3]
|2,4]
[251
LeL to be such that
(cb + Jro)*+**(db -  =
mLn{(«fa + * ) ,* ' " ' ( i 4 : t  £ I f }
Let 0] m d gi be such that 
Si ¥ g i -  Card 
jf< ? f < (rfc +  J 0')d)+' , ( * ^ T o ) ,ll' fS
Lei X i ' ^| -  Jj
da + J  i — 
da -  f t  =  ffi
I (2 .3 1 by arithmetic
Proof of 2J:
[2-5.11
12.5.2)
[2.5.31
0] +  ff2 =  C
Jo +  <(a ~ C
I by the assumption [2.2 ] f
definition of Jo
| (2.5.11 and [2.5.2] j
4 |
U.S.41
125.51
d a - n  = 0:
substituting (2.4] into [2.5.!t| |
[ [2.5.41 by algebra
111
12 61
[2.7]
Q.E.D. (2.5)
$ 9 ?  < -  Jo )* " '*
( 4  + j 0) * 4r* U ,
[ by ihc assumption in (2.2J [
J Substituting [2.4] and [2.5] 
into [2.6|. ]
12 JiJ
[2.7| is a counicrexamplc 1
f Jo + *
rrtin { (Jo  +  i ) it' + , [ < f c - * ) * " '  : j ^ M }
Q.Ii.D. (2) [ [2.8| contradicts the definition of r<j. 1
V (i0 > 0);
( ln((i)+r0) + 1 -  l n { , J o - J o ) - 1 =  0) -*
+  ra)d*-tl =
m m  +  * ) * * ' ( &  -  *  ) * " '  ; r  e  I J ) .
fYoof of It \U t to be a number satisfying the left tide of / J / .  We wilt shew that x 0 satisfies the right side.', 
[ I l l
( d i i + z o ^ ' f d b - « ] * - '■  =
min {(-*j +  -  ar)15* - ' : r e l l }
v
( i k + i o y ^ ^ - f o ) * - * '  =
m a *  { [d o  +  j ) ^ + T ( d b -  : *  e  H }  .
Proof of 3.1: \We prove this be taking the derivative o f the logarithm o f
(do + e ) * +t(< k -  x)*>~r
with respect h j*.]
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[ 3 I I |
V { j) : ( ( J ,  +  x ) * + , (do -  * ) * " '  =  m in{((b + j ) * +f( J ,  -  t ] * " *  : x e  U}J -  
(in ({do +  i ) ^ +*(do - 1 ) * - ' )  =  min {3n ((do +  i ) * +' ( i h  -  - i  e  U})
I by the monoioflicity or ihe log function ]
13.1.21
V (r}: (( tf o + a ) il,+' ( d b - i ) dt- T =  min{(,fc 4  * ) * +'M b - * } * ’ '  : ,  e l l ] }  «
(4o 4  j )  Infdo 4  i)(d o  -  1 ) ln(4o - 1 ) =  
min ((do +  a )  ln(db 4  r){d<i -  r )  l t{4i -  r ) : x e 11}
| |3,1.11 and algebra. J
13.1.3]
V ( r ) :  +  J a - * ) * - ■  =  4  * ) ^ T(<i>- * ) * “ '  : j  <e ff}) ~
(do 4  j )  Inf Jo 4  r )(do  -  f } ln(do -  r )  =  
m u  {{tic -t * )  Inf'Jo 4  j )  4  (Jo -  r ) l n ( ( t  -  r ) : f  e H )
| The proof is eaactly analogous to that of j 3,1,2!. I
(3.1.4]
[(Jo 4  Jr) IhfJn 4 i ‘) 4  (Jo -  j ) ln ( tt  -  j )] =
5 ^ i N , e , + ,)+ (A + , ) i y * ± ^ +
!n(db +  J) +  -  w <*> -  *) -  T ~Jo 4  J  (la -  x
Infcfti 4  x J 4  1 -  ln(Jo -  jt) -  1
{ by calculus and algebra. ]
(3.1.5] ^
—  (( Jo 4  *) ln(4) 4  Jr) 4  (4) -  *) N  Jo -  a ) )  evaluated at x® i» 0
[ By [3.1.4] and the assumption in (31 that In (Jo 4  *o) 4  I -  
ld( do — io ) — 1 = 0 , ]
(J.E.D. (3.1) | The claim follows from |3 .1 .2 |, 13.1.3], |3 .1 .5], and the properties of ihc derivative.
]
13.21
( ^ r o ' l ^ ^ - r o ) * - ' *  =
min ((4b 4  r ) ^ ' ^  -  : t  e  If}
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Proof of 3,2: | We prove this be taking the second derivative o f the logarithm of 
with respect to jr.]
V f* ): = n ii« [{ *  4  i ) * +jl( J ) ^ N ] )  -
[in f t *  4  *) * +J ( *  -  ^ >*-*) =  min {In f t *  + * ) * + ' f *  -  a-)*-*) : r  e  fT} J
[ by (he moroionkity of Oie tog function |
V [x) : ( ( *  4  * ) * + * < * -  * ) * " '  =  » « { ( *  4  * ] * +’ { *  -  r ) * - '  : r  e  If}] ~  
(Jo  4  j ) l n ( i ]  4  r )  ! r ( *  -  x) -
m in {(J, 4  r ) l n ( * 4  x ) ( *  -  x ) ln ( *  -  r ) : jr e  Tf}
| 13.2.11 and algebra. ]
V< J?) : ( ( *  4  * ) * +jr(do -  t )* ~ *  = m ai { (*  4  : J  e  t 0 )
(do 4  i ) l n ( *  4  * ) (d o  -  j) ln (d o  -  t )  =  
ma* ({ *  4  j ) l n (  *  4  jf) 4  { *  -  x)ln(Jo -  jr) : jr e  11}
[ The proof is caacily analogous tn thal or [3.2.2], ]
^  [ ( *  4  x ) ln ( J o 4  j )  4  { *  -  J r)ln (Jo  -  x)] =
(tfo 4  x )_l 4  { *  — r ] _t
Proof of 3.2.4:
[3.2.4.11
[(db 4  x) log (Jo 4  x) 4  (Jo -  x) ldg( J j  -  *)] = 
lo g f*  4 i ] 4 l -  log(Jo -  J 1) -  1
[ by calculus and algebra, aa above. J
[3.24.2)
log( Jo 4  *) + 1 -  log( Jo - 1 ) -  I
ax
dlog(do 4  J )  J io g ( *  -  j )  
dx dr
_ l  1
*  I X Jo -  J
I calculus |
132.11
[3.2.2J
13.2.3]
13.2.41
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Q.UD. (32.4)
13.2.5}
Proof of 3.2,5: [ We wilishow that the contrary assumption contradicts J n > j  > 0.]
[3.2.5.11
*  > 0 | The definition of *  J
(3.2.5.2]
i  >  0 [ th e  assumption in [32.51 1
132-5,31
( *  +  f ) - ! > n  ( 1325 .11 anti 13.2 5.2] |
(3.2.54)
( ( *  -f ±}-1 +  (<fj -  r ) _l <  0) -*■ 
j ] | by I3.2J5.3) j
132.5,5!
[32.5.61
( ( *  -  Jf) 1 < 0) —t ( r  > * )
« * + I r ' + ( * - r ' < l p . 2 .5.4 | j n i ) |U .5.5 | ,
( r  >  Jj)
[32.5.71
j  <  *  [ b y  assumption |
132.5.81 [ because the contrary assumption
leads to a contradiction, by [32.5-6] and 
( *  +  r ) - ] + ( * - r ) - t > 0  [32.5 7 1 ]
Q.E.D. (32.5)
(1.2.61 | by ibe definition of I n *  -  Jo is dc-
j * < *  fined: this requires that to < * .  I
(3.2,7]
j*  > 0 | by the definition of 1
Q.E.D. (32) | by |3 .l], [32.4], |3 2 J ) ,  [32.6J, [32.7J, and the properties nf the derivative, |
Q.E.D, (3) [ [32] is the assertion that was to be prowed in step (31 i
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W
( r 0  =  0 )  —
tn(*io — ro) 4  I — Initio — in) — 1 — 0
Proof of 4:
[4.1J
J"d =  0 I Assumption 1
[4.2]
l n ( d Q +  j n )  +  I -  J n f t f o  -  j 0 } -  I =  l n ( d ^  + -  0 }  +  1 -  1 n ( r f o  -  0 )  -  ]
| By 14.21, substituting () for r .  |
|4.3|
ln(rfn4 U ) + i - l n ( d o - 0 )  -  I =± (J [ algebra I
Q.E.D. (4) [ By |4.1j and [4.3], ]
151
[ri ^  OJ —1 (ln(do +  J : )  +  1 -  Inf'i) -  j l )  -  1 ^  0 )
Proof of 5'
[5.1]
]n ( t f c  4  j i } +  I - l n f t S i - J i ]  -  I =
[ algebra 1
ln(do ■+ j i  ] -  lnfiia -  J ]  ]
15.2]
t* i ^ 0 }  +  t f o - J ] )
[5.3]
(Jo + jti ^  do -  r i )  — (Inf Jo + j ] ) f  ln(tfo -  j ] ))
[ monotDniciiy of the log function |
!5.4|
(infd^ + ji ln(J}) -  n ))
(Inf Jo + r  L) -  Infdo -  x i ) ^  0)
(5-5|
( J 1 /  0) - f  (iTLfcb +  J i ) -  tn(db -  z  L) *  0) f E5-2J Lhmugh [5 .4 |f
Q.E.D. (5} | j5.5] and [5.1], ]
4 6
m
The only iq satisfying left side of [3| U 0 
<&<£ -
min {(4 ) + * )* * '((&  “  x)A,~r : x e N }
min { i / ’dj* : </| + J j =  C t du d2 e n }  
min (|db + ■r)*+ ,((f& -  j ) 11*- '  : l e l i } ,
Q.E.D. | [7], |fi] and the definition of <fo, 3 
□
I [4] and IS], and the definition of i n .  3
[ By 161. substituting ii for r  in the right 
side n f[3 |. 1
[ by | 1| and | 2]
T h e o re m  2A .23: Consider two classes o f events, and <?t, defined on the sets X  and V respectively and k t  
the combination Operator be defined in such a way that
for all t  > 0 . Then
I W f l ( ' )  < T W O IW O  
V{S\i«dT]) <  4 . 7 { r w ) + t ' <  d*}).
Proof;
the definition the Vapmk-ChervonenJtis Dimension.
1* > I U 0 *{Q  (2A .I4)
implies then
t  > r  ( 4  £><&).
We wifi show tiut(2A. .14} is satisfied i f  t  is replaced by 4 . 7f i ‘ (J i )  + i '{ d i ) ) .]
HI
< n / , ( / J l i ^ ( 0  l by assumption I
[ 2 1
Let ft] =  y  (d*j ), ftl =  t"
{31
V/ > rna*{/u,ftj} :
f by corollary 2A.I6 |
n , acnn^4^) < gd’w
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[4|
W > n iu ( /) i  J t i}  :
- A L /Aj * Aj yfcj
15]
■ - j,
U l ^  =  ^ —
[61
V f ,
#Ai fhifktfht
Proof o f 6 ;
[6 1|
f h*yhdfA*fVt _
Proof of 6,1:
[ M i l
( t t f ' U t ) * 1
Q.E.D. (6.1)
(62J
/£*$■  <
Q.E.D. (6) 1 by [6.1], |6.2]. and algebra )
V /  >  m a i f f t t , A j ) ,
,fco /htf.htiht
>  1W 0 I U W
17)
[SI
V/ > niM {6 |,  [*2],
> n * i * ] i U £0
r r 1*’
[ [}J and algebra |
[ definition o f  /r« and algebra ]
( by lemma 2A ,22 |
I by ffi] and M] |
t by [7] and algebra 3
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m
i t  >
2iU
UO]
HU
1{ >  =>■ t  >
i t  >  ma*{AL,A j ] ,
( '  > o " ) ( /  >
[12J
i f  >  man{ftLlAj),
=> {t > r o  J i ) )
m i
i t  >  inu{h], A?],
the > IfiSi
[14]
i t  >
^  > 9.4^ => [t > f ' t f G i f t ) )
I |S|  and {11 1
| fly (he definition of r '. ]
|9 | and [10] I
I [ l l | ,  by the monotDntcity of the log func­
tion ]
I M 2J and algebra ]
Proof of 14:
IM .I]
i t  > mu(fiL,Aj},
( s aM) ■*
( 2 5  * 1011 (k
Proof of |4 .l:
[14.1-11
-r- > 9.4
no “
f AJiumpijon. ]
114.1.2]
9 4
—  >  lo g ,(9.4 p) [ arithmetic |
A')
114.1.3]
( I  ^  > 9.4, t  > mix (h i, ,
f * hl‘ (j)
lYuof of 14.1,3: ilVir take the derivative wifft respect to [t/h] of  the difference of the left and 
right sides o f I 14.13 f  and show that it is positive. The result then follows for 
a l t t j d >  9.4, since f  14.1.1 /  jtonvj that it holds when (fd  =  9 .4 ]
(14.1 3.11
114 1.3.21
(14.1 3.3]
114.1,3.4]
(14.1.3.51
d t  
d{t fh)2h
( By calculus
h d t f  
e t d( t f h )  h 
<h 
rt  
h
7
* < - Lt  -  9.4
| calculus and algebra 1
log:d m )
d t  d
d{tfh) 7h d(tfh)
2 J _
2 "  9.4
by 114,1,3.2] and (14.1.3.31 ]
log; G O -
I subtracting 
114,1.3,41 from [14.1.3.1] ]
Q.E.D. (14,1,3) | By (14.1.2], [14.1,3,5], and the properties of derivatives, since the right
side of [ 14.1.3.5J is positive. I
Q.E.D. <14.1) | by [14.1.31 and (14.1.1]. )
Q.E.D. (14) [ by [14 I [and (13] 1
[151
— > 9 .4  =* t >  V { f i  lorf*;)
no
114| and |13[ [
5U
116]
2 1  [ suhsliiuling the definition of inlu I IS]
> 9 4  => * > * ' ( 4 0  4 )  ]
hl +  hi
m
i +  Aj ) => * > 0 4 1 ) [ By [161 and algebra ]
[18]
/  > A.l{hi +  Aj) => t  >  * ' (4*j (j>4) I By f 17] and arithmetic ]
I I Substiluring die definition* of h i and Aj
t  > 4 .7 { r ( E j ) +  => into 118] I
[20]
4.7( > '(£"0 + i y (Ei)} >  [ This follows hum j 19] I
Corollary 2A .24: Consider t*o classes o f events, 4  tnd defined on die sets X tad V respectively. Let 
be a t m ask operator. Then
t 't r f W id i)  <  4 .7( 1' ^ ) +  n ^ ) ) ,
Proof: This follows from lemma 2A.2I and theorem 2A.23. G
2A.3.  P r o o f  o f  p ro p o s i t io n  2.10.
We continue now by showing trial anisic ccnjrciians arc ricetic combinations; thus our results for ricctic 
oombinari&nj will apply to anasic conjections.
To indue Lively derive results about i-ary anasic operators, we will use the convention that, for any t-ary 
anisic operator .£> and all 0 < j  < k, ^  ,4 , - - ■ will denote the function ( 4  ,4 , ■ ■ ■, 4 ). where 
■JJ+], r j , ■ - -, contain only one event, and hence induce only one subsel on any set of elements of the sample 
space they arc defined on.
fV/foirion; te t  S 11*%,■ ■■, J'i t>e I; lists. Then Si •  5 j * ■ ■ ■ * denotes ■ ((5] * S j) • b j ) # - ■ ■ * V*)
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T/icm roiu 5 A ,25: Consider I  > 0 simple spaces ,Y|, ,Yj, ■ ■ ■, A'i and 2 k events
£ i,ii £ 1.2 e A'i, £ j ] ,  f j , j  e A*j, ■■ ■, f u .  Fv,i e ,W
Let
Si £  A f , 5j £ .Yj, ■ -, S* £ A'|
for some I  >  0, Let t be xn integer, 0 < i < *, ind  let & be an anisic operator. Assume that for alt j  such that
i < j < k t
5,J.| n fp + ],[ =  Si + I n
Thcit
(Si * Si* ■ ■ ■ * St ) 0  , £ 1,2 , - ■ ■ f £ 1,1) f  (S| * Sj* •• •* Si ) n ■,*■( Ej. 1 , £2,2, ■ ■ ■. £3,1) 
implies that
{Si r  £7] 1 /  Si r £,(1) V(5jn £j ]  ^Si fi v ■ - ■ V (S* n Ej.i jt Si n £p,i).
Proof;
{Assume then
(Si * Si * ■ • • * 5 | )  n  ^ { r i , ] ,  £ l ,  2, - ■ ■, £ ^ 1 ) -f (S | * Sj • ■ ■ ■ * S*) r v i ( £ i , i .  £2 ,2 ,  ■ ■ f j . i J  
but tha t
(,*>1 n £ 1,1 — Si n £ 1,1) a  (S ir . f i , ,  = S3 fi Eijj a ■ - ■ a (S,- n  £,,i = Si r  Fn).
We wilt show that a contradiction follows. I 
[,1 3 ((r,, Jj, ■ ■ -, J,) e (St • Si * - ■ ■ * S\ )) :
[{j]f 31. ' - . f* )  E 0 ( £ t . t , £ ‘j . i . - - ' ,  £*,|) A (a-i.jj ,  ■■ - pff) 4  0 ( £ l , i ,  £ 1.1, ■ ■ ■, £t.i)] v
[Ui. JJ. '■ ■ >tk) $  0 ( £ i , i , £ i , t ,  ■ ■ ■ 1 £i , l )  A ( r ^ e i ,  ■■ - ,r* )  £  iv-ffi.j, f j . i ,  ■ ■ -, £*,j)]
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Proof of I : [ t f  this were not the cose, w t wouid have
- -pXk) e ( 5 ,
■ ■ ■ , J f i )  £  G ( £ i , i ,  F j ,u  ■ • ,  £ i , t )  *-> { *  h  *1.  ■ ■ ■. * 1 ) £  © { E i . j ,  E 3 . i 1 ■ ■ ■ - £ t . : ) -  
Thts conltodicis the assumption that
{Si * S i* '  ■ ■ • S |) n © ( £ i , iP f l ,  2, - £ |> )  ^  (Si *S j* . ■ '* 5 |  ) r i> i(£ j, i , £2 , 2, ■ ■
J
Q-E.D, (1)
[2J
Let ( x i ,x i ,■ ■ ■**} e (Si • 5 j • ■ ■ ■ * Sj) be such trial
[{®i, ij> ■ ■ ■ i r i) e 0 {£ i . i ,  £ j,]h- ■ ■, £ i ,0  a  {ri,*a, ■ ■ -, rt) 4  'v[Ei,i. Ej,i. ■ - ■, £*,i)] ^
[(^1. j j .  ■ ■ ■ ^  0 ( £ i . i ,  £ : , i i  ■ ■ ■, £* , i )  A ( f i , f j ,  ■ ■ ■ 1 1*) e  S (  £] . j ,  £j , j> ■ - - , £ *  s )] ■
[ Definition. (Such a (x i. j ;, ■ ■ ■, jt, )  mists by [I].} |
| J l  ,
l ( x i , ^ 2 h- ■ - 1jfO £  0 ( £ i , i ,  £ j , i ,  ■ ■ ■ ,£*, ] )  a  ( x i , x i f ■ ■ ■, x i }  4 0 { £ l . i ,  £ j , j .  ■ - —*
3( j f0  < j  < i ) : Sj  Pi £|,j- /  Sj n  E i j
Proof of 3:
I3.1J
( ^ i . ■ ■ ■ i * 0  e © { £ t , i , £ j rt i - - -, £ i ,0  a
{ j i ,  J i ,  ■ ■ jti) 4  © ( £ ] , i , £ 3,3 . ■ - ■, Ei.l)
|1 2 |
(x i . x i .  ■ ■■, r*)  E i .v(E| ,u £ 3,1 p ■ ■ ■, EV.i)
© ( n  e  £1,1,13 e  E i . i ,  - A"i e  E*,i)
(3.31
(*L i*3 , ■ ■ ■ 1 4  © {E t . I i  £ l,3i- ' 1 , £ l , l )  •-*
^ 0  (J i  G £1,3, * i  €  £3,3. - -A'i £  £1 ,3)
[3.4|
V{j t i <  j <  * ) :  S j O  £j,\ — Sj  n  Fj,i
(3.5}
J '■ * S j  < k ) : i j  £ £j, i  t j £
[ Assumption }
( By ihc definition nf an anasic operator |
[ By the definition of an anasic operator |
( By Irie assumption of the theorem, ]
| Since x j e Sj by definition (in |2 |) , the 
contrary would imply trial 
{Sj n £j.i) t  (Sj p for some j. 
This would conlradict |3 4], 1
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1 3 .6 3
3 (f j £ : (* j £  F f.i) t  (*j £ Ej.j)
ftoo f of 3.6: ( Yu^jpoft: <Aectm/rory holds:
V ff j  G {r i ,  f I , ' ■ ■ f ,■)) ; { i j  e  F j . i ) =  ( x } E E j . i ) .
t f
( * u t l ,  ■ - - . n )  £  0 ( F i , i ,  E j . t ,  ■ F i t , ) ,  
os we assumed in }3.1f, then by the definition o f  an arsasic operator it must he that
G (xi  £ E i . i . x j  E F i . i ,  x i  £  F i , l)
holds Bu( if  that is the case, then, by (33} it must be that
0(x i  E E],2. £ Ej .i -”  ■ Xi £ £i.i).
B u i  / ) i U  eon irad im  {3.}}  ]
Q-H.D. [3.6)
[3.7|
Ul Jj £ {ji.j-i,- - Xf} be such Hut [£j g Fj-.i) t  (Xj £ Fj.j).
[ Such an xj exists by |3 6 |. |
O S]
Xj G Sj [B y  definition |
1391
Sj n Fjj ^ Sj n Fj.i
Proof of 3.9; | It follows from the definition o f i j  in {3.?} ikat
(Xj £ Fj,i) ~  U j t  £>.2)'
Bus Xj ii in Sj so we cdn also say
{Xj e  Ej.iOS,-) ~  (jtj 4  F j . in S j ) ,
Bui this implies
Sj 0 Fj,i fi Sj n Fj,3.
Q E D (3 .9)
Q.E.D. [3) [ Wc showed that the assumption in [3.1] leads to the desired conclusion, in [3.9], ]
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l*H P
[ ( x e i X 3 i  ■ ■ ■ . I * )  4 0 ( F i , i i  F i . i h  ■ ■ ’ , f * , i }  A  ■ ■ ■ ,  n )  e  0 ( £ ] , j s f j . i ,  ■ ■ F i . i ) ]  —
0 < j  < 0 : Sj n E} j  fi Sj n Eij
t The proof is c u r tly  analogous id the proof of [3|. |
I5 '
( U i . x i i  ■ '11 r *) £  F l . i i  ■ ■ ■, F*,i) A { n , ; r i ,  ■ • j * )  4  <7-( F p j ,  F.n, - -, V
f{xi. x i,  ■ - ■, x*) 4  0 ( £ i , i ,  f j j ,  ■ ■ ■, F i . i ]  A { x i ,x i ,  ■ -  , J* )  £ <~;{ F i , i .  £ 3.3, ■ ■-,£*.!)]  ■
| By the definition of (x 1, J j , ■- -, r i )  in [2f )
161
3 (j,0  <  ;  < 0  t Sj n  E }j  fi Sj n  Ej,r  I By (51, [3J, and |4] )
Q.E.D. | [6] contradicts the assumption
(Si  1*1 / 7 ],! =  S t  n  F j . j )  a  ( S j  n  £ 1 , 1  =  S i  ri  £ 3 ,1 ) a  ■ ■ ■ a  ( S i  r  Fi,]  =  A) n  F.-.l)-
□
tru im ifl 2A ,26: Consider * classes o f  events, 4 ,  4 ,  ■ - L. 4  defined on the sample spaces A 'j , A’i, - - ■ .Vi, 
respectively. Let Si, S i, ■ ■ ■. S* lists drawn from ,Yt, A j, - ■, Xk, respectively, and assume |S i| = |S j| =  
- - - =  |S ||. Assume that far some 0 < i < k t i l l  event classes 4 + i , 4 +3, -. 4  snr such that all tile events they
induce a common subset on 5i+ , , S ;+ll ■ - -, S* respectively; in other wonis, assume
3(i : (J <  i < J t) : V(j : i < j  < k ) ; 3((7 C A , ) ; V(E 6 < fj): 5, n  E  =  G.
Also let ([< be a l-ary anisic operator. Then
n c(Xi.jy,- .A j(S i* S j * ■ ■ - * S |)  <  n ^ ( S i ) n ^ ( S i ) ( S ; ) .
Proof:
12]
Lei t be such that
V(j : • <  j  <  i j  : 3 (G  C ,Y^): V (F  g <fj) :  Sj n  E  ■=. G.
I Such an t exists by assumption.
Construct the mapping
M  : {(Si •  &i m ■ ■ ■ *S*) rt(I>(£7], E j ,  - ■ - J?i): E \  G <f], E% G <fj, Ek  G ^1} —* 
{5| n£| : Ft £ <T]} x {Sj n £j : Fi G »fj} x ■■■* {S* Pi E* : F(- £ }
as follows:
V(S] * 5 j  * ■ ■ - •  S t ) n £ ( F | , £.’1, "  * €
{(Sl  *  S i  *  ■ - ■ *  5*)  n 0 ( £ i h E i ,  * ■ ■ £ j ) : F |  e  efl., F i  e  A ,  ■11 F* G < A ] . 
A/((5i * S j *  ■ ■ ■ * 5*) n o ( F ] ,  Ej, ■ ■ ■£*)) =  (Si r> £?t, Sj ft F jf - ■ -S, n f , ) .
13]
[4}
t This follows from the definition of Af 
and the definition of H I
jW is L : 1.
Proof of 4: JWr oiiunie Af (j nor 1 : 1 and derive a contradiction.]
[4.1]
A/ is not 1 : 1 [ Assumption
[4.2|
3 (F ] G d1! i F : £  d j, ■ , F , G j  £ J j+]s
t i + 2 , i t t ’i+ j . j  G r f j+ l ,  - f - i . i i  i ’l . 2 £ ■ ? * ) :
(Sj *Sj* ■ ■ ■Silni;(ff1,£j,- -,Fj, Fi+i,t, ■ ■ 'F*,i) ^
( S i  » S j  *  ■ ■ -S*) O (?(£], F j h ■ f T ; ,  Ejj-i.j, Cj+.i.-j, ■ ■ ■ E*,i)
Proof o f  4,2: [ We assume the conrrary and derive a contradiction  J
V{£] G <fu £ j  G & , ■ - ■, £’i G J j, f '.+ i.: G tfj+ i,
F t+ l,i, ffi+i.i €  JI’+i, ’ ■ ■ i, F i . i  t  <Pi):
(Sl •  S i  * • ■ ■ S * ) f l  o / f f i  L \, f-V+t.ii ■ ■ 'f - i . i )
f Si •  S i  *  ■ - ■ S * ) n  s{£ ‘i , t ' i ,  ■ ■ - 1 £ ’j, F i f  i,3, F ,-+i  , j .  ■ ■ - f - i . i )  
[ Assumption |
|4 .12]
V(/Ti c <f*|, Ei  e  <Jl, ■ ■ ■, B, e  <£, Ei+],]i P i+ 1,1 e
£i+2,ti ^ i+ !.j e tf+:> ■ - ■ Ei j , P i.i e 4*] :
(5i •  ^  ■ - 5 i)  fi 0 ( E ] ,  ^ i , ■ ■ ■, Fit E,-*iri, E"i+ 1 j , ■ ■ - r* ,i) ^
(5i •  St  * ■ ■ -5 t ) fi Fi, Ejj.1,1, Ej+i,i, ■ ■ ■ P*,al -*
AJ((.Si * £ 2  * ■ ■ -S t)  n  £ (E j ,  £ 2, - - ■„ E,-, E,+i,], E j+i.], ■ ■ ■ JTt.i)] ^
A/((.?i *$2 + L J - S | )  n  0 { E ] ,  Ei, - - ■, Ej, C i4,1.1, /w+i.i> ■ ■ ■ E*,i]].
| [4,2.1] ensures that Lhe antecedent of the implication ii 
never satisfied, so the implication holds vacuously. ]
^-2.3| [ 0 y [4.2.2J and the definition of a 1 : 1
Af is 1; 1. function ]
Q.ELD, (4.2) [ |4,2.3] contradicts Ihc assumption in [4.11, |
[4.31
3(£j € £ <f2>"  ,£ ,^ 4 1 ) :
1U -
n  £”, ^  S, n  £)
Proof of 4.3: [/Jus follows from f42j atsdiheorem 2A2S]
Q-ED. (4.3)
Q.E.D, (4) f [4 3} is self-contradictory. |
15]
|/frtn(A f)| >
( f  ( 5 |  ■  - S  •  - *  5 * )  n  £ i ( E | , ■ ■ - E * ) : P i  e  <fj, £1 €  < f j >  - ■ E i  e  d i } j
[ By |4]f the definition of Af, and the definition of a I : 1 function. 
]
IfiJ
|Jfart(A/}| > . ,ai)(Si • 5] •  ■ ■ * 5 i)  f By 15] and the definition of ft ]
[7]
- 1 * $1 * ■ - - * 5*)
I By [3| and [6 ] ]
Q.E.D. □
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C o ro lla ry  2 A .27: Consider Jr classes a t {0,1 ] - valued functions J t \ „ JP i, with thmains
Xu A 'i
, respectively. Let Si, ■ ■ ■. 5* fit? lists drawn from A 'i, A;, ■ ■, A*. respectively, and assume |S, | -  |Sj] 
■ =  |S i |. Also let 0  be a k - u y tn g s k  operator. Then
Proof: This follows from lemma 2A,26 and [he definition of Jt-aiy anasic operator; applied lo (0 ,1 )-valued 
functions. (The value of t we use in lemma 2A.26 Is simply fr,) □
C oroJfary  2A >28: Consider k classes o f (0 ,1 } -value*} functions , J f j , - -, .Jft, with domains 
, respectively. Let to be a k-aty anisic operator: Then, for all I > 0,
Proof: Assume that the lemma docs not hold. Then (here must (x sente Sj C JPj ,$j C. Jt'2i ,5* C , t \  such
that |5i j =  |S j| =  ■ ■ ■ = |S i| “  /  and
rJr i } ( S i * 5 i *  ■ '• £ * )  >  (2A.I5)
But by the definition of IT, ihe right side of (2A.15) is at least as Urge V  ft jfj(S L)n.*i(Sa) ■ ■ n .* i ( 5 i ), so that
>  ■ - ■ n . j r v ( £ t ),
But this contradicts corollary 2A.19. □
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2 A  .4. P r o o f  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  2 .11•
We begin our series o f  results mi t-ary ricetic eorjtciions with the follow mg lemma:
L o m m jt 2A.2Q: Let C  be t  positive constsnt Then for a \y  t  >  0
min ^  = C, dt, J j , ■■ J* € JR
P r o o f :
fl]
m
Let
gi,n> --9y e JR + 
be such thal
i
2 >  = c ’ 
and
s l s V  -■■si1' ~ mill
f Assumption
C
Si = 9 1 =  = 9k =
. r r f - r f  = ( ( £ )  )
1 If each of f l i . j ; ,  fl* is equal to C / l \  
t  (hen the right side of the implication fol-
f  \  * lows by algebra. 1
[31 [ if woe equal, but had a
value other than C/k ,  their sum would 
Si — St -  ■ •' = Sk —* not equal C.  ThiJ violates the assump-
C  lion in 111. |
fl] -  31 =  ■1 ■ =  St  -  j
[4]
Si =  iti =  ■ ■ ■ =  s».
Proof of 4: five a u u r o  the contrary and derive a conimdictio/t.]
[4.SJ
^(flL = Hi =  ■ ■ ■ -  J*) t Assumption |
14.2]
■ e f l j ] ) : s. /  Sj I This follows from (4.3J. ]
Such a $i,(f} exist by |4 .2 | ]
H J]
Let f  {tfL, J l .  - ■ -STj) 
be such that s, /  jj  
[4-41
I f l  r 0 =  * Si I Definition |
14.5] 2
(c?) <
( f l ' f f - ' r f 1) -
1 This inequality holds because (^ o ^ )  “  lci* 
lemma 2A.22. ]
1461 ,
(??' j f  ■ ■ ■ j f l V t f  "nfiV - ■ - s f c 1 < f ' j f r 1 - ■ ■ JJf )  <
( jf ls f  ■■■??) ■
[ The inequality is obtained by rearranging the factors in (4.5]-
|47]
JL +  flj ■ ■ *-f rj,_] 4  Co + J j+ i  + - ■ ■ J j_ | +  O] +  J;+ l + ■ ' - + J* =  f?
[ Since C0 =  f ji +  $i 1/2, fib 4  Co = j ;  4  $i- The equation now 
follows from the assumption (in [ 1]) that g , 4^2 4  ■ ■ ■+$* =  C.
Q E.D. (4) | [4.6| and [4.7) contradict the assumption o f |1], which stales (hat
Q.E.D. | The lemma follows from ihe chain o f  implications MI. f31.12], |
□
This lemma permits us to sute a theorem that, in principle, tells us how lt> compute the Yapnik-Chervortenkis 
Dimension of 3 class o f ricctic connections.
TJioorcfm 2A .30; Let , <fj, - ■ ■, ^  > 0  classes o f  events, and Id  dt = V  ( ) , d i =  s ' (J j) , - ■ ■, J* =
S' ^(skj let
do =
t=L
and Set t Ire a positive real number. I f  ;o is t  ricelic operator, then
V roof:
H I
iT ao fo f I:
11-1]
By algebra ]
[1.2 | This follows from the definition of Jo, 
multiplying both sides of the equality
dc -  ( 1 / t )  1
II 3} This follows from lemma 2A29,  sub­
stituting J; for C  in that
lemma. |
| By [1.2], |1 ,3 |. and Substitution |
[ By 11.4] ami algebra 1
[ 1.6 ]
J f 'd ?  — J f  ~ \ t k J
t  f r f y * [ By [151 and algebra ]
Q E D. {]) [ By f 1-11 and 13.6] 1
[ By lemma 2A.1S )
> n ^ [ 0 f T / i ( 0  ‘ “ * 2< > ,A)(*) [ By ihe dcfmiUon of a riceiic operator ]
2* > — t >  *'{$>{$ , f u - ■-<&)) | By the definition of the VC Dimension ]
Q.E.D. [ By Ihe chain of implications 111 through |4] |
□
In die item Tour theorems we wiU use theorem 2A.30 lo develop closed-form bounds on the VC dimensions 
□f ricetic comjeciians.
T Jjoom jji 2 A .JJ  j Let , <Tj, ■ ■ ■ f d* be *■ >  0 classes o f  events, and Id  d\ = t' ( f y), rfj =  *' (<fj ) ,■--,  rf* =  
7hen
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Proof;
ID
12]
/  f  t  \  i  I righi side follows from the Icfi by
— p —  >  lofii ek- i  — I — 2 L .! * 1 > fJr— j  liking antilogarithms. ‘
E i  = l \  E i  = I ^ V  = !
\ T  <t.
i s ) '
By algebra on the right side o f  [ I ] }
U l |  H  ^   ^ Definition
m
i
■fi
[41
r f , , 4 ~  I S j = .  * /  " i  * * /
f Substituting *f0 ink) [21 1
ES1 / \
— j — j  — J -*  /  >
[ Applying theorem 2A.30 to ihe right side of |4) {
Q e d . n
We now give three upper bounds on the Vapnik-Chcrvcmcnki* dimensions of ricetic conjcctiom. Our proof 
method will be to show that the bounds satisfy
m  >  * t t . ( < * E 3 - ) -
and invoke theorem M r3l to show [hat they have the claimed property,
TJjrtuvijn 2 A . 32: Let ■: ■ j be a ricc/fc operator. For any t  >  2 c /ifjc s  o f  sets
<fifdi, ’ ■ ■ fd"*r
a
Proof:
HI
Far ill 0 <  i < k let J , = V  (<£).
m
/  >  2log: ( f i ) ^ ^  J (JJ) *— i  > 2lO£3(eA) ^  di | By the definition of J; in |1]
i i
m
t > 2  lDg,{r I )  V ]  di «  = X j-  >  21o*j(*t) i By [2| u d  algctira. ]
L i  a<
M]
> 2 i o i , ( f i )  «  j t ; a t e ! > ( ' * e ; j ; )
Proof of 4:
|4.1]
I4.2J
( j t = 2 A ^  =  2 lo a j ( ^ ) )  >  logj
[ The right side of ihe implication is verified by substituting I 
for k and 21ogj(ei-) =  210^ ( 2#) for f / £ \  <1. ]
(Jr=2AC 7 ^ - 2,"fot'*))  ~
Proof Of 4.2: | We show that t (  ^  rf* grows more quickly in t /  d* ifum
l0h ( '* £ * ) •
The result then follows from ! 4.1 f. |
[4.2.1]
tLet x =
E i * '
14.2.2)
—  =  | f By calculus.
dx
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H 2 .3 |
~  ItJgn {2rr Jr) =  ~ I By calculus. |
dr x
I4.2.4J
j  > 1
Proof of 4.2.4: \Tfte claim fj equivalent to
Bui we have assumed
C T - 1
* > 2 ]0 |i( ( t) ,
io  the cfaifli/of Haws jjf2 logj(7*') > 1, Since we also assumed k > 2 the claim 
also follows i/21og2{2ej > i , and ihe latter Inequality can fie verified by arith­
metic. ]
(J E D, (4.2.4)
14.2.5]
14.2.6]
1 > I | This fallows from 14.2.4], )
“  j
[ This is obtained by substituting |4.2.2] and [4,2.3] into 
14.2.51, |
Q.E.D. (4.2) I The claim follows (torn (4.2.6], [4.1], and ihe properties of derivatives. ]
H.3I
( r s i A j ^ s j i c f c e n )  -  > „ *  ( , 1 e L )
Proof of 4.3: (W'e show that t f  d i grows more tju icU y In t  than
(rim )
Die result then follow s from (421. ]
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|4.3 If
f4-3.2|
[43.3]
[4.3.4]
Let x > 0 be such that - f  -  21 ag ,(rt)  -f t
L  **
\ Such in  x Mists because we assumed that
0 T i 4 > 2 t o g , < r H .  ]
Vj > Of -^21og2(et) -+F = \  [ By calculus. ]
dk t
V j > 0 ,
diej i  loBi(f M21ogj(ft1 + i ) )  =
1 J e * (2 lo g ,(^ )  +  J!) =f£(2logi(t>) ■+ r ]  d t  
1
■ + * )
I
<i(2k>gj(e*) 4  i )
+ t )  +  (21og3ffir) + T ) J - f k
KD + ffZlugjftJb] 4 ■r
2 1 
4*(2tog2( f i f ) + j )  if
£ 0  + Z log^f*) + x )
f By calculus and algebra.
x > O A i  > 2
Floor or 4.3.4: 
[4.3.4,1]
|4.3.4.2|
[4.3.43]
[4.3 A .4]
x
Let y -  -  f definition.
-  1 )
21ngj(ct) + 1 y )
| By 14.3 4.1] and
SUtHlilutiOTL J
J  0  + 2 l0gj(et) +  x )  t  ( ’ +  !o g j( a j  +  y )
[ By [4.3.4.2J and algebra
10fof2e) > I f This can be verified by arithmetic. I
Q.E.D
14.3.4.5]
(4.3461
(4.3-4.71
[4.3.4.SJ
(4.3 4.9]
14,3,4.101
l o g ^ e )  >  1
+ l f > 1
1
< 1
+ I < 2
2 l {  i
T >  T-
+ 1)
By (4,3,4,41 and Lfic assumption b a t t
2 . I
( By [4 3-4.5]. since y  >  0 ]
( By [4.3.4.61 “ id algebra 1
[ Adding 1 lo both sides uf (4,3,4.7|.
( Dividing [4.3.4.KI by Jb (
I B ,  [4.3.4.91 » .d  |4 3 4 S ,
Q.E.D. (4.3 4)
14,3.51
j r > 0 A t > 2  — ^ t o g ^ r f r )  + r  >  — lo g jf f i tJ lo g jtf i)  + x)Jdk
By substituting the left sides of equations [4.3.2) and 14.3.3] 
for their right sides in [4.3_4|. ]
(4 3 6]
r > 0 A f r > 2 ^ ^ r
T k Z ^ ,  -  d k ]ail ( f k Z ~ * )
14.3.71
( This follows from [4.3.5], by substituting [tj  T ,. d,) for 
(2 l0 g l(el:) +  x). !
(
i > 0 a * ; > 2 a = —-  > 2k jg l (flb) +  jr 
L t rfi
E .J<
> 'og:
i By [4.3.5], [4.2|, and tho properties of derivatives. ] 
Q.E.D. (4.3) [ By |4.3 7], since r  > 0. |
(4) [ By |4 .3 |, since i  >  2 is an assumption of the theorem.
fi 7
[51
f > 2 lo g j(e t) ^ 2  dj — >  logj I By [3J. (41. m il the transitivity nf
[61
^ >  2lO£1(tffc)5 1 d- "* | By (5J *rtd theorem 2A.31. |
Q.E.D. □
T h e o re m  2A+33: Let Sj be a ricctiC operator. For any k  > 8 classes o f  sets
A ,  1J -. *fk>
Froo/:
i l l
For nil 0 <  r < Jb let d; s  T  (<$).
[21
Assume t >  )b V  dj This is the assumption of the theorem. |
[31
E i * -
I By [2] and algebra.
MJ
E i 4 5 * J  E
Proof of 4:
|4 .1 |
(‘ =8Ax£*=*) ~ s 10(1 ('*17*)
t This may be verified arithmetically by substituting S for k and
J
|4.2|
(i a “AE7S = 0  ~
t
( ' ‘ e t s )
Proof of 4,2: [ We shewthai Jt jj rows more quickly in k than Sogjfrif3 ). Tke claim thtn follows because 
o f the aisumpt Ion ihai
T T - * -H i 4
[4-2-11
dh
dk -  I
I By calculus. |
[4.2.2]
By calculus. )
[42.3]
- U =  A
e*3 <k
| By algebra. |
14.241
1 < ±  ek ~  Se
By ihe theorem's assumptions that lr >  fl.
J4.2.5J
* < > I This may be verified by arithmetic.
dk log: < 1
I By the chain of inequalities 
14.22H4.2-5I. ]
14.2.7]
B “ W < * { By [4.2,1] and [4.2.6|, ]
[4.2.AJ | By [4.1 f, f4.2.?l, and the properties of 
derivatives. ]
fl[J
[4.2.91
| This is obtained by subslimtirig tj  J* for k on the left
Side of [4,2.8|h and for t 1 oh the right Side,
according to the assumption that
/ / £ , *  = * l
Q E.D. (4.2)
H-3]
Ptoof of 4.3: 
[4 3.1]
|4,3.2|
14-3.3]
[4-3.4]
[4.3.5]
E i * '
^  = I I By calculus- I
a x
-A  k Jg j(e tj)  =  A  | By calculus. ]
— < 1 [ This may be verified by arithmetic
t k
j  f Substituting [4.3.2] and [4_3.3| into
^  > ~  iog2( r t f ) ,  14.3.41 ]
■4 3 <S| | since 14.3.5] holds for all k  >  8, Lhis
[^  > 8 A j  >  i )  —>■ i  >  log3( fJ tj)  claim follows from [4.3.51 and 14.2|. ]
(4.3.7|
^  E 7 ^ - l0S3( ^ E 7 ^ )
I By substituting / /  rij for t in [4.3.6], as per [4.3 1 ]■ i
Q E D, (4.3)
Q  E D  (4)
151
>  lOg; ('*£*) By algebra on the left side of [4|, |
[ft]
By |5] and theorem 2A.31, I
Q.E.D.
T h eo rem  3A,34; Let © be a hcstk  operator. For tny  Jt >  14 trJasscj o f  sets
■ ■ ■ , < f i .
V ( / >0) .  t >  1 + ^
&U2)
Proof:
[11
Lei t. be any number greater than
.- i
l +  ln (ft) +  ln[J + !n(rt))
m )
12)
For all 0 < t < k, let J, =  H <fi)
HI
t  > 1 +  l iH f* )+ ln ( l  +  ln(fjt)) 
H I) 2>t i t
| By l l |  and [2J. 1
[4|
IS]
f  > H j n ( r > ) 4 l r ( l +  ln (ri))
[ By \i) and algebra.
W ) z , f ,  5 l0fc
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Proof of 5:
[511
15-31
( TftiJ may be verified iritfuneiically by substituting M far I: and
1 +  In(eir) + Ln(l +  Infe*))
Inf2)
i + ln(14r) ■+ !n(l + I n f H e ) )
Irvf3)
fa t f / Z i d i -  1
f t  > 14 A — -  1 +  IftFJ-'J +  ln(l -4- Inffir])\
\  “  E . ^ '  N 2) )
E7* s  '°g! ( * * E l )
Proof of 5,3: 
[5,3.1J
d  1 +  l % i )  +  tn (l +  m(tk)) 
d k ~  ln(3^ =
‘ ( i  + \  ( l n ( l ~ U t ) ) ) )  =ln[2)
FlHfiy ( 1 +  infl +  b i ( a ) ) )
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15.2,2!
15 2.3]
31 1V ----- — w i)----------J
I 1
ln(2) f *( I 4  In(et) +  ln(I +  Inf#*))) d t  
1 I
{  J  +  ln(*t) + ln [ l  +
I'*----------s i z r — ) =
ln(2) *1(1 4  tn (e t) 4  bi(l 4  N r* ]))
/1  4  !n{e*)4 ln(J +  tn (fi))  J  . , , d 1 +  Infft) 4  !n(l 4  ln(*Jb))\
{- - - - - - - - Lif2j- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  iH(2)- - - - - - - - ) “
_ l ________________I_____________
ln(2) ( i ( l  4  ln (ri) 4  lr{l +  ln(el:)))
W )
[ By calculus I
|n(2) G4
I
ln(I 4  in(f t ) )  Jfc
lrfl  4 Enfr>>] ))
Ui(2) )
ln(2j <-t[l +  ln(<Jt)+ lr{l 4  ln(<4))) 
/  1 4  ln (ft) + h(1 4  ln(ft}]
ln(2)
ek_ f  I 
ln<2) U
1
ln(l 4 d t
tn ( ]  4 l n ( e f r ) )
J 1
-t+
ln(2) f  t ( l  + In[i t )  4  ln( I 4  tn(dt))) 
{  1 4  ln(*i) 4  ln{l +  ln (ft)] 
ln(2)
r t  / )  I
1"(2) \ t
1
d
\ Inf 1 4  In{f4)) 1 4  ln(fJt)
I 4  ln(f k))
1
In(2) f t ( l  + Infet) 4  Inf 1 4  ln(cli))) 
/  1 4  ln(f*) 4  ln(| 4  ln{et))
V
ln(2) 
f t  f \
U><2] \ k
-*4
I I
ln[2) 4  In(rjb) 4  Infl 4  ln (ri)))
4 l n ( i i ) 4  ln(l 4 ln ( t i ) )
-t 4
1 !
In{2) '  ' ln(2) V  ' ln(l 4  I 4 ln ( f* ) i:
1 1 +  1 1 f \  +  (lnfl 4 ln ff* )})-1{t 4 l n f f t ) ) - ‘ t - 1
)) =
ln(2)3 i ' ln(2)U  ^
I
Jt ln (2 f I 4
I 4  tn(et) 4  En{l+ '*(<*))
1 +  (Infl 4 l n ( d t ) ) ) - i < ] + l n < f * ) r l . t - 1^
!) ■
I 4  3nf^) +  ln(l +  In(ft])
[ Ely (5.2.2J, calcutiu and algebra. |
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[5.2.41
Tk— “ — i f f l ------------------ T k ^   -5(25--------------- )
d I +  Ln(<4) +ln( i  4  ln(<?*)) J .  _ /  . I 4  Infrt) 4  ln(] 4  InfeU:))^
jt " final   108 H
FYoof of 5.2,4: 
[5.2.4.1J
1 5 -2 -4 .2 ]
[5.2.4.31
15.2.4.41
[5.2,45]
d l +  ln(#i) +  ln(l 4 ln (ft)) 
dk ln(2)
 m — — )  =
J t ln(2)  (l + ln(l 4  In(fib))) “
1 f t  +
* lr(2 p  ^ 1 f  l n ( ^ ) + l r ( l  +  ln (^ ))  J
I : .  —  ' -------------- '  .  \
1
t in  (2)
Inf I +  luff k)) Inf2}
1 1 4  (lnfl + I + Ijiff If ))-*(■-1
V In(2) 1 + In(fJt) +  ln(l 4 ln(ffr)) j
| By [5.2.1], [5.2.31. and algebra
d I + lnffJt) 4  t i ( l  +  ln (rt)) 
rft ln(2)
d l l0g3( ' "  lr [2] J
1 f ,  I . 1 A  1 q  + inUk))-'*-' U
>ln(2) ^ ln(2) lnfl 4 ln(f*)J \  N 2 )  I +  ln (ft)  + ln(l 4  \ n ( t k ) ) ) /
By [5,2,4.]] and algebra. ]
£ 1^  < 1  [B y  arithmcUc |
1 -  > 0  [B y  [5.2.4J] and algebra. |
d ] 4  In(ft) +  ln( 1 4 ln(iJt)) 
d t  Ui{2)
dk S l V ln(2) }  -
I /  1 ( x I (1 +  in ffjr))-1^ - 1 ^
*ln(2) \ ! n ( l 4 ln(f*)) V ln(2) 1 t In f^ J  +  lnfl 4  ln(ei ) ) / /
| Replacing I -  I/ Inf2) wilh 0  in [5.2.4.21, as per 
15 2.4 4). 1
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15.2.46]
15.2.4&]
[5.2.4,91
J5.2.4.11J
[5.2,4.11]
1 4  ln ( ti)  +  ln(l +  Infft])  > I
I By arithmetic, using the assumption that i- >  14 |
[5.2.4.71 j g,y arithmetic, using Uic assumption that
(l +  ln (et))*  > 1  * r >14 .  f
15.2.4.101
1 +  In(^it) 4- lu ( l  4- ln ( f i ) )
| By 15.2.4.6], [5.2 4.7] and algebra. |
d  +  f r ^ r 1^
1 +  ln(<£)  +  ln( 1 +  l n ( f i ) ]
f By 15.2.4.S) and algebra. } 
d t -f lu (e t) +  ln(l 4-
dk ln(2]
J  L,_ / - L l  + I n W I + B ' O  +  ^
3 1 M  --------------- M 2) ■'  ------- )  i
 ! )
[ Substituting 0 Tor
(1 + ln (e t ) ) -1i " 11 -
l + ]n (fjb) +  ln(l + 
in 15.2.4.6], as pcr[5.2.4.0J J
Hn(2]* ^ ln ( l +  ln(#t))
[ By arithmetic, using the 
assumption Ural 4 > 14. ]
d 1 + ln(e*) +  lnfl +  ln[f*)) 
dJfc IrL(i)
( By |5.2.4.10], [5.2.4.] 1J. and the transitivity of > . ]
Q.E.D. {5.2.4)
Q.E.D. (5.2) ( By |5.2.4], [5.11. and the properties of derivatives. ]
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[5,3|
E, 4 -  W2) )
i
£ . 4
> ( - n )
l^oof of 5.3:
15.3.1)
Lei fc > 14 and i  =
Ei J <
> k
[5.3.21
(5.3.31
[5.3.4]
ti}r
5*
= I
_d_
J  I
lugj(efcr) = 
toff tar)
<iiln(2)
J ___
Ln(2) t k x  tlx
1 1
r t r  =
ln(2) tk x  
1 1
t k  -
ln(2)x
[ By calcuLus.
| By calculus and algebra ]
| By arithmetic, using the assumption (hat
15.3.5]
[5.3.61
J - I  < ,
l f i (2)j  -
dt
£  > i ^ u k r )
r =  —  > 14
I By [5.3.3] and [5.3.4] ]
By 15,3.21 and 15,3,5].
Q.E.D. (5.3) ( by 15.2], [5.3 6). and the properties of derivatives. |
Q.E.D. (5) [ By |5.3], since t  > 14 is an assumption of Ihc theorem. |
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[6]
[ By f j]  and theorem 2A .3I. ]
[7]
I By [6] and algebra. ]
Q.E.D □
For completeness, we also wish to consider unary conjeclions. We do so in the next theorem.
T,Ji«orniii 2 A >35: Let & be & unary ricctic conjeetkxi operator, and let <f be a ctass o f events. Then
V [ / > 0 ) ,  t > r ( f )  t  > )).
Proof:
f ] I
V{t > 0). <  [ ! / ( / )  [ By Hie definition of a ricctic operator. |
12]
Lei r  = max{/ e  II : ITt ( t )  =  2*]
f3|
x > e  I-I: r V . ( * =  2( )
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Proof of 3: |H'e assume the contrary and derive a contradiction !
[31]
(3.21 
13,3|
j  <  r a w . { / e H :  IT ^ f  - 2f} ( Assumption ]
x =  mw { /  e M : H / ( / )  =  2'} I By [he definition of j .
U t n e  JR+ be such that R0[/  j ( r  +  n) = 2r*n [ Such in  n must wist by 13.11. |
E 3.41 [ This follows from [3,21 and the fact that
I lf  ( j ? +  n) ^  2J+n n is positive. ]
f 3-5i f Since it is combinatorial]y impossible for
Fix (j  +  «) =  2*'’"* V IT /[f  +  n) < 2*+’1 H / ( i  + n)  to be greater Ihan 2Jljfn. ]
[3.6]
+ n) <  2"+n [ By [3 4 | and |3.5]. |
[3.7] [ By [3.6] and the definition of n in 13.3].
11/(x +  n) < IT ^ f >(Jf 4-n) 1
Q.E.D, (3) [ [3-7] contiidins the assumption lhal 0  is ricciic. |
[41
x = r  ( f ) [B y  [2J and Ihc definition of r \  J
[51
man {f e f J : )(/) =  2*} =  T"((;>(JT)) [ By the definition of t". ]
m
*' (<f) =  I Substituting [4] and |5 | into [31. ]
Q-E.D. [ The theorem follows from [bj- ]
□
theorem 2A.33 gives better results than theorem 2A.32 when ft < *■ < 10; otherwise theorem 2A.32 is a tighter 
hound. The bound theorem 2A.34 always gives a lighter bound than theorem 2A.12, (theorem 2A.23 gives a 
slightly bclicr bound in the ease k = 2, but its primary purpose is lo increase the perspicuity of the results presented 
here.)
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To make our subsequent results, more concise, we will sum marine the last several theorems usin^ the function 
.1, if * =  I
4.7J, i r t  = 2,
T*(cf) =  W lo g jfrt) , i f l < t < 7 o r 1 l < t < 1 3
Jtd, i f f l < t < m
U ( l  +  ln(efc) + ln(l +  ln£rt)))/ln (2), if if > 14,
TA carcm  2A.36: Consider k classes o f  events, , JfS ■ ■ ■ J f I , and lei iji be a Ticctic vonjcclion operator. Then
( s H
Proof. This follows from theorem 2A.35 when * =  1, from theorem 2A.23 w hen t  =  2, from theorem 2A.32 when 
3 <  * < 7, from Ihoorem 2A.33 when 8 < * <  10, and from theorem 2A.33 when t  >  11. D
Since anasic operators were shown to be ricctic we have:
CoroIJ/u-v 2A.37: Consider k classes o f events, J f j , J fj - - J f \ , and let & be an anasic conjection operator. Thee
■ ^ j% ) )  <
Ptoof: In the case it =  1, is a unary operator. In that case, we define (in auxiliary binary anasic operator :■/ with 
the property that for any boolean-valued functions fj  i and //j .  and for all x e 0 ™ ( / J | ) ,  y e Dom{Ul ),
= 0 f //])(*)■
Since <j'( H ] , / / j l  has the same value as Q (/fi) on every element in the domain of H i , for any choice of I f \ ,
for all boolean-valued function classes JTj. and all /  >  0.
Let ,*S be a set of functions that only induces on subset on any list from its domain. Then, hy theorem 2A.I8,
n &t j mf O = < HjrtfO- (2 A. 1ft)
Thus I.-; is ricctic (the case Jf > I was dealt with in lemma 2A.26.) The theorem therefore follows from theorem
2A J6. G
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2A.15. P r o o f  o f  proposi t ion  2 -1 4 .
T h e o re m  2A .38t Let be a class o f hypotheses otiose VC Dimension if bounded a tone by -f (for some 
it > 0}r and let J f\ inf a typotfterjs class with the property that
V { / > 0 ) :  ! ! .* (* ]>  B -n jrt(0 .
for some u? > 0, Then
rtjn) < 1 ^ 2 ^ ^  .inogjfiiO/J^W,
1 “  i i / lo g jfu O /J  > 0.5.
F m o f
HI
H jfltO  > [ By lemma 2A.15 ]
[2]
nj f j  (/) >  I By [he assumption of the theorem |
P I
/  j \  a | Substituting the right side of |2] for the
I W O  > u [ - j )  left side of [1 ] J
[4]
(2f > n j n [ / J )  — ( / >  1'f.JTi)) I By the definition of t  . |
[5]
161
P I
w
f Substitutln^ the right side of |3 | for its 
le fts id e  i n | 4 |  J
| Taking the dth root of the left side of [51/  * t \  I ii
^ <s> w - J - J  -  I
/  /  /  e / \ \  I Taking the log base 2 of the left side of
( '> ! ! & w  + to8!( ^ ) )  _  ( , > n J ni)
| By p j  and algebra ]
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^ > 1 ^ + 1 0 ^ ) + ^ ( £ ) )  -
[ By [SJ and algebra J
[in]
-
Proof of |0:
JlO.ll [ Assumpiion. (Wc will show that ihis
j  ■, 13.1^ bi+tu't/a
* ^  ~  * leads in the desired oanscLjucnjcc.) |
[ 10.2 ]
[ Substituting Ihc right side of [ID. 1| for Ihc first f  in [9], ]
110.3|
( " 1 7 2_  kS|i<<1' VJ ^  “i  lOflj ( ( “ T 2 " f tl ' j ' j  -*  t  > TJ f .* 1 )
I Substituting the right side of [LO.l1 for the remaining t  In 
[10-2] I
[10-41
It0.3]
n o  6i
^ ] j j 2-  h»t A ) / J  _  log^j) > ipg^e) + lo* + lng l ^ 2 - ^ «  V ^  ^  log2(rf)^ 
-  ( > ' ' ( ■ * )
f By algebra on the right side of |10.3 |. ]
^ l i 1 - L’ii(»WJ > 1 0 ^ ) +  l0faJ H^  nHogj,
[ By algebra on the right side of 110.4|. |
^ 2 -  + logj J  +  log, J
[ Expanding the Iasi lerm on the lefi side of [ in_5]. |
[ 1 0 . 7 1
110,8 ]
U0.9)
{ 10. 10]
110-11]
[ 1 0 . 1 2 ]
[ 1 0 . 1 3 ]
E By algebra. j
l o ^ d  +  log,
f Cancelling to g ^ u ^ /d 's  in (10.7). |
[ By arithmetic: we substitute 0.3 Tor logjftrO/r/ in 110.9|.
] ^ S ^ 0  ,  0  3 _  l o f c ( f )  +  \ o & 1  >  0 ^
| By [10.91 “ td algebra. ]
r  = 0 5 — ]og!(f) + logj > <>)
[ For rotational convenience we will let x stand far 
lo f i jM /J ' 1
_ JoBaf*) + lo8a ( ^ )  > «)
-  ( v u  < 0.5] : -  loKl<e) +  logj > o )
[ By f 10.111 and the fact that
■ " 2 -1  - logj(f) +  log;
is a monotone decreasing function of j . I
V(jr <  0 ,5 ) ; -  log3(f) +  log; ^  0
I By riO.ll) and J !0.12|  |
8 2
1 1 0 . 1 4 ]
V ( * < 0 . 5 ) :  +
[ By [ I0 .I3 | and algebra. 1
110,15]
log^u.)
d
-  <  0.5 -  I H a ' ^ V d  > logif?) +  loBj
[ This holds by 110.14], since 
toEj(|J,1 /^  ’s a number less lhan or equal in 0.5. \
[10.161
 ^ < 0.5 1 By assumption. |
d
(10.17)
J l ^ t «■)/<< > ] o g j ( f ) + U i g i ( ^ J  I By [1D.15] and [1 0 J6 | |
110.1 K]
t  > * '(.*1) | By (10.17] and [10.81. ]
Q.E.D. (10) [ By 110.11 and (tO IB], )
MU
h m ifo f  11:
I I I .I ]  I Assumption (we Mill show tfial the dc-
t -s 8 2 , i Xf  ^  sired conclusion follow s. ]
[l).2 |
^  logj{to) > 1 -M ^ l  4  logj ^  4  logoff ) j  — t  > r  (J T ,}
I Substituting Uic right side of 111.11 for the leftmost f in 19]
1
[It.3|
^  log^u-) > !?< ?M  4  logj j  ,f l o g j t o j  -  t >  ■*'(.*!)
( Substituting the right side of 111.11 Tor ihc leftmost f  in 
111-21. 1
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[H.4|
( ( “ - . ) ^ > , otl( ? » ) +.o6 «.) -  '>>•<■*.
| Collecting the first Lwolog3( ^ ) / J  terms in (11.3]. J
H l-31
[ Dy [ 11.4J and algebra I
[ll-fi]
( (S i .  ,) ' V p  > I„8l ( i i W ) )  -  ( > r W
[ By 111.,“S| and algebra ]
EH.7]
111 SJ
( ! ^ ! 2 > = d.s)  -  ( y - i ) W > ta 8 l ( S i W )
| By substituting 0.5 for log ■,(«)/([ in (ll.fi], ] 
( I S * ? !  > n . j )  _  ( ^ - i ) ! ! S ; W > i o t , ( 8 ; l ° f a M j
Proof of 11.8; [We show by taking derivatives that
( ~  ~ l )  * -  lo*if*.2jr)
is an increasing function o f  r ]
(11 8.1] . , „
11  _  i _  1
t j
I By calculus. ]
[118-2] | Since 1 /r  < 1 when j  >  0.5, while
8.2 1 ( 8 .2 /e ) - 1 car be verified arithmetically
■r >  0.5 -* ~  ^ ® lobe  greater than 2. |
£ X
111.8.3]
JT
I By 111.8.1] and [11.8.2], 1
u111.8.4]
tof a W > 0 5  -
[ By [IL8.3J, 111,7], and die properties Dr the derivative, 
after substituting log jfnO /J for j . ]
[I1.8.5J
[ By 111.8.4] and algebra. ]
Q.E.D. (II S)
111.9]
■> 0 5 [ By the assumption of the present case
( v - 1 ) ^ i r ^  -  [ By 111.81 and [ l l .q .  ]
111.111
f  > > ' ( . * ] )  ( By [11.10] and [ l l . 6 | .
Q.E.D. (11)
Q .E .D . O
C oro lla ry 2A .39: L& J fi be 4 d&ss o f hypotheses with the property that
)  <  i t
for any S and some u?, and let Co be tn  gnasic operator. For any hypothesis class ,*1 having VC. Djmc/r.Wfl <(, the 
V&pnik-ChervorKJtkis Dimension o f  (J f j  Q ) j j  hounded above by
e s - 'W ,
i f  lo g ;(n '] /J  <  0.5, and by
2 -
e
S 2
—  lo g jM  £
i f  Tugitti'J/cf >  0.5,
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P ftw /jL a S ] and £* be any two subsets of Dom and (J f i)  respectively, with Hie properly that |£ j |  =  |^*f. 
Because 0  is anuic, corollary 2A.27 allows us to say that
(2A.17)
The present corollary then follows from theorem 2A.38, using Jtf^ as the Jf? of theorem 2A.38, and .*5 k . jr*  
as the ,Jfi o f theorem 2A.38. n
(5^"  ^ 3, Classes of composite functions ^
A LTHOUGH the results of Lhe last chapter can simplify [he analysis of a function class, there ire serious restrictions on the Linds of classes th il can be so Heated. Each function in the class must consist of simpler functions whose values are combined by means of a boolean operator, and that operator must be fixed before learning begins, in this chapter we will treat a much 
broader topic; functions [hat can be written as compositions of other functions. We will present a formalism for 
describing functional composition and use it in show that classes of similarly composed functions arc ricctic. We 
will then introduce an alternative to the IT notation [hit we hive been using, md use the greater expressiveness of 
this notation to obtain more precise bounds on the number of partitions a hypothesis class can induce on a training 
l i i L
3 ,1 ,  F u j ic f jo t ta J  c o m p o s i t i o n
In the last chapter, we made an explicit distinction between the domains of functions that wc conjectod. Thus, 
the f u n c t i o n 1, lit, ■ - - , Ifn). was said to have D oni(Jl\)x D om (I[i] x ■ ■ * as its domain. This led
to the use of notation in representing i  training list; a list of points from Don ( I f  t ) * Dom ( tfi)  x - ■ ■ x Dom {f ln} 
was represented as £i * ■ t  , We used this notation in order to make it obvious that our formalism could
be applied even when the functions being conjee ted were quite heterogeneous.
However, we will find this notation cumbersome in what follows. Therefore, when we conjcct the functions 
f i j , I h ,• ' .Sfn  we will henceforth treat them as though ihey had a single domain in common. If it is not clear 
that the functions being conjected hive similar domains, we can regard each point i  in this domain as a list of n 
values, and say that / / |( z )  only depends on the first element of the list, depends only on the second element, 
and so oo.
Definition: Let<f s  (*F|, tv  a sei o f function d tssa . defined so that Dom{ =■ Dom[& i) -
■ ■ ■ -  TTirn w cw y Hut Dom( ' / )  is the common domain o f f \ ,
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HI
Definition: Lc{ X  e a lY  besets, let /[» and H \ be functions napping X  to Y , tn d f  (set function mapping ,Y x V 
to „Y. That, for tny point x  e  A', the composition o f H q m d  Hi with respect to J  is the function that takes i  to
We use the to  denote the composition of F o  *nd F 1 with respect to / .
A composition is obtained by using the value of one function u  the argument to another. For eiample, the 
class of rules having the form
= u  ^ r > "' <neRi ,3i>
t in  be viewed u  a composition or the functions =  6L +  o h  Knd the functions
/(o i)  =  P  (3.2)
10 otherwise
(The composition is F ( a  i , a j)  =  /(s i + o a j ) )
In our formalism, we would say that both I  and J  hive the dom ain El x W. For any ( j ,  g) e  IR x [R
'«**•*» -  {i
and
=  +  <*yi
To compose them we could define the function /  so that f { { t  j , pj J , ;} = (r, i j ) .  Then far all ( j \  0 ,
IS
and
« / { < * ,  =  / « r  +  o #1jr)),
which is
as desired
{
1 i f e  + o y > / l ,  
0 otherwise.
In the expression f f j i l h ,  F |) ( * ) fw ecan informally say that /  determines which part of Fo 's argument comes 
from t , and which part comes from ffi(r). However /  can manipulate j  and arbitrarily to determine the 
value it will pass on to Fo. Since many functions can serve as / ,  we have many composition operators,
II Jfti and JTi arc function clisscj, wc will follow our previous convention by saying that
J T h J f ,  C JT i ) .
Because it seems that liie concept of funciioful composition is often associated with lambda calculus, it may 
be appropriate to point out that our formalism does not, in Tact, describe a lambda calculus. The most important 
difference is tb it a limbda-expression can evaluate to another lambda-expression which is then evaluated in its turn. 
This is what permits recursive functions to be represented.
Our interest is in non-recursive functions that can be built up by using composition, an appropriate example 
is a multi-layer neural network in which neural units in the Am layer provide inputs for units in the second layer, 
units in the second layer provide inputs for units in the third layer, and so on. We iliustraie this in the next cxamplc.
Figure  1: A sim ple  ne tw o rk  o f  
th ree  func t i ons .
Exam ple 3.1: Consider the simple network shown in figure 1, Since the node labeled Fj has two inputs, we will find it 
convenient to say that h e  function calculated by each ol th e  Uvea nodes has som e set ol ordered pairs as  its dom ain; 
lal us simply say that the domain of each function is R  x  K . W e  wiB let the range of each function be 1R as w ell. W e will 
begin by composing F] and / V  If w e regard this composition as  a  function i| itself, we see that it has two inputs, and 
that Fj  receives the first of these while F,  receives the second- W hen ibis function is evaluated a t the point ( r ,  jy), we
I
S¥
first evaluate F ifr)  and then evaluate jr). (In our formalism II is more precise to say (hat we first evaluate
Fl( (*, jf)) end then evaluate F i( (F j( ( i ,  y)), y}). while taking note that Fi( ( j ,  y)) really only depends on x.J We w ile 
the composition of F\ and F i M (T/, (F i , Ft} where /] is such thal
To com piete the composition w e  com pose t T / , ( F | ,  F t )  with F! h using the value of Fj lor both argum ents of (fy, ( F i , Fj). 
W e  write this composition a s
&ii F i) ,F j)  ,
w here  / ]  is such that
f iK z . l ) .* )  =  (*,*)
tor all ( r f ir} R .
o
Note that wc did not specify F‘i, Fj or F j in the last example. The philosophy behind our construction is 
that we am only providing a framcworit, which the learning algorithm will complete by choosing F | ,  F : . and Fj. 
We have, so to speak, specified the hypothesis architecture that the learning algorithm follows when building its 
hypotheses
In the neat section we will discuss the analysis of learning algorithms whose hypotheses are composite functions 
and, by extension, learning algorithms whose hypotheses follow architectures based on functional composition.
3 .2 . A n a ly z in g  a lg o r i th m s  th a t  learn c o m p o s i te  functions.
Our first result is simply that functional composition is ricctic;
iV ufjasitio iij 3,3; Lnf.Y be j  set and let and be two function classes, with Dom (JfJ)  =  O om (Jfi) =  ,Y 
Let f  : X  x R tn (,J f\} -* DcmfJtffc). L c tS  e A'( , f e R  TTxvi
Ptoaf. The proof is given in the appendix id  th is chapter.
W
□
Example 3.3: JV-Bry boolean circuits having a fixed architecture
A boolean circuit i t  an expression consisting of { 0 , 1 } -valued functions whose n arguments are either inputs to 
ihe circuit (taking on the value 0  or 1), or values of other (unctions In the circuit, with the understanding that there are to 
be no cycles. O n e  o( the functions Is distinguished in that Its value Is regarded as the value of entire the boolean circuit.
In the present case we will specify the architecture of the circuit before learning begins; that is, we will say in 
advance which Inputs w f be supplied by which functions, instead of letting the teaming algorithm decide.
o u m rr
figure 2 A boolean circuit con­
taining four functions.
Our dass of boolean circuits can be written as a composition of the function desses ^  ^ . As an example,
we will construct a d e ss  ol circuits that have the same lorrn a s  the circuit in figure 2: If f+ is chosen Irom a class 
^  of binary functions, and f j  is chosen from the ctass of unary (unctions, then (T is a  class of binary
{0,1] -valued functions which can be represented like the circuit consl sting of Fj and Ft in figure 3 (By looking at figure 
3 we can see that the functions in the class we have constructed take two arguments. To be formal we could call this 
class if;, ? i \ t where /] Is such that c) = (r.jr) for a!t{j,y} in the domain and a ll;  in the range of .J j.
From figure 2 we can see that the values of s  and jr will ultimately come from a function in ^  and JFj , respectively..!
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muT
Figure 3:
mimir
f
H V T  mRTT
Figuit 4;
We can specify that the function we chose from is to supply Ihe first ol <T/t ( ^ ,  two arguments by
expanding our function class to
as in figured. Th* rasutting function is binary, witi frm Tirtl a^umant going to n function in ^  and tbs second going lo 
a function In W« can write the composition as
whore
/;( (* . sr},*) = (*,*)
for all in the domain and all t in the range ol Jfy.
The d a s s  of circuits we want lo construct (tigue 2) is like the one In figure 4 except that both of the inputs come 
from a function in ^ . We can describe the entire dass of circuits with the composition
where, for all {r, y) in the domain and all t  e  ),
AM*.!/),*) = (*.*)■
By proposition 3,2,
n<rrsf*/
for any positive t  By appealing b  proposition 2.11 we can conclude lhal ih* VC Dimension of the function class 
described by figure 2 is no larger than
r - r t n ^ i ) + n * > )+ * w + n & ) ) '
o
3,3, function  not! works
This section formalizes a different way of conjctting hypotheses. We represent ihe composite function as 
a graph, in which Ihe vertices correspond to functions tod ihe edges describe Ute How of information between 
functions, much as in a neural network, We show ihil our previous formalism for describing compositions is at 
feast as powerful as ihe function-graph formalism. This section is, in some sense, an extended example, and the 
reader may omil it if he or she chooses without loss of continuity.
We W ill use the method we used to construct t  circuit class for figure 4 can be used to construct an arbitrary 
fixed-archilecture boolean circuit, *rul the result will be I ricetic combination of the Function classes that are used 
to create ihe circuit c lu i.
To show this we first define t  function netwat a x  a directed acyclic graph (7 = where is a sei
of vertices and /  C Wc intend that a vertex in G represents i  function whose arity is equal to the number
of edges coming into that vertex. We will say that the graph G represents a Function F and in the nest several 
paragraph* we define ihe value of Fa at an arbitrary point r
We define the relation >- so that, if Vj, t j  e  then I'; y  V? if and only if (l'( , Vj) e  J1; l j  y  informally 
means that the function at 1; supplies one of the argument! Tor the function at Vi. We also define y ‘ as the 
transitive closure of y . If n  is the number o r vertices in Ihe graph, we index Uie vertices with the members of the 
set {1,2, ■ ■ in such a way that each vertex receives a unique index, and that the index of I', is greater than 
the index of Vy if and only if -(V'j S-* Vj). (In other words, ihe inputs lo a vertex may only come from vertices 
with smaller indices. Note that wc arc merely formalizing the procedure that we used in example 1.2.) Henceforth 
we will lei V', represent ihe vertex with the index f, for all 1 <  i < to
Each vertex in G corresponds to a  function, and Ihe function lhaL a vertex I * corresponds id  will be represented
by Fi.
For all 1 <  t < n, we let .4; be ihe set of vertices indexed front i  to n, and we define the subgraph A'; as 
follows:
For each 1 <  i < n , lei J* be ihe set of edges entering the subgraph that is;
If m -  [ i ; | we will use i ’j , £ i , * Em to denote the members of <£. Let be a list of nj
values that we wish to use u  arguments for AV w * caleulale the value of A, as follows: if i =  n then
vh vk c ^ } . ^
Ari((i'i, t i ,  ■, iw>) =■ A rt}) Otherwise,
a. For each incoming edge t )  e  ■ ■, define Vfc/,-{£y) to be v;.
b, Let denote the set For each e (fTf, £ | ,  £‘J), define + as follows;
if E\  £ $  
L ,n ,“ ',i-m )). otherwise.
c. Calculate ,Vi + i ( (  Vfe/;+i ( E J ) i
Example 3.4: Boolean circuit* a s  function graphs
For this example we will return again to the boolean circuit described in ligure 2. However we need to augment 
this diagram slightly because in our formalism the only subgraphs that can have arguments are those with incoming 
edges {that is, edges leading from vertices outside the subgraph to vertices Inside the subgraph]. In figure 5 we have 
added an extra node to the diagram of figure 2, this node might be viewed as an input node or as an input-providing 
oracle such as that used by |3 | or [30]. (In fact, of course, the extra vertex Is only there because it is nolatlonaNy loo 
cumbersome to specify arguments to a  complete graph differently than we specify arguments to a subgraph.)
Figure 5: T h t  boo lean  circuit of 
figure 3 represented as a function 
graph.
In figure 5 the function graph Is { f t ) where ytf -  ( Vi, Vt, Vj, V*t Vj} and ^  =  {£ ], Ej,  £ 3, =■
{(Vj, V’,), (Vj, Vi), (I j.  Vj), {Vi, Vj)]. The function wa wanl to evaluate is A'j, since this is the one that
corresponds to the circuit In figure 2. It corresponds to die subgraph ( \ E j t £*j, { I j, Vj, Vi, lj} ). Mole that dj
is ao( {£,’j, t ’j, £Y I ’; j but rather \ \ , Vj) € d" : A < 2, j  > 2}; this set is ( E \ | . We wil evaluate at Ihe input
otrmrt
M5
poinl II
W e first define f t )  to be i ,  a *  In item fa| jn the procedure w e  h a w  g iven  for evaluating the va lue  of .V j. 
Subsequently, accord  ng to item (b|, w e  determ ine which edges are  in  <5 =  \ Vj  J e  f  : h < 3, j  >  3 }; these 
a re  f t  and f t .  Since neither edge Is also  in  Hem (bj says V j / ) (  f t )  and VaS{ E i ) are both F i f i '} ,  w here f t  is the 
function associated with f t .
N e*t, according (o item (c), wa must evaluate f l j f  W ( f t ), V i f ( f t ) ) ,  1hat is. -Y j(F jf i- ) ,  F j ( r ) ) -  Note that w e  
already completed Item (a ) far A ] when w e defined j )  and  H / ) ( £ j ] ,  W e  therefore proceed to item  (b) by 
finding <&, which is { f t ,  f t } .  Since f t  is a lso  I n f t ,  is Ihe  same as V i / ]  ( f t ) ,  that is, / i l » -  But £ 4  is not
in  <fj so  is defined  to be f t ( F i ( t ' ) ,  F j f i 1) ) .
New m  must eva lu a te  A * (  V W * ( f t ) ,  W j j f * ) )  =  A r ( F ) ( u ) ,  F j f F j ( i ' ) ,  F : ( i> ))) , according to step |e). Again, 
w e find that step (a ) w a s  already completed, so. according to step (b), we del ami I r e  that £  =  { f t , f t }. f t  is in H4 
as w ell, so j(  £ 4 ) =: =  F i ( F j ( v ) ,  - f i t  I 'D ’ f t  I*  not In d *  w  f t J j ( f t )  =  F * { F | ( 0  f t f i ' ) ) ) .
Next, w e  proceed to the evaluation of
.Vs( W s ( f t ) ,  W , ( f t ) )  =  f t f f t f f t M ,  F * ( 0 ) ,  F * {F |( t i) ,  f t ( F j f e ) ,  f  j(s - )H ).
S ince there ana o n ly ?  vertices In the lurtctton graph, J V s (ft{F i{ tf )-  £ i ( t:) ) , f t ( F i ( v ) ,  f t f F j [ r ) ,  F i ( u ) ) ) )  Is defined to 
b e  simply f t ( a » t F * ( F i ( 0 , f t ( f t ( v ) f F i ( v ) ) ) ) .
Notice that w e  could have written
f t m i M . f t t f t f i O ) ) ,
since F j  and f t  only h a v e  one incoming edg e  apiece. However, In accordance with our earlier conventions, w e say  
that F j  and f t  each h av e  two argum ent*, but that the second argum ent is ip w re d  In the sense that F j (  ( r , y ) ) only 
depends on f ,  lor any ( r , y )  in F j's  dom ain, and likewise for f t .  0
f 'r e p o s i t io n  3 .5 : L et f t ,  f t ,  f t  be n functions with dom iin  ,V, m i let G be t  function graph whose n 
ncrffacj co/respond to f t , f t ,  ■ ■ -, f t . Let Mi be the subgraph consisting o f the vertices in G whose indices are 
greater than or equal so i, \ <  j < n. tn d  let F be a list o f values whose length is equal to j<f, | . lo t  F>, denote 
the function that the subgraph M, represents. Than
3£ /< J,> i, ■■■/*):
i ( ® / , - i f ^ n > F n - i ) p F ( „ _ i h) ■ ■ ■)Fi+ L ]F ,0 ( i ' ]  =  F jv, {F ) .
Wt
Proof: Our proof is by induction on i. If i =  I then the claim follows from ihe definition of ihe value of jVn(F) 
above, dial is, /V„(F) =  F„(iT),
For the inductive step, let I < i <  n and assume wc have a set of funciions { / f t ] , such thal, for
all vi+i C DomiFfj . iJ .
F v 1+I(F) ~  <T;l+l((T/l+J{(r;1+,( ' ( T / ^ f t f / l . l(F B,F „ _ i) 1Fn, i ) l ' ‘ ■). f t+ j) , / f t] ) [F S -
The evaluation o f F.v, for some list of arguments tP, |IP| r= | £ |  proceeds as follows: Lei (F t ,  f t ,  - - ■, F m) 
be ihe set of edges in <Jft ], and, without loss o f generality, assume that
f t  , f t ,  - ■ -. f t  e d f t i ,  f t  fl j f t  4-J, ■1 ■, f t i  ^  + l
for some 1 < k < m.
By item (b) in ihe definition of ■ function network. F w .tC ) is
F/v,*, ({u?i, u*, - - ■, u>k,Fjlw), F .(u j), ■ F jiu ) ) ).
n - i  liT ir
Bui this is the same as
< rM f* ,+1, W ) ,  (3.D
if, for all {un > ■ ■ ■, w/} and all z
H —I tBHf
Bui by the inductive hypothesis F y 1+, calculates the same function as
+ i ( F „ i f t _ i ) , F „ _ a ) ,  ’ V f' . + l ) .  f i l l ) .
so (3.3) is just
( « > . . , ( / 'n . f n - l ) ,  f t - j l . ' - l F i  + jJ .F i + i). f t  )(S).
Since (3.3) is the same function as F ^ fiP ). this completes ihe proof. □
Figure 6: Some members of j  class 
of boolean circuits in which the ar­
chitecture is not fixed.
0 Q 0
Exam ple 3.6: Boolean crcu its  with a  team ed architecture
The circuits lo b e  treated in this exam ple a re  acyclic, as in ih e  Iasi exam ple, and w e  will continue to stipulate lhal the 
function chosen Iram  the class J j  m ay receive inputs only from the functions th a tw a c h o s *  from f \ .
How ever, w e  will m l  specify in advance which arguments are lo  b e  provided by which functions. Thus, if our class of 
circuits contains com positions e l the functions in ^ a n d  the the class of circuits is to contain sD of the 
circuits In figure 6  and others as well.
This c ase  can  be  treated  as a  straightforward generafization of 1he case treated in Ihe  previous example. W e apply 
a  simple trick: firxl, the function will graph contain every edge lhar m ay appear in a  directed acyclic graph ol n vertices. 
Secondly, w e  wSI let the  team ing algorithm decide which argum ents e re  ignored at each vertex.
W e  will u se  our function-graph formalism for this exam ple, so w e  wiN have an extra vertex, V i.to  provide the input 
to  our composite function as we did In exam ple 3 .6 . W e  will the set o f edges f  be { { I f ,  V-j) : VJ €  J ' ,  i <  j  <  n ).
In other words, vertex Vj has an Incoming edg e  from each vertex V j  : 0  < j  <  i.
Since there m usl be  som e vertex In an acyclic digraph with no incoming edges, and there must be some vertex 
with at most one incoming edge, etc, this edge set does, in lact, a llow  us to consfruct any acyclic digraph with pi vertices 
by simply rem oving edg es  (or. in our terminology, by ignoring edges).
MSines l  j has j  incoming edge*, we will U r  thal the (unction corresponding to I ) Ignores all but the fir st j  inputs 
il receives. In fact, II may ignore some ot the first j  inputs too. For example, in may be a binary boolean operation and 
only use Ihe first two ot its Inputs.
Let f  } bo the function class corresponding to the vertex V}, and assum e that contains some function Fa that 
uses (tie inputs associated with firsl and fourth incoming edges, while Ignoring the other inputs. To have a learned 
architecture we must let the learning algorithm decide where the first and fourth edges come from
To do this w e will add a  function to S j  thai Is exactly like Fft, but u ses  ihe first and third incoming edges; we will 
add another that uses the firsl and second, and so on. Let Aj denote the number of inputs actually used by 1). In 
general, each function Fi t  can use up to Aj  incoming edges, so there will be up to A j ! ways to permute permute 
Fj's arguments, and up to
U)
ways to decide which of the j  potential arguments wMI be used by F) (and have their order permuted).
The new function class we construct wil therefore contain
I unctions for every function in ^ .
Lot this new function class be denoted jFf, We can  think o) this as  a collection of up to
( i > ‘
smelter (unction classes which era  like Jf, except in that they use different arguments. Each of these smaller classes 
can induce up to subsets on a list of length f, so  the collection all the smaler classes Induces up to
subsets Dn such a list. In other words.
By propositior 2.14 this implies that
<
t | S | )> f ^ j )  if <  0.5,
8.2
t
(3.4)
wtiara
"  =  (X) '^-
By proposition 2.11 and fra  fad  that our d a »  of boolaan circuits 1$ rlcetlc (as was shown in Ihe prnvious example), 
the VC Dimension of this class of circuits is no greater than
where the T  ( ^ H) terms are provided by (3,4). o
3 ,4 . An alternative n o ta t io n
in this section wc introduce ait alternative notation to JT (5 ) and 0 .(0  that allows us to prove a slightly more
expressive result than proposition 32,  Recall the definition of FI ^ (£): it is the size of the set
{ F n S :  F <= (3.5)
Wc will use r ( ^ ,  5) to denote this s e t  We will also define
A C T S )  s  { (F '.  F e / 1f O S  =  t i } : v e r ( ^ , S ) ] .
Therefore i ( ^ ,  S) is a set of sets whose union is and each set in £.(& , S) consists of hypotheses that induce 
the same subset on 5.
Finally, for any list
5  -  ■ , JTf>,
and any hypothesis class J  wilh the property that f l ^ ( 5 )  =  | r ( ^ , S ) |  =  1, we define ( / ( / ,  J /, S) as ihe list 
M / r  M A f f i i i ) ,  ■ ■ ■ ,«(/, II, for any function II whose domain contains the members of S, and define 
U { f , S , S )  as the list , x t )}, where
t = / f jr ,e ) ;  {e =  m a i ( / ( j ) : / 1= J  }J , (3.6)
Note that, since 11^ (5 ) =■ |r ( ^ ,5 ) |  =  1 Ihe set : / e J  } only has one member (that is, all I e J  have 
Ihe same value at x ).
Wc show the following in the appendix
ion
P r o p o s i t io n  J , 7: Lct X  be a set and let J$) and Jf{ be two function classes, with Dam [Jf&) =  O nrn(Jri) - ,V. 
L c t f  : X  * C w i( J r j ) .  Let S e  X*,e  € H .  Titan
~  5 1  n J« ■
Proof; The proof is given in Ihe appendix to this chapter □
This leads easily (o the hex l result;
P r o p o j i f io n  3,8: Let X  be s  set intf let j f t ,  Jf \ .  and Jfi  ftp ftapc function classes, with am r(Jff i)  = 
£tanr( J t f )  — £>om (J5) = X . Let f \  ; A' x R m ( J f i )  —> Dom(Jff>) and fe : X  * Ran{.X\) —* fJnm (,X]). Let 
S e - Y ' . f e H .  U cb
n^nr^jrt.jr i  >,_*!>(£) =  5 1  5 1  ii-ift ,* / , ,£ ))) .
Proof: By proposition 3.7,
=  5 2  n t J|fjfl1J f1 ) (^ /Z '‘A,<-f’)) ■ (3-7)
Bui, (gain by proposition 3.7,
= 5 2  i U t ' ' ( / , , / - 1( u ^ s i J  fJ-S)
j r,e a ( j f l irrLf,„f, _5)>
for all f i  e  J f l , 5). TTue claim follows from (3.7) and (3,8). O
Clearly, we can use the method of proposition 1.7 again on compositions of four functions, then on compositions 
of five functions, and soon indefinitely. But the nested V  functions would soon become ton cumbersome to write, 
so we would like to have a more compact notation. Let A  abstractly represent an expression, say
and assume that ail functions have a unique index. Assume that the argument received by the function f ’j in ,4 
depends on the values of Lj r F *, ■ ■ ■, Fn. Then we will say that
Fa, ■■■/■»).S)
is the list of arguments that secs when A sees the list S. (The Inp; function is defined formally in the appendix.)
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Example 3.3:
Consider tha composition we arrived at in exampfe 3.3:
^ 3)1 ■&*)■ '-*)
Lai us choose a specific F] € ^ 1, Fa £  & i, Fj C F* e £ k , and lei -i refer to (he com position
W / fW ^ F , ) sF3) ,F (]
Since ihe argument to F] does not come tram any other function in A, we say that lap] ( A , On S) - S- Tha 
argument lo F;, hcwever, depends on F i; according to our formalism tor composition the argument of Fj is the same 
as the argument of (T/^tT/jtF*, Fj), Fi). When ih* composition in (3.9) rs evaluated for each member of the list S, 
then fas we have already stated).
is evaluated for each mem bar in the list F j,S ). Therekxe wa must also evaluate F3 for each member of the list 
V(fi,  Fi, S), and Iapt(A, (F i),5 ) is therefore U(fy  F i,F ) .
In a similar manner, we see that the Inpot Ihttt for Fj is the same as ihe input list tor <T/, (Ft, F j), and this is Just 
F f / ^ F j .F f / ^ F i ,  5 ) ) -Therefore
=  V { h > F i , V { h ,F u S)).
Finely, if the input list for tT/^F*, FjJ is V{Jj,  F j, U(fi,  Fi, £)). then Ihe definition of V  stales thal the inpul list for F+ 
is
V { } u K M h . F M h > F u S ) ) ) .
Thus
Inp^ A . i F i J^ Fi ) ^ )  = f i Mf i . Ft . S ) ) ) -
o
Using our notation, we can extend proposition 3.9 in the following way:
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P r o p o s i t io n  3*20: Let J j ,  ■ - ■ , JF„ be a set o f  function classes, and Set d  =  , jFj, • . ,Tn) tv  a class
o f conject hypotheses consisting o f one or m a n  compositions. Then foe any S  e Dorn (J f  /  e  f J
|A {$■(*,.*i,.--,jrn),£)| =
E E 
E
Proof: The claim is sUted form ally and then proved in the appendix.
Wc also show ihe following in the appendix:
P r o p o s i t io n  J , U :  Let S \ , ■ ■ ■, &n tie a set o f function classes, and l e t A -  'S (^ i  * f i ,  ■ ■ ■, ) t e  3 c^ s
o f  conject hypotheses consisting o f one or m a t compositions. Then far m y  S  e Dam 1 1 H and
( ) , £ ) ) ,
*/3 e  >
A e  A  ( j* „ , inpn ( a ,  { S \ , ■, A - i ) . 5 ) ) ,
A £ ) | =  1-
Proof: The claim is slated formally and proved in the appendix. □
This proposition implies that
is equal to the number of terms In the summation of proposition 3.9, since the terms being summed ate all 1. Hy 
the definition of II this implies that for all S  e  Dom ( f ) (J  £ H,
E E 
E
J», n( ii.(^
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,3,5. Placing constra in ts  on the se t  o f  legal confections.
Consider again a class of function classes
- ■ - , ^ 1}.
For each function class ^  S i, ■ - ■, } we define t  constraint function
K u l * ' x l * * x  ■■■xl*'  -  l * \
and a finiie set of seta
( A i C 2
Fw any Siven F | , FJf ■ - -, F* and any given / (Ll let
- ,n )  =
(Ai f A.t, A\! 1" 1 L, A,*) ■(Am £ * / u  £ A .iM A .i £ A .iK '1 .(A,* £  ,/*.* *  f* £ A ,i)
We will call % , - ■ , if ,  a constraint system for ^ , S j ,  ■ • •, .
We will use the constrain! functions ho restrict the hypotheses that may take part in in the corjection. Instead 
of considering the class of objections
' J ■ " ,  Fj , -  ■ ■, f i  t F i £  ^ l ,  F i  £  - - A  £
wc will only consider members of
{4>(Fi, Fi,-  ' . A ) : Fi  e ^ t F i f F a . - ’ - . F i ) ,  Fj e S f t (Fi ,F2,"  ■,F*),- - , F i  e  f t ( F i ,  Fj, ■ ■ ■, F*}} . ( J .U)
This should be understood as follows: Each combination of function classes
A,t £ A.i £ 1' 1 A,« £ / j , . )
determines a further function class via K,.
Suppose we are learning a conjcction or the function classes ^ i ncF:, - . and we have already chosen to
use
F] £ l.^ ] , Fj £ , - ■ ■, F*_] e , Fi 11 £ J ’l-# 1, ■ ■ ■. Fn £ $ A.
(Fill)
1 0 4
[| remains DO choose and Fi from bui we must obey i  restriction: Ft must lie in A \(A , 1, Am, 1 ■ ■, A.nJ fur 
some
A,1 £  A',J £ ^Ai,2i 1 > A'.n £  c ^ i . n
which are such that
Fi £ A,ih Fi E A,! .11 - i F„ £ J,
In other words. F, must be a member of the class
Thus, when the learning algorithm makes its choice for F i, that choice is constrained by the choices for 
Fi,Fj, ■ ■ -, F i. In a simitar manner, all the choices the algorithm makes are constrained by its other choices.
It is possible that
F i. Fi, ■ - F(_i, J ;+i, ■j 'p A
may also be subject to constraints involving f \ ,  and it may be nontrivial lo find an F|, Fj, ■ ■ ■, F’n that satisfy these 
constraints. However we arc not concerned with this at the moment, because the question we are asking now is 
how lo analyze existing learning algorithms. We are concerned with discovering ihe constraint system (if any) used 
by the learning algorithm we are analyzing.
Example 3.12:
To 9 tvs a simple exam pis, suppose a learning algorithm has Ihe hypothesis class
r r ■, ^ i j ,  ■ ■■, & n)
but with the added constraint that -  .f j j  and the hypothesis chosen from must always be the same as Ihe 
hypothesis chosen from jFjj, We can formalize this restfction by telling Jyj.x be the set of singleton subsets ol ^ , 
and, for all Aa.i , Ai.j, ■ ■ ■ Az.w letting
A ' i s ( J i i . i , A i , i ,  ■ ■ - A i , « )  =  A j ,i .
With this restriction, we see thal (3 .to ) lor F u  becomes
^ i ( F l,F ’3, ■-■pFzi) =  L J { A i ,i A l  £  p /u . i  A F i E A i , i }  =  A a .i £  , / i m  '■ F] £ A m }
tOt
S h ea  each member of J o ,  i con lain i  onfy a alnqi* member of ^  „ this constraint is Ihe same as
Fj, -11, Fj]) = | J  fJ]l.l £ jfll.t J]!,! = {J7]}}
or simply
= {Ft}.
Then, by (3-11), the class ol hypotheses under consideration is
Fi e &i{F\,Fi, ■ ■ ■, F »),F i C ■ , F ill  - ■ Fn  E {Ft) ,  ■ ■ ■, f a  e / i ,  ■ ■ -. f» )
Thus the onty acceptable choice for Fi: is f j .
f
The requirement for consistency also docs not appear explicitly in our analysis. We are only concerned with 
the number of ways in which the learning algorithm can choose constraint functions (that is, die K t functions 
described earlier), we do not care that these functions are chosen implicitly via the choices of Ft .Fj ,  • - ■, F„. rather 
than being chosen explicitly as Fi, F i, ■ ■ ■, F« themselves arc.
Because o r this it is convenient to describe the possible constraint functions for u  a class. We define
Jfi = U W ( ^ l i ffl  ■■■rffn); --.fff, e ^ ] .
Our final result in this chapter is the following:
f ’ropoJitiD H  3.13: Let J f i ,  Jf i ,  ■ ■, he n  hypothesis classes, and Id  i  be j  positive integer. Let
% , ■ -•, %  t>c a constraint system for j f J , j f ^ , ,  - - ■, j f n and, for each a( £ - ■ ■, 14,}, let
Jfi ~ U ft. ■ - ff«) = *1 e JfUft e jts. - - ■, e **;}-
Let g ' be an n-ary ccnjcctkst operator wj'tft the property that for any 1 . -^n) E Dwn(tt') and for any
S e D o n i & y j t H
| a  («(■*■■*!>■■ ■■■*0^)1 =
£  E
. A - , ) , 5 ))
Let .7  be the class
{ ' HFi , f j ,  ■ ■ ■, F „ ); F\ e  tft(/'i, /2, ■ ■ ■ i F*}, / i  e f^t(Fi, Fi, ■ ■ ■, An), ■ - ■, Fj, ■ - ■, f ’„ )).
IWi
Then, for m y list S  e  DcvtJ (£ ? ) '.
n , { $ )  =
I  E -  E
Ki*J*i KiCJi Jf.eJf;
E E 
E
|A (®f*/i,Jri ,- -- ,-^ ,J ,5 ) |-
Proof.1 The proof is given in the appendix. □
3 .6 ,  D is c u s s io n
In this chapter we attempted in create a fairly comprehensive framework for ihe analysis of sample complexity 
in learning algorithms.
tn the liuer part of this chapter we developed several methods for evaluating II („$) itt composite functions. An 
important caveat is that f i*  (S) cannot be used directly lo determine the VC Dimension of & ;  wc need II ^  (f).
This chapter, more than the others in ihis thesis, presented a snapshot of ongoing research. This research 
has two goals: hist, to provide methods for analyzing algorithms whose hypotheses arc not { 0 ,1 )-valued, and 
second, to provide tighter bounds m  the sample sizes required to achieve good generalization ability. Our A 
and I’ notation facilitates the first of these goals by divorcing our formalism somewhat from the terminology of 
{f>, 1)-valued functions, and the second, by allow ing ihe interaction of Ihe training sample and the hypothesis class 
to be described more precisely.
The two goals above am fairly general, so it is not surprising that machine learning researchers have already 
pursued them to san e  extent. []9 | devotes two chapters to the analysis of algorithms whose hypotheses are real- 
valued, and [13| contains many results u  well. But the issue that is most germane in the context of this thesis is 
the analysis of hypothesis classes whose ranges are finite and small, not those whose ranges are infinite. This is 
became the thesis is aimed at the analysis of existing learning algorithms, and many of these use hypotheses with 
small ranges. The author is nut aware of previous results addressing this isfuC-
ln the area of obtaining tighter bounds on sample complexity, authors have incorporated distributional assump­
tions in order in derive average-case results (C.f. EMU, or at least assumed that certain distributions are known,
10?
L5 in fid]. Biit these results arc limited in their practical applicability since the distributions in question may nut 
he known. The hope in developing proposition 3.12 w u  to develop a more precise wiy of describing the behav­
ior of learning algorithms, and ultimately to Incorporate distributional information gradually, so that approximate 
or incomplete information about these distributions can be used to provide at least same improvement in sample 
complexity bounds.
3.7, B ibliographic no tes
In the area of bounding VC Dimensions for arbitrary hypothesis classes, there are two important results. The 
first is mentioned in [7], 1191. *hd elsewhere: for any finite hypothesis class J f ,
This is a trivial consequence of the definition of ihe VC Dimension. The second result is presented in [4|; this 
paper shows (in the language of Ihe present thesis) that the combination of functions in a fixed network architecture 
is a rioetic operation, and gives a weaker version of proposition 2.11. We showed in section 3.3 that our result is 
at least ax powerful as that of |4], in that it applies to function networks, ft is not dear that proposition 3.2 is more 
powerful than [4 |'s result. However our notation is more precise, and. in my opinion, makes it easier in determine 
whether an algorithm can be analyzed with the help Df proposition 3.2.
(The reason that Ihis thesis re-derived such a large part of I4]’j result, instead of merely citing the paper, is 
that ihe proof presented there is vague and apparently intended for application to the analysis of neural networks. 
Tb show formally that Baum and H&uSsler’x result could be applied to the problem ai hand would, in my opinion, 
have required nearly as much work as the approach that was finally used.)
[ am not familiar with any previous attempts to introduce mutual constraints on the functions that may take 
pan in a ctmjeclion.
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Appendix A to Chapter 3. 
A  result on learning non-{0, i}-valued functions
In this appendix we will extend the above rendu u> conjcctioru having the form <?■(?/1, Ifi, ■■,//*) where 
J f i t t t  not {0, l}-vilued functions.
Tb extend oui earlier results to these conjeclioris, we must express in terms of
» '(C (JfS )), >r (C (J 5 ) )e tc . (recall th a tC ( J ^ )  = {{* : / / ( * ■ ) / * - } :  I f c X } , )
n  is easy enough to say whit J t i ,■ ■ J f i ) )  is; wc know that there is some particular function
F  that we want to  the learned connection to approximate, and so. for any comjecUort * ( / ? l, H i , ■ ff*] in 
£ ( J f i ,  J f$ t - • ■, J f i ) ,  and any instance x ‘ in its domain, we can define tr“ to he F ( j '}  and so determine the 
value or C(iS<( J / ] „ Ih ,  ■' ■, Jfi)) aL the instance in question.
But it is difficult to define if Jf \  is merely one of the hypothesis classes taking part in the cona tion
Jf ) ,  ■ ■ J f i) ) -  This is because we may not know how to construct an r 1*1 for some or ail r 1 e  £*om(Jr;); 
the paradigm of supervised learning only garantees that we will know the desired values of the function being letmed, 
and it doesn 't have anything to say about individual parts of luch a function.
It seems that we a rt faced with what, in f25), was called a credit assignmentproblem. if
is not what we want it 10 be, which of (he functions ■ ■ ■, / / i  will we hold responsible for the error?
Fortunately, in developing ways to analyze the performance of learning algorithms, we will find thai this 
problem is not as dificull as it would be if we were developing the algorithms themselves We will be able lo as sign 
credit for blame) in a somewhat arbitrary way. This section will show that iL is sufficient, for our purposes, to have 
an acceptable crvdU-tssigitmott function, which wc define as follows;
D efinition1 Consider f  Glasses o f functions J f i , J¥S, ’ ■■, and a corresponding class o f confections 
The functions F u F 2l - - ,  Fx tic  acceptable target functions for , J*5, , with respect to <a ami
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i f  a n d  on ly  i f
"■■■*»)) C
{{(jri, j i p" - , n )  : 0 ( (F i( r t )  ^  : Hi e  € **$■ ■-},
where 0  ii some ricetic combination operator. Lei
F , t Fi t .*.,Fk
be acceptable target functions for
with respect to and t'(® [ J f i , J f t, - ■ - in d ic t the set o f functions Ci(Jf i )  be
{ { * , :  J J ifn ) * * ( * , ) ) :  II x e
iiXcwisc tet Cj( Jf i )  be
t  f i ( r i)}  : I h  €  -*SJ,
and so an. That t ' i , Cj, ■ ■■, C | are acceptable credit assignment functions for J f i , J fj „ - -, J f i  with respect to :?■
The nature oh acceptable target functions cut be illustrated best by an example: suppose we know in advance 
that there is some F t , Fj, * ■ ■, t '\  such that C(fy{Fi , F j r ■ ■ -, F J )  =  (  (thatis, ® (F t, Fa, ■ ■ ■, F | ) is comet). Then 
the conjeci function /Fi, ■ ■ ■,//*) can err only an those inputs ( z ], n ,  ■ ■ ■, j J  where F i ( n )  t  F ](r  L) or
t h [ x  1 ) /  of / f j(z j)  t  F j( r j)  etc. Thus
C W f i . J f S . - ' - . J r i ) )  C 
: ( F j f z i }  j* ^  v -  ■}:  / f ,  e  jf], th €  ■ ■■).
By definition, F ], F j, - -, Fi are acceptable target functions for , J f i ,  - ■ ■, J f j  with respect to <*< and
But since F] is the correct choice for /f |,  Fa is the correct choke for ffj,  and so on. we can simply say that 
the individual target functions for J F |pb#5, ■ ■ ■, J f i  are also acceptable target functions for j f ] ,  J f j , ...Vi with 
respect to $  and ■ - ■,-*!))■ (Not* ihat * e  need not know what F i, F i, ■ ■ -, i \  are; we must only
assume that they exist. Wc will make this assumption implicitly henceforth, but it is fairly unrcstntiivc for the 
combination operators wc will discuss.)
The foltowing lemma is prelim inarytociurexiensionofpm position2.il to non (0 ,1 } -valued functions:
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Zjetuuia 3A.14i Let fi\ tad f i be two sets o f events defined on a set $. If f i C f i  then T ( f i } < v
Proof; The lemma follows because any set of elements of S  that Is shattered by if| must also be shattered by f i .  
For any I. if V  ( / i ) >  /  then there is some set of f  dementi of S  that is shattered by f i .  Dm this set of /  elements 
must also be shattered by f i ,  so * (dj) must be at least /  by the definition of the Vapnik-Chmonenkis Dimension. 
□
The next claim follows without much difficulty:
P m p o f il io j i  3A.15: Consider t  set o fk  hypothesis classes
J r \ , J G r - , J n
, and their conjection
fi)
under some confection operator LctC\, C j , ■ ■ ■, C* be acceptable avdiPassignment functions for 111 , lh , • • •, fh
wiihrcspcct to ' i 'andC{$,{ j f \ t j ^ ,  - -,Jf i)).  Then
r(C(mjruJfi,  ■ ■■„#!})) < T t ^  r ( c , ( j r ? ) ) j  . (3A.i2)
Proof: By the definition of an acceptable credit assignment function, the set C ($ ( J f i , J f j ,  > ■, J f i )) is a su|wci of
© ( C j M T i ) ,  C i t J f i ) ,  ■ , ( ? ! (  j r i ) ) ,  ( 3A . 13)
for some ricetic operator 0- By proposition 2.11 the VC Dimension of (3A,I3) is bounded above by
t *  ( £  r w r t ) )
Vi.i
and by lemma 3A.I4 the VC Dimension of C'f'S'PH. “  bounded above by the VC Dimension of
(3A.13). □
I l l
Appendix B to Chapter 3. 
Proofs of results in chapter 3
3B.J. P r o o f  o f  proposit ion 3.2.
It is convenient to express a composition in a way that mikes it explicit that one or the functions uses the 
value of the other function as its argument. To do this we will use the following definitions
Definition.' Let I f  t«d  /  be functions, with Dom{J) -  Ran(H) x &xn(IT).  Fes any point x e Dom{ff)  
n r  define u f/, / / ,  j )  aj be f(n,  If  J f  is a hypothesis class hs define u (/, J f ,  t )  to be f ( i ,c ) .  where
c =  m u { t f ( f ) ; / /  e J f  }.
T heorem  -IB. 10: For m y  {0 ,1}-valued /unction class J f t, and any fno integers 0 < m < n,
H jrfnl >  rTj<{m)
Proof:
El]
3[S, G f tm iM f  T ) :
[2]
Let .Sj e  Dom ( j f  )-* be such that 
V(r : j e 5 ,)  ; re.^
| 5|
Hj ^C^l) <  I M S )
w
TM^i) < fTjp[»)
I5 |
[ Such an -S exists by (he definition of 
n (« i) .  I
i Sj is just an arbitrary list of fengih « > 
m that contains all the elements in 5 ,, |
| By |2] any subset that J f  induces on S, 
is also induced by .I f  on Si. ]
I By the definition of H, since |S ;| =■ n. ]
f By the definition of 5i in 111. ]
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16] | Substituting the right side of [5] ini [1],
l
m
f T x f t n l  <  ( By [4], | 6 ) ,  and th e  transitivity o f  < .  |
Q.E.D. n
Lem  tun  3D. 17: Let JfJ and Jf[ be two function classes, and let X  be a sample space. Let f ; X  x  Ran{.)f]) . 
iSomi Jfb), Assume =  1. Let S e  X*, where t  e Ff. 7htvj
I f ( j e 5 :  r ) €  Ifo} : J f j . r ) : r  E S] r Ih : Ih £ .*6H
Proof
m
( | { { * € 5 :  u ( / , J F U ) e J M i  floeJrtH = 0) -
l U r e S :  : J f t e J f t H  <
t e J j n / / , :  /fo e |
( Since the size of a set cannot be negative, the i n e q u a l i t y  o n  the 
right side of the implication holds trivially. ]
12)
(|{{r e 5 ;  «(/, Jf tl t) £ /Fo} : f/o £ M}\  “  i) -
|({ir 6 «{/, J f i sr } e / / o } : J/o < If{«(/, Jfi, J ) : J? G 5} n If0 : Ifo e
I t ?
Proof of 2:
[ 2 .1 ]
| { { i e 5 ;  u ( / , J r U ) e J M  ; = 1
[ Assumption. ]
122)
3(/fo e  J ffi)
[ [f no such H o  exited , then the set in [2.1] would be cmply. 
violating the Assumption in [2.1], ]
[2.3]
L e i Ho  be i  member o f  Jfft [ Such an Ha eiisis by ]2.2] ]
|2  4|
J*): t  €  S} n th  e  
{ { u ( / ,  J f ! , * ) :  r e - S j n W o :  Wo e  J f t }
| By the definition of Ha in [2.3]. J
[2.5|
r) : i f  5} n / fo : /foC Jf&]| > I
( By [2.4], ihe set h u  it leisi one member. |
Q.E.D. (2) [ By [2,I| and [25], ]
13]
{r e S :  v[ f ,  Jf[,  j )  e //o} : I h  G >  l)
U f i e S :  Ha] \ / f o e  J f l l l  <
[{{«(/. J f i . J ) : J e S } n / f o ;  /foe,*6}|
1 1 4
Proof of 3:
13.11
I f f *  e . 5 :  u ( / , j r U ) e / / o ) : l
[ Assumption, ]
1 3  2 1
define
A f : { { r e S :  u f / . J t f , r ) i =  Jfo} : - *
{ - f u f / . j r f , * } :  i e S ]  n f f 0 : 
so that
H( / , j r i l f ) e //„)) =
{h(/, « * ! ,* ) :  i e S } n / f o :  H0 
1 Definition, ]
!3.3|
A/ is 1: I 
Proof o f 3,3:
[3.3.11
Let Hat Hi e  j<& be such that 
{x e s : u ( / , j f l . j )  e Ha) ±  
e  S  : //ft}
[ Ha and //)  must tu ist by 13.1], ]
13-3.2]
3 [ i  e S ) : 
u{f ,  e l b  $
[ By (3.3.1J. j
[3.3.3J
Lei ro e  5  be auch thai 
l l ( / ,  J f i .J o )  £ Ila #
w ( / . H i
1 S u c h  an xo eaists by |3,3.2| J
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[33.4]
M / r J P i . a ) : * e s )  t  
{<*(/, J f \ t j )  : x e £ ]  n / /*
[ By [3.3.3], ti(/, J f \ ,  ro) u  in one sel and noi ihe other. )
Q.E.D. (3.3)
[3.4]
|£ tam (3f)| <  Jtfjn(3/)f [ By [3-3|. ]
[3 J |
|{{* If0 £ JTS]| <
|( {*[/..Ifi.r); r e 5 ] n / f 0 : tfoEJ'S)!
[ By Lhc definition of M  in |3-2], and !3.4|. ]
Q.E.D. (3)
Q.E.D. | By |1], |2 jf and [3], the claim holds for all possible sitcs of the set
u ( / , J r i , x ) e  /fo) : / foE Jf6}-
L c iu iu a  3D, IS ; Let and J ftb e tw o  ftinctkxi classes, and let X  be i  simple space. U t f  : X  k Ran [. W\ )
CtomfJft).  U t S z X t J e H .  Then
{(Tyf/fo, / / ,)  n  S : Sh E JlU, //i E Jtf}  =
/fi] n  5 :  / f t ) e  (T,{Jti, JTi)}
Proof:
1 lf>
E11
V(t»e {(Tjttta, i h ) n s : If* e J»S, ih e } ): 
w e  f f i j n - S :
Ftoor or I :
11.11
Let it1 be a member of
f(Tj f//o, Ml) n  S : /fc e j f l , /f t e jri)
| Definition, )
11.21
3f//o  e Jrs. /f , <= j f j ) : 
it- =  <r}{ITo, ! h ) n 5
I By the definition of u> in 11,11. 1
|1.3|
Let ffo e Jffi, /f] e J f l  be luch that
n = Wi) n ^
[ Such //<>, J7i e tu i  by {I.2|. J
I M l
| By the definition of <T/f JfS, J f i } and the fact (from | I.3J) that 
tla e Jfh and H\ e I
I I 5|
n? € {tT/[f/o, f h )  f'l S  :
etf>rjf8,jri)}
I By |l.3 l and 11,4], |
Q.E.D. (1) [ By [ L l l u i d l l J ] .  ]
! 17
12]
V(u.£ {<rf{IhJf,}nS:
tv e H i )  n 5  : Ifa e J H y l f i  € Jf?)
Plroof of 2 :
[2 .1 ]
Lei w fee a member of
i<r{ { f h J h ) r \ S :
fro  e t f j t j r t ,  j¥i>}
| Definition. ]
[2.2 ]
tu =  (Tf{JTo, fl])C\S
( By the definition of ui in |2.1|. ]
12.31
Let t f X / f o . f t J c l / p A ' j r i )  
be such that
U'= (T/ ( JTp> ffi) n  5
{ Such a (T/(/fo, Hi) eiisis by |2.2|. J
[2.4 J
@j{Ho, Hi ) is such that 
fffl € FI\ <T
[ This is a necessary condition for Lhe membership of 
<t/(Ha,Hi) in j); this membership was stipulated
in 123). |
1231
t* € {$}{Ha, / / i ) n 5 :  lh  € M J i \ £ X \ }  
I By [2.4|. ]
11H
Q.E.D. (2) | By [2.1] and [2JJ. 1
Q.E.D. ( The result follow j from (1] and |2 |. ]
□
E om m a J D .I0 :  Let J*S and J f\ be fmo function classes, and letX be a sample space. Let /  : ,Y x Kan (J f \ ) — 
Awnf.*®). Assume 11^(7) -  I. Lei S e X t , t  e M. Then
V ( ^ 5 )  : u i f j l i . i )  =
Proof:
U l V ( i e S )  : Jfi)  :
=  u{ { ,  IV,  r)
Proof of I: |Wc assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. J
11.11
11.2]
d.3]
3 ( i  € 5 ) ;
[ Assumption, ]
Let i e S be such tbit
« ( / , / / , . * )  *  *(/,/*{*)
( Such an x  exisis by [ I I ] ,  ]
Let 11, IV e ,*1 be such that
n l f j l u x )  ?  v{f,lVlf i )
J Such / / ,  IV tiis t by |1.2|. J
i i y
11.41
/ / [ / ) * / / ' ( * )
Proof of 1,4: [We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction.]
[1.4.1]
J f ( r )  -  J J '( i)  | Assumption. ]
11.4.21
t t t j f i r ) )  = t t t j n * ) )
I The riihi side of the equation is the same as the left side but 
with II '  substituted for f t .  The equation therefore follows 
from [1.4,1] |
l U I I
| By 11.4.2] and the definition of ti. |
Q.E.D. {1.4} [ [1.4.1] contradicts the definition of H and l l 1 in 11.3], ]
U ^ l  | According to [1.4], f f n j r }  ^  f f ' n f r } .
| { / f n ( j ]  : U  € J f i } |  > 2 ]
[ 1 .6 ]
H. * i ( l ) >2  [ By | J-5] and the definition of 11- ]
11-71
J W f )  >  2 I By [1.6] and theorem 3B. 16. |
Q.E.D. (1] J |L.7j contradicts the assumption that ITjn(f) = I. |
Q.E.D. | The result follows from ]] | and the definition of u f/, J f ,  r ) .  ]
□
T L oom ju  3D,20: Let Jt& AitdJVi be two function d u s ts , a d  let X  be a sample space. Let f : X  x Ran(.X\) 
Assume =  I. LetS  e  A'f ,f  e  H- Uien
1211
Proof:
I n  VI* e  5 ) :  v c / f t e j t f ) :
[ By lemma 3B.19. ]
|2j
V(//0 eJtfp); vj/f! e j p j ) : V ( , e s ) :
Proof of 2:
[2.1]
V(ff, e j f l )  : V(jf G J>):
I By HI I
12.2J
V(IIo e J f i)  : Y ftfi t  Jf[) : V (r G 5 ) :
f f o W ,  ■*?,*» =  //* (« ( /, J / t | r »
I By [21], ]
I2.3J
V(//o G JH) : V (//t G JTi) : V (r e  5 )  ;
//„ (« ( /, =  f t j i l k J T i K x )
| By (2,2], the dc&rdliort of / .  and the definition of <T J
Q.E.D. (2)
13)
V(i/0 € J f t ) ;  Vf/f, e Jfj) : V(I t S):
( ! l ( /hJ f l ,  x) G f/o) ~
( r  t t j i l h j t l ) )
[ This is just [2) rewritten in set notation, |
t ; i
14]
V ( / f o G  = V( I h  G J f i )  :
/ fo}  =
) i e 5 :  J  C J/])}
| This follows from |3 | 1
m
Vt / / 0 e  J f i ) :  V(J7, G J f i )  :
(j g 5 :  /fo] =
d y U t a  / r j j n s
[ By H] and die definition or sel intersection. |
16}
Vftf, e Jfi):
( { r e S :  t i( |,  j f i hx) e  /f0} : fl„ G =
Z f o G J f t )
I This follows from [51- ]
m
{ { x  e 5 :  / f g ]  : t f „  e  .*&] =
{(Tyf/Zo,  J / | ) n  £ :  7/o e  JP f t , / 7 i  e  J f j ]
( By [6], |
m
\i {r G 5 : «{/, jfi, r) G H0) : Ho G Jft)| <
K M J f i . e )  : j r £ f } n ; r « :  ffBs  JIQ)|
( By lemma 3B J7 . ]
[9]
\{tffVfth Hi) n 5 :  ft.  € Jft, f t  e .#i) |  <
K{k(/, : x € S )  n Ifo ; I I0 e Jft}|
[ By |H] and [7J ]
{<rf a h ,  I I 1) n S : f f o  s  Jft>, Hi ^  Jfi ) -
\<tf i I h J I i ) n S  : S j U f a l T i )  G (T/fJft.Jfi)) 
|  By lemma 3B.IS. J
/ f t )  n  S : t f j f / f t . / ' i ) e  ? /[ .* & ..*l]}t <
H{“ f / , JF i . J ! ) : i e ^ ) n / f o :  / /De J f i ) |
[ By |0 ]  and [10). ]
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Hjfl J-); r e 5})
[ By the definition of II .(n). ]
[13)
H<T,(//o,f/,)n O’/t /f0l Ui) e =
( By ih t  iJeritiiiior of t l fn )  ]
[14]
n ^ f , * ( 1jipj]fS) <  r i j f i  r x  e  5 } )
[ By ! I J ] J l 2 ] , m d [ l 3 J .  ]
Q.E.D.
C o ro lla ry  3B-21: Lei jntf J f j  be two function cltssest tnd  Jet X  be f  simple space. L e t f  : A" x )
A xn  (.#&). Auume =  1. Let S  C X*, (  e  N. Tftefj
Proof-
HI
< l U f M / . J r i , * ) :  ! £ . ? ) )
[ By theorem 3B.20. ]
[2|
|{u(/,  J f i . j ) : j  £ 5 ) |  < |5|
Proof of 2:
define 
so that
A f ( u ( / . ^ , r ) )  =  f
( Definition. ]
M is 1 : 1
Proof of 22:
[ 22 I]
r e s }  =  0 -  M i J l : ]
[ The anieccdant implies that there are no elements in the 
domain of \{  (according to the definition of Af  in (2.1 ]). 
so the consequent hokU trivially. 3
12.2.2 J
| {u-(/ ,  : 1 1 S}| =  1 Af is 1 : 1
I The implication holds since each element in the domain of 
Af has a unique mapping under Af 1
12.2.3)
| J F i , ! ) :  * £ 5 } |  >  1 —* A/ is L : I
Pnoofof 2.2,3:
[2.2.3.11
j { u ( / , > 1  
[ Assumption. !
12.2.3.2)
Let r o . T i e ^  be such that 
u f / . j r i . i s )  #
| Such esist by |2.2.3.l] ]
[2.2.3.3|
(2.1I
|2.2|
ro /  r t
1 2 4
Ptoof of 2.2,3.3: [We assume the contrary and derive a contradict ion. f 
12.2.3.3.1}
ro  =  J i
[ Assumption. ]
[2.2.3-3-21
Let i* -  m M j t f i f r o ) : }}] £ J f l }  =
m u { / / i | t [ )  : ff]  e  J f l }
( Such a  e w isu  by 12.2.3.3.0j. ]
1 2 2 3  3.3]
/ ( i . e )  “  u (/, J f l . r o )
I By 12.2.3.3.11, [2.2.3.3.21, and the definition of tj ]
12.2.3.3.41
( By 12,2.3.3.1], 12 2,3-3 2], md the definition of u. i
12.2.3,3 J]
u ( / .  J f l , jo ) = 
u ( / ,  J f l . x i )
I By [2.2.3.3.31, {2,2.3.34]. md the transitivity of 
I
Q.E.D. (2.2.3,3) [ 12.2.3.3.31 contradicts (he definition of fo  and -H in [2.2.3.2], |
Q.E.D. (2,2.3) [ The claim fo lk m  from [2.2.3.11 and |2.2.3.3|. |
Q.E.D. (2.2) I All possible cases are covered by [2.2,11.|2.2_2|, and [2.2.3]; in each case ihe claim 
was shown to follow, |
|2_3] [ By |2.2] and (he properties of I : I func-
|Doro(A/]J <  [AaJi(3f)| lions |
[2.41
\{u(f, J f l . r ) : i  e  S}] <
\ i * £ S } \
[ By [2.31 and the definition of .1/ in [2.11- J
[2.5J
\ {*£S}\  < |S|
[ By the definition of lists. |
12,1
12 61
Hu(/,jfJ,jF): r e 5 ) |  <
1*1
{ By 12.41 and [2.5], 1
Q.E.D. m
f 3 |
|* | -  f  I This is an assumption of the theorem. [
[4]
j eS]| < t
I By [21 and [ H  ]
[5]
( ! ( « ( / ,  J F i . f )  : t  G ^}  I)
! By 11 ] and the definition of H fn] . J
[ 6 1
[ By [51 and (4). 1
CJE.D. □
T h e o re m  3U,22: LciJft, tttidJfi be two function classes, and let X  be a sample space. Let f : X *  Rap (J f \ ) -* 
DomiJfti). Assume 1 1 ^ (f) =  ]. L e tt  e  f l .  Assume — I. Then
S  e .V'}
<  I W O
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Ptoof:
(I]
3 ( 5  E  A ' ' ) :
{ Assumption. ]
n < r , ( j r t . jn ) ( 5 )  >  n j ^ ( 0
[21
Let 5  £ A'* be such lhaL
[ Such an 5  esiits by [I). ]
>  ITjfif/)
[33
n f , ( A J # b ( s ) < f By theorem 3B.2fl, ]
Q.E.D | |3 ] contradicts [2 |. ]
D
L a m in a  3 0 .23: Let X  be a Simple space, and let J f f i . J f i , "  . - * i  be t  +  1 function classes (k > 0),
defined so Uiat D o m ( X ]  -  Uont(Jti)  =  . . .  ^  2Awj(JPi] =  ,V, and let $  =  .3f\ u  JTs u  - ■ ■ u  X  Let 
f  : X  x -* Etom(Jr&). Let S  e  X* f t  £ TL Assume that n j n ( 5 )  =  T Ij^(5 ) =■ ■- - =  1 7 ^ (5 )  =  1.
Then
{07U h , F) n  5  ; <T,( fl0, F] e  <rs { X .  S ) ) 
=  U f W f t . W ^ n S :
i
<ri{iTot f r i ) £ < r j ( j n , X ) ) .
Prctof:
PI
<T;(jrb, ^ )  = ( J t f y t J f t . J f J ]
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Proof of I :
13-11
I By tire definition of < t f ( J f t ,&).  j
11.2?
,F) =
f(T/(/fo F) : I h e  jrb„F u . * i ]
[ By (1,1J and the definition of f  in the statement or the theorem.
]
[l.l]
( T j i J & . f )  =
i
1 By [1.2J and the properties of sets. I
i
[ Rewriting the right side of [1,4| using [he definition of 
tfX Jfft.J rf) . I
Q.E.D. (I)
E2|
{<f>(/fo, F ) n S :  (FjUh, F) e  ? ) )
=  I J i t r / t / f o . / M n S :
i
Proof of 2;
[2U
V(w£<rJ(Ift3tF ) r ' S :
w e U f  f / ( ^ f t ) n S i
i
Proof of 2.1: 
[2.1JJ
Let it £  {<T/(f/o, J7) fl S :
| Definition ]
[21-21
l U l a £ j r h t F e f ) :  
ur =  <F;{IIo,F)nS
I By [2.1.1 J, ]
|2.i.3|
Let Hd £ J f t ,  F  e £  be such that 
«‘ =  £){!!<}, F)C\S
| Such Ha, F e*iit by {2,1,3J, ]
12.1.4]
<rj{iia tF ) e < r j W , j r )
[ By the definition of t f \ (  because Jfo C and
F  e ^  by 12.1.3] ]
12.1.51
3 ( J t f , 0 <  i <  * ) :
[ By [2.1.4] and (I). ]
|2.I,G|
Let JfJ.O <  i < Jr be such that
I Such a eiisu  by [2,1.5]. J
12.1,7]
u' £ /fo, fy) 0  5  ► 
tfitJffcff,-) e<Tj
[ By 12,1.3] «nd 12.1.61. I
|2.l S]
V(u- :
<r;(/fD,F}<E£l7( JfS, * ) ) :
® //,-) n  £  :
i
l By |2 .1 .7] and ihe assumption (in 111) (hat j f \  c  -
O .ED . (21)
12-21
H j V r o , I f ' ) n s
V ‘( « u [
n C {<T;(/f0pF ) n £  :
Proof of 2.2:
1 2 . 2 - 1 1
Lei w € |J{4 f7 (ff i> ,F )n S :
i
[ 2,2 .2 ] 
3 p r* ) :
tr-€ {<!,(/&, F ) :
I By(2.2.1J |
1 2 2 . 3 1
Lei be such llial 
«■€ {(Ty{//DfF): 
f l / ( f fo , F)  E
( Such a „¥? eiiita  by |2,2.2], i
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|2.24|
u>~ <r} {ITal F ) n S
I By 12.2,3], 1 
[2.2.5]
Let
be such ttiil 
w = tfy(ffor F ) n S
| Such a F )  e»iJts by |2.2.4|. ]
12,2,6]
[ By [2.2,31 and [1| .  I
[2.2,T|
u1 e F ) n S ;
m , J ) )
I By |2 .2J] and [2.2.fi]. ] 
Q E D. (2.2)
Q.E.D, (2) | By 12.11 »nd (2,2). |
Q.E.D. | [2] was to be proven. ]
□
L cttm m  3B.24: Let X  be I  sample space, and ict J& , ■ - - , .# i  be t  +  I function c tm es {k >  0).
defined so tlttt Dcun(Jf\) = Dom(J(i} -  - ■ - = f t w j f j r i ) — X , and let J  ~  J f \  U Jfi u  ■ ■ ■ u  . Jf i . U't
/  : ,Y * ftan(JPi) —* A ra(jf& ). Let S  e X f , t  £ f i  Assume ifrar ITjn (^ >1 =  I l jn ( S )  =  . . .  = tT jd fS ) -  ].
Then
I{<r,Uf0l F) n s : F) e <r,< Jft, > )) ]
i
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J’rrwi’.'
ID
F)os: <£tiIhtF) e
i
| By lenuiii 3B.23. ]
U)
UWh, n n s :  itytfo,F) e V/iM,^)}|
J
p
I By |H  and (he properties of sets. 1 
Q.E.D □
la m i n a  3 B .2 5 ; Lc( X  £c t  sample space, and let Jtft.Jfl,  -' ■ ,Jt% Ac It +  1 function classes ( t  > 0), 
defined so  that Dom{Jf]) = Dom(Jf})  =  =  D om (Jti)  ,V, mci let J  = J f i  U JTS L> ■ - ■ u  ,Jft. Let
/  : X x Ran (JTi) -  Let S e  X*,t  €  H. Aiftflw that =  . . .  =  Uj^fS) = 1.
Then
i
^  jt T, 5)]
i= i
Proof:
HI
|{<Ff ( Ho,  F ) n S :  e  <t j ( J f f i . ^ ) } |
i
i=l
I By lemma 3B.24,
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[2]
l{<r;{/r0, n o s  . r j e
i
i = l
{ By [ I ! ind the definition cf Ti l
13)
I f F ) o 5  : (Tjiffo, F) e
t
t=i
[ By [2| and theorem 3B.20. \
|4 |
|[<Tf(/ f e FJnS:  tf;f//e,F) e <r , pf f t , J |
i
>=]
I By [3J and the definition of IL ]
[SI
Hfjfjrt, .*)(£) <
I
t = l
[ By Ml uid the definition of IE. ]
Q-E.D, □
T Jicn rem  3D .26; Let ,Y be a sample space„ *ntf Jfc/ J5>, J f j , ■ ■ ■ h J f i  6 e t  +  l djttffis {* > 0),
defined so that I ta m { jrl]  -  :=-■- =  D nm fjri,) _  X , and tet f  =  J f\  U J fi U ■ ■ ■ u  Let
f  : X  y Ran ( JTj) — Let $  e X*, t  e  N, Assume that n ^ f S )  -  1 1 ^ (5 )  =  ■ ■ ■ =  T1j^(S) =  1.
TTfen
1 3 3
P r w f :
in
m
{*)
\*\
i5i
F ) n 5 : f ) e
=  £ ! { * / { * « ,  J f j J O S :
•=]
| By lemma 3B.24. ]
>
u 47fjry ,^ (S ) £  $ ^ n * v(jn ,jr .j($ )
i = i
[ Re writing [1] using Die definition of Q. J
n o
{ By corollary 3B.2I. |
i = l
| By |3] and |2].
<  H U ( f }
[ By (4] and algebra. ]
Q.E.D. □
The results that follow nuke use of the A  sod T notation Introduced In section 3.4. Although this notation 
it only Introduced after proposition 3.2 in the body of the chapter, the results that use T and A  are slightly more 
general In that proposition 3.2 follows from them, and not vice-vena Therefore we find it more convenient to 
develop these results In parallel with the proof of proposition 3.2 than to follow the format of the chapter.
1M
L em m a 3D . 27: L a  &  be  a function class, and i e tS  e i*utJ }( f ix  sm tu  f  > 0, TTicfl
Proof:
in
Define M  : ( { F : f e ^ f n S  =  j ) :  « e  -  T ( ^ p5)
s o  that V ( [ F ;  F z J , F C \ S  = v)  t= { { F  r F  €  ? ,  F n  S  =  v }  : v c T t ? , * ) ] }
A f({F : F t  *FfF n £  =  p}) = p
| Definition ]
P)
AJ it 1 : 1
P ro o f o f 2: [We a ssu m e  th e con lra ry  and  derive a c o n ir a d id k n  \
[2.i r
M  is not 1; 1 [ Aisumptiott ]
|2.2]
{ F  I F e . F pF n S  =  t} ,{ F  : F  e * F , F n F  =  i/}
3 ;
e { ( F :  F e ^ , F n s  =  t} r p e H ^ S ) ) ,
({ F :  f e / , f n 5  = v } / ( f :  F  e / , f n  5  ~  t '} )  a{v ^  tO
f
| By [2 J |.  [I], and Ibe definition of i  1 : 1 function. ]
|23J
U i  { f ; J f e / [F n S = « } , { F :  F « / , f n 5  =  V)  
e  { [ F :  F  e  F , F n 5  =  p} r p e r ( ^ , S ) }  
be tucii Lhai
{ {F ; F e ^ . F n S  = if} [ F : F  t  P ,  F f \ S  =  v ' ) ) A  (p -  ✓)
[ Sucft {F : F  e / , F H 5  — u], {F : F e  f  f n i  = p'} 
exist by (2.2). ]
[2.4]
v = if I By p .J |. ]
J35
J25J
( F :  F e J , / ' r s  =  t } =  { F :  =  ^
I By [2.4 |. ]
Q.E.D. (2) | ( 2 J ;  ran  indicts |2 J | .  |
[31 ( By [2] m d the pfnpcitiei oT 3 : t Tune-
[A hd(A J)[ <  \Rm[M) \  tiona ]
I4)
| { { F :  F e / PF n 5  =  v] ; v e r ( - * , s ) ] |  <  | r ( ^ ,5 ) |
[ By [3] and the definition of M  in [1). |
Q E D
L c m u ia  30*28: Let J  fie i  fiioctkm citss to d  k (  $  £ D o m ^ ) *  for same f  e  ff, l e t  &.[£,$}  -
‘ ,*^n} 7*fa
Z l U / j U ' - U A  =  F*
Proof:
|1]
( A A - , / , ]  =  ( ( F ;  F e / , F n s =  » } :  f ) }
I By the definition of *fi,  J i t - ■ -1 in the lUlement of (he lemma,
and (he definition of A ( ^  5 ). ]
[2] ( Because each o f . / ) ,  S n consists
*F| U J i  U ■ ■ ■ U $  ?  onty of elements of by [1 J. |
w
/ i u / ] j  " ■ u A  t  &
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Proof of 3: [Wf assume the contrary and derive a contradiction,) 
|3.1]
|3.6]
f3.7|
|3.9)
U J 't  U - ■ ■ U J *  C  S  | Assumption. ]
j3.2]
(3.3|
3 ( F e ^ ) :
F ^ i  u * / j U
Let Fa e  &  be such that 
¥  U ^ j U -  " U A
I By [ i . i | .  |
[ Such an F  e ijils  by [3.2|.
[3.4]
P 5 |
C A U / j J ' ‘ U A J  = F * f ^  | By [3 3|- !
V ({F: F e ^ , F n F =  [ ( F :  F  e .F, F n F  = ^ )  : n e r ( / ^ ) ] ) :
Fb f  ( F  : F c ^ , F n F  = ti}
| By [3.4] and li»c definition of A. j
e  r c ^ . F ) ) :  
Fa r< s  =
I By 13-51. I
F a n F ^ r ( ^ , F )  | B y [ 3 i ]  ]
[3fl| ( By |3,7| and the definition of H ^ F )
F0 n F t f  { F n F :  F e F }  |
b \ i *  | This follows from (3 8) |
Q.E.D. (3) { The assumption in (3.11 leads to a oooUidictlon between [3.9] snd the definition of Fa in
[3 3 1. ]
Q.E.D. | The claim follow* from |2] and [3], |
Q
L c n i tM  JU .2 9 : Let &  be a fttodioa class and Jfcf S  €  foe some (  e  Ff. Ler A ( F \ F )  -
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V[ J  e W 5 ) ) :  [ l j ( £ ) =  1.
rtuof:
[1]
m
|3|
M l
Ml
Let /  be in  irb jtn ry  element oT A ( ,F P 5).
3 ( t e r ( ^ f5 ) ) :
J  = { F :  f e / j n s = i ]
Let p £ 5 )  be such tint
J  =  ( f  : F e / (F n S  =  t}
F f t S  = v 
U F n S :
n  M S )  =  l
f Definition. ]
j By the definition of A ( .F , S'}. ]
[ Such « i  exists by |2]. ]
I By [3|. ]
[  B y  M l -1
[ By (3} 4nd the definition of U (5).
Q.E.D. □
T h e o re m  3D.30; Let A be i  set k t  J ti  u d  f  be two function classes, with f tu n  (Jtfi) -  Dvm (.¥1) -  X . 
Let f  : X  x Rta{Jf \ )  — Dom(JTD). L c t S e X ^ U  N Jbea
1 3 8
JYoof:
[ I I
< | r ( ^ . s ) l
P I
M S )  = j
P I
L ei { f i ,  va, - - ' ,  »r„} =  T ( ^ , S )
!4I
Let / | = | f : F E / , F n 5  =  n ] p 
S i = { F :  F € ^ f ' n S  =  v j ) f
^ - { F  i f £ / , f n S =  tw}
P I  
l*\
D r ,(^ ( 5 )  <  £  l U ( t / ( A * . . S ) )
( By p | , J5] , j r t d  lemma 3B-Z3, ]
P I  | By IhtdefinitionoT{>/j,.S:2h - , S n) in
'>■**) - & { J XS)  |4|, and the definition of A ( .T hS ). |
m
n , /{^ ( 5 )  < £  n j n { U { f , J h S))
I B y ^ J m d J ? ] .  )
Q.E.D, □
CuttjUarj' 3 B ,3 l;  Let X  be a sample space and let to d  -X be rmi fraction classes, irilb Dost (JToj -  
D um (Jfi) -  A . L c tJ  : Jf * A u ( J f i )  — /to m (Jfi). U t  S  e  X l t t  e  ff.
| By lemma SB.27. ]
| By lemma 3B.29, J 
( Definition (we u c  naming Ihc dements
( Definition. ]
| By lemma 3B.28. ]
< M ( O M 0 -
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J W :
M
( By theorem 30,30. j
P J
V ( ^ i e A ( ^ , S ) ) :
r a ^ . s j j  < t
Proof of 2:
[2-1]
V { L * , S )  =
* ) i x e 5 J
( By (he definition of V{f ,  f t ,S).  \
[2 .2]
[ Sint* 5  his f  demerits, ]
=  t
Q E,D. (2) [ The d iio l follows from [2.1] aod [2.2]. ]
[3|
<  £  IU < f)
[ By [1], |2 |, and Ute definition of II (f). |
W
)(S) $  fljnCO £  1
| Factoring Q j*t(l) out of ihe m nm idon on the right tide of |3j. |
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[5 |
1*1
n
m
|A(,r,s)| < 11,(0
[ By lemma 3 B 2 7 , )
[ By |5 | and the delinllk* of 5% ]
| B y  {6 | and ihe defin ition  o f 1 1 .(5 ). |
| By [7] and the definition of II (Or since 
|5 |  = t  by auumplinn- j
1*1
n * # ( V )(50 < i u ( 0 H * ( 0
( By [4] and |B]. |
Q E D .
T I i o c w c u j  3D ,32: Let X  be * set, sa d  k t  J fi  tm f J f j  be two hypothesis classes whose domain is X -  Let 
f f e  A V e f l .  H en
r(tf/(AS,jifi),5) = (J r(JG,
AtAljTi.JT)
Proof.
[I]
JTxi S) = { c n s - . c e  V f ^ j r , ) }
[ By itae definition of T(', ). |
(2]
( c n 5 ; c  <= (ffAJTfl, Jfi)} =  ( 0 7 , ( 7 / *  J / i )n s : }I* e  j* 5 , / / ,  t  Jfi J
[ By lemma 3B,18. |
P I
r(*T/j<J*Sf J f ] ) , S) = H , ) r \ S :  I h£  Jft, H i t  Jfi}
I By [1| and |2), |
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V(J/*i= JfJ) :
3 ( ^ ,  e  :
Proof o f  4:
|4 .l]
f4.2|
[4.3]
[4.4)
|4.5]
m
Let l i t  £ Jf i ,  I f i  £  Jf i
3(*/, e A (J f i ,£ ) )  r 
Hi e
Lei ^ i e A ( J f i , 5 )  
be such that J /j E ^
Y(* £ S) :
V fjrs J Q :
| If auch / / „ , / / )  do not exlsl the daim 
bolds vacuously. )
[ This follows from lemma 3B,JB and Ihe 
fact Ihat J / |  ^ ^fl- ]
| Such i Y i eiisls by [4,2|. ]
[ By ihe definition of tt(-, JSi, ■), ]
| By Uieareni 3B2D md theassviKplioD (in 
[43)> that / / ,  e > i .  |
V(* C S) :
(* e <rhuu t //|» -  ^i. *) e //cj
[ This is just [4.5J rewritten in wl notation. ]
[4.7|
(t:rE S ]n  <rft{iia, II,) = M / i .  -*> *) ■ JF € 5} n //* 
I By [4 .t|. j
J 42
[4.S]
sn «>,(//,, J/,) =
| By [4.7] a n d  (h e  dcflntfoo of s e t  openti d m  h i  Ilia (in this eve 
Lbe i e t  opentioa in q u e s t io n  i* the in te r s e c t io n  on  th e  le f t  side 
o f  th e  e q u a t io n ) .  ]
[4.9]
5  n t f ^ J / n ,  H i) =  | B y  [4 .B | in d  the defin ition  o f  ■). ]
Q .E .D . (4 )  [ T h e d i lm  fo llo w s  from  [4.1], (4.3|d in d  [4 .9 ] ,  liuce th e / / d  »nd Hi  o f  |4 .1 |  ir e  irtitn ry
□tembcn of Jtfj a n d  Jf ] . ]
15}
r(0'/j(jfi, Jfi), 5) = {Ihn U{h, JuS) \ //(£ JrthS\ * A(Jfir5)}
[ B y  |3 |  rnd  [4 ] , |
I*)
r((T/t(JS, jfi)r 5) = U  (/J, n U { h , S l t S ) :  H o t JTS)
I B y  [3 ] . ]
m
r ^ J S . j r D . s )  =  U  r ^ i / y ^ s ) )
^ e A ( j n . s )
] B y  [6 ]  and th e d e fin it io n  o f  T . ]
Q.E.D, □
T h e o r e m  3 D .3 3 : L e t X  be a set; e n d  le t Jtx> e n d  J f]  be tw o  hypothesis classes whose dom ain is  X ■ L et
S t  A T T l e n
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/ W :
| l |
J d t J f l ) ,  5 )  -  lC’ n 5 : C ' e  * , , ( * $ ,  JT f))
[ By tbe definition of r(-, , ■). ]
P I
{ c n j :  c e ( r A(jr&,Jn)} = / / ( e x i }
| By Icmmt 3B J8. ]
|3)
J d ) ,  5-) =  { ^ ,(7 /0 . t f , ) n 5  : i t ,  z  * 5 , i / ,  e  J f i )
I By [1] ind |3]. ]
Ml
r(ff/ (j(51jrij1jr) = {J iX JSW iiA fi))
( By theorem 3B,32. ]
15]
.*!), S) = U  {//■ n 0(/i. A , 5): //o e * b }
| By [4] ind ihe definition of I \  |
(M
V{v €  :
{ C :C , n 3 ’ =  r hC 'e f f , l(1# S 1**i)} -
{ t f / . p f i ,  i) r <T,,(*(], W i j n S  =  a, / / „  €  J f t . / f !  €  J f i }
| By (3) ind the definition o f T- f
l?! V{v e r(<T/.(-«r J fJ ) tS)> I
{ C : C n £  =  vtC  e 4*^,(JVfitJ«1)> “
| J  {<J7,(//o ,tfi):<r,,(J/o( f l i ) n s =  Vr/ / 0 e  -WS,7/i e ^ i }  
je,t4£Jn,SJ
| By [6] ind Icmmi 3B28, ]
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[S1 { { C : C n 5  = t ,C e  t e r « T /l(JlSfJfi),S)} =
U  {<r;,(//o,i/i): */,(//■, J/i) n s  = V, J/, e J®, if. e :
I By [S] ind [7 |.]
W
H C : C n s  = Vfc e t f ' / l t j r 1, j r i ) } r  v e r ( ^ p( j r , t j r i ) f5 ))  =
U  {«h(//o, J/i): Ih n V{fJ, ^ 1,5) = V, / J o  e z/i e :
y,tAurifj)
t e  U  //■ e j*S>
I By 18] lemnu 3B19. |
[1G|
{ « ■ ,,( / /* / / i ) : ; /o n  ( / ( / , ,  ^ , , 5 )  =  * , / /«  e  JtfSf /J, E . / i )  :
f  € / /o eJ ® }
{*/,(//o, i/i) = /Jo n ^jr 5) = *. //■ € jrBi //, e  S>) :
^ { / / B n 6 ' ( / lp*/i,S)r / /0 e j ®)
Proof of 10:
[10.1]
|10.2j
Lei
be such that
f  { * , ,( / /*  / / ] ) :  //■ f l J i , 5)  =  o, //„  € J® , / / ,  £  J i )  :
C \
L * e l / / i n t / ( / j 1‘' j 1S )- / / l e J f i , }
[ If no such exist, ihtn ihe d iim  follows trivially. |
Let
f  ( t T ^ / io ,  i / j ) : i / 0 n  E /U j, J u S )  =  U / o  €  J l U / i  £ A )  :
[ l h r \ V t J i t S i , S )  : Hi e 4 P)
| Such a ur exists by [101]. ]
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110,3]
La l i t  € e {Hi n U ( f , I h  e Jfi} 
be lu c b  (b i t
IT z; (ff/l(Hls H i ) ; lh,nV( f t tJ lts) = v l Ho e  je 9,Hx e  . * }  
[ Such /fo, v t i l i t  try (10.2|. |
(10.4)
I By [1 0 J |. J
[10.51
t  e [ J /dH : / / o € ^ S i}
| By 110.4], s lnn  Ht  e by [10J] }
[10*]
ur€
( By [ 1 0 3 ] ,  (10.4], in d  [ I O J ] .  ]
Q.E.D. (10) [ The rJiJm M ow s from [10 J j  tnd 110.*], since ur is tn  srbitnry member of the set
f {«>,(//(h Hi) j i u  n  V{h,J t ,S)  = IT, Ho C J*S, //i e A ) : 
\  v s { H * n b V u f t , S ) :  i h z J t * , ) )■
mi
{ ( C : C n S =  *, c  e  ^(JTfc Jfi)j I V €  Jf?),5)} =
( t i t ) : Ho n U{/i,Jih5} =  vF //> e /Ii € :
,*eA(JtVJ) I f e  {J/4nO'</i , > o .5) : i/o £ J*J}
[ Bj M  ind (10], ]
|12|
{ { C : c n s  =  f ) [.’ e ^ ^ ) } :  v e r u p t s ,  .* ;) ,£ )}  =
f : / / 0n U ( / ]p^ o ,^ )  =  e jra , jt , :
r.,s) [ V €  I'( JT&, tr't/, J )  )
[ By [11] and the definition of T( , ). ]
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(U )
|K J
l « )
m
( t«r/ ( (/Jo.J5f|) e ^ o l :
u I v e r(jr#, i/(/i. s))
| By [12] and the definition of ( / ( ■ ,  ). I
l { C : C r , S =  : w e l X ^ J f i . J r i ^ s ) )  =
/  W M J I a J I , )  =  * ,« > ,(* •, WjJC t f / p S ,  J f i)}
ua^.j) I I? e r(jr0f u[/i, Jo,s))
[ By |13 | and lemma 3B.18 ]
UC
U  A ^ p f f i ^ o U )
[ By [14] and the definition of i (  , J. )
A (< r / ,( jf i , j f i ) ,s }  =  U  A ) ,  $ )
| By 115] amd the definition of A ( , ) .  ]
Q E D  □
3B.2* The lap, function.
In Chi* section, we develop a notation that allows us to apeak o f the function* thai appear in a com position 
(or any other conjectlon) in purely syntactic terms. Hie problem with our current notation is we hive no conrise 
way to refer to “the first of the two things being cnnjected in the expression <F /(F ifFj}." When we speak of Fi 
or F i In refercact to this composition , we are speaking of functions, when in fact we would also like m speak of 
the position of things within a core position. Wc would like a notation analogous to the one we used in example 
3B32 , where the lelilicnshipa between functions could be expressed In terms of the edges and vertices in a graph.
For this reason, we introduce the Idea of s connection specification.
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Defloit jo e : Let 9  be a set o f function d a tes, with the property that
* (^ l ,  f t  €  9  }{D om {ft} -  D ooi(ft)) A ( A u ( / ] |  =  J f e n ^ ) ) .  
k t  3  be a set* ami ietYr be a fiutdJoa
W : 3 ^ 9 .
i f  q ^  3  we say that q is a m ojertioo specification with respect to 3  and 9 , and, for alt p £  3 ,  ive define 
FtinC(n,t r  )(f) to ^ ( i ) -  /f®  & J  n '*rY voigecUon operator, and fi f f 3f - - -, <jn art tvnjertion spenfkatioas with 
respect to 9  and 3 ,  then
$ tii>  *>>-">*»)
is a confection specification ivrfi1! respect to 9  and 3 ,  and wr define
f t o i c & s  - ,* .) )
to be
Example 38.34: A confection speftcatkm *x figure 3
Com ktor again toe boolean circuit to example 3 3  W* showed (hat the ctoait in that example could be written as 
■ das* of composition* in the Mowing way:
^ U ^ { f t t f t ) f f t y f t ) .
la t3  b e to e e e t{ f i l ?3ltfihf i } l l e t £  =  f t t f t ,  f t ] ,  end define to be ^ | H i r ( j i )  la be f t ,  IV(jj) ta 
be f t .  end IV(^) lobe ^
end f i  ere correction ipeciflceVom wtto teepee! to 9  end 3 ,  end, shcetTjr, h e connection operator, <T/,fo, 
is * confection specification witii respect to 9  end 3 .  Since gj ■ e lu  e connection specification with respect lo 9  end 
3 ,  end since (T/, i* e correction oper*tor,
i j )
h* e confection specification with respect to 9  end JS. Finely, since is *  confection specification with respect to 9  
and 3  end (T/, I* e confection operator,
G u ififJ P tA i* * # }’ i l l fli)
!4S
■ ■ con|*ctfon opnratoi wtth rt*p*d to 9  and JS 
By Via definition of Fuoc^ z  j wa haw
Funci 9>M (?*rjs), ij)> f  1)) =■
$tA,Fbaci t t s  (ft, f j) , f i ) ) h Ftoxi9ts  ) ( j i»  =
QjiWhiFteKt*,  s  f l ) ) .  ^ 1) =
&/,(.&fi(fyA F unci9 ,.s  ^ 1) =
o
The pen d1 of tuviig connection specifications i t  to allow us to denote complex sped  Heal ions without writing 
them out,
We will often usei kind of shorthand (as in fact we already have) such as using the specification ^  to refer 
to  the specification t j / l i j . i a )  where i,  and a* may stand for conjection sped lie* lions as well. Because of this 
it will be useful lo define a containment icLlionship for conjectioo specifications Tbe idea is llu l if  £ i, iff the 
sped flea II on ij  It part oT the specification i, Formally:
Pcfinvtion. I f  9  is * x t o f  function cissies, i f  is*  set, tnd/&(ic , s a+ j , - - ■, i*) is a conjectioa spedftcttkw with 
respect to 9  tssd if , (ten we s ty  tint
ia  € '¥t(sin ia+ i ? ' p ^1)1 € ® (i«ri«+ j , ■ ■ ■ 1 et)p * * * p ii& (iap ia-f t , - ■, is)-
Q f  w e  u s e  i* 1 0  d e f l a t e ^ ( a ^ i d + j ,  ■■ ■,#*) t h e n
ia  f  r* 1 r ^  1 £ i j  1r 1  ^1 as E Sj L
i f  n r  use to derate j; rhea i 4 z i j ,  i a+) e  i j  am/ a i on.) In addition:
(i)  for t t i  cooftxtioB spedOcttions ii,
i< € i .
(b) fot t i !  coafecttM spedficttktas i f , i | ,
(ii ^  ^  ( i /  € if)  —*■ if ^  i)-
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(c) forall coqfeclioBspecifications *4, j j , £*.
(»* £ ' j )  M ' j £ ' i ) “ * '*  E 'i
Item (fc) in this deflnlion requires t  ccmcidciH: wc hive not defined ooojcclion specifications in sudi i  way 
tlul (b) is ganntecd la bold. Few rum ple, we could hive lire ipedfication i ( — (T /fij f i * )  w iLb i*  =  cTy■(-#(■ -*a)- 
However, enojertioo spedOcsticnis tlul violate (b) defeat ihe purpose of having conjeclioa specifications, which is 
to have unique names for ill (be elements of a oonjectiiu. Hence:
Definition: A legal connection specification is one thst a u set item (b) in the definition o f £ to be satisfied. 
Henceforth we will assume that all our projection ipeafica lions are legal.
We are specifically ioleresled conjecilon sped Ii cations that consist entirely of compositions- For this reason 
wc define a composition specification as follows:
Drfimt/oa Let i { be t confection specification with respect lo some set 9  aad some set 3   ^ Wfe s ty  that ii is a 
composition sped  flea lion i f  and only if, for at! i j e  i , 3 either if  e 3  or i } ins the form where iTj is
a composition operator and i t  and u ire connection specifications with respect to f? and 3 ,
We will need Ihe following in whil followsr
Definit ion : Let Sj tod Sj he f«v  lists. Then 5| -f- Sj denotes the result o f a ttestin g  £1 sod £ j.
The following concept i* also useful:
Definitroo: Let ii he l  coajecdae qxxiflcstioa with respect to some set 9  o f function desses sod some set 3
Then 3 { ' n )  is  defined to he the set
{ j e  3  ; f  € * } .
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If 3 { * i \  -  { ? ! ,? : , '  ,fln } m d
*  c W fa ) ,
* *  e i r fo ,) ,
then we say that
** [ f l \ ‘^ l  i 11 1 j n]
is the class that would be specified by a, i fw e d c lin e d f ljn c ^ jj^ g jO lo b c ^ j instead of IV'(jj) fur all ^  e ^  
Usually we will use
*i , ^ i t
as shorthand notation fnr
- ■
Nole that if i;  I  composition specification and -  1, then j, cannot be a compustunn, because a compo­
sition must contain at least two elements of IS (because the recursive definition of a conjee lion specification is only 
anchored when Uie specification is a member of £1 , and a composition contains at least two nested specifications). 
Therefore 5* must refer directly lo a member of i $ . J( 3  (i.)  =  {<il} we can therefore conclude that *, =  ii
Wc also make ihe following definitions;
Lk'Tmiikw: Let be a composition specification. then:
(i) I f  it, contains tlx  specification ) for any composition operator (Tj, and any specifications wc
say that ij y  i ir
( t)  t f  it, contains the specification (T/,(ii, (?/,(*> , i i )  f  or any compnfrtriw operators £T/, and tf f], and any 
specifications i , , i * , wc say thatij y  i , .
(c) I f  it, contains the specification <T;,(tT^Cii,ij), ) for any composition operators <Ty, and rT/j, and any
specifications then i* y  i }.
(d) I f  iji contains the spccificatx*) j*. =  fly, (<T/, (*,■, r>), i t )  for any composition operators <Ty, andftp, am) any 
specifications i ,, i j , i j .  then, for any specification aj e a*, i f  at >- thesti \ y  j * ,
1 5 1
We define to be the tuns id vc cfoswv o f y .
Hie inlent of liic >  relttion ii to lei us specify w hu functions in a compoaitiori supply arguments tn whit 
otficr functions.
Exam ple 3B.35:
Consider the confection ipeclteottort
A = ffj, ( ( ! / , ( fi )
from  ftitampte 3B ,34, A  contains the specifications
fi-
4i,
f3.
fl.
By our definition w e  have
fli >■ <h by part (ej
>- <*/, ?j ), i i )  by par* (aJ
by part fc)
f li s - b y  part (a)
9< y- i i  by pari {a)
From  this wa can see lhat
fi >~ fli >- fi f4.
Q
t J 2
Example 3B.36:
Consider a class of (Unctions (Tf{&, & }  in which members of J  are composed with members ol ;W\. We wish 
to specify in an abstract manner thal, in any f i}  e F\ doesnol supply arguments lo Ft, Hrwever,
a statement like f  canncl express this.
Gut let J? be Ihe set and lei H ' be defined so lhal Then
is a conjection specification wilh respect to { .?  } end 2 ,  and, by ihe definition of Func^.r },a  j i
Func( i ,  =
<rf (Funct {#  ^ j  =
S W V m U ’Ifi))
Gut we can state lhal Ihe first member of the connection does not supply arguments lo the second by saying thal ^  y  <j|,
□
Our notation allows us to conveniently collpase the U notation of proposition 3B.36 as follows:
Ue/iujifon: Let £t be * set, let & be t  set o f  function classes, and ict H' be a function mapping 2  lo !?. I d  
S  e  D om (& )* for some t  >  0. We make the fofkmittg definitions:
(a) I f  i t is t  composition specification with respect to i? and 2 ,  and 2 { i j )  = , fla+ i, ■ - ■, }«}, then
Inp l ( i i , ( l S )  = S.
(b) I f  < ry (ii,r j} is a composition specification with respect to & and 2 ,  and 2 [ s }) =  ,
^ ( i i )  =  ■ ■ - . gn), when
Vd + 1 ^  7t
and
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Then
V(<jlr
( Sc  e  .
■fa + 1€ A [Ftinc[ j , j j ( 1 ) h lapd + l(i j , {-?a) , S)) ,
\  “ ^4  G A (FnltC{<fi£ ) fflu), f*j t d i 'Fo+] h - ■ - 1 if-n- l) i 5 ) )  /
i f  V ( / ,  i j  > a  + i, ■ ■ -, y m] , 5 )  XI defined, then
(  { \  ^ 
G A
\  I n P >  (*i t 0> W  { / ,  i j  [ ^ a  i S 4 + 1  p - ■ -, ,^m | , 5 ) )  J
' FidK[S 3 i (ql + i ),
^ i + i G  A ^
>n G A
V { f , i j  , $ ) ) /
fflPt ( i^ p [i l^i i V ( / fij  ft^ .| h ■ " i p^ti j i ^)) =
Inpi ((T jfiip j ,  )i ^i-l-l p 1 " p *^ P4p p t^p ^ i  + 3, i l} i ■
Informally, Inpifs,,  { J Ct J a+\, ■ - ■, >An)P5) is ihe list of inputs ihat fi  e $ i i i )  sees when il appears in 
flp ?4i+i\^fl+i 11 i fix] f and when Sf [flaV^ii i ? j a + i  j 1 p F^nV-^ Fn] the list S. However,
since the input for ^  does not depend on g i+ j ,$*+:, ■ ■ ■, j m if v  flw i >■ fl*+i >  ■ ■ ^  <fm, fopitfi(-  ■ ) , S )  
does not specify ji+ i,? i+ a , ■ ■*,
Part (b) of the definition of Inp requires th il U ( f t j; \ f a, ^ ,+ h  ■r ■. ^m] be defined. The issue is that 
LhJs function is oniy defined when
| r  (i, [s«,*fa+i,' ■■<*,*]) ,* ) [  =  Ip (3H.I4)
but that it will be more convenient to have the inp function defined already when we show that (3B.13) holds.
IM
Example 30.37:
Consider the con jecton  specification
from example 3 0 .3 4 . W e  w il designate Ihe elem ents ol the conjaction specification as  loflow*:
j] =  flln
* 3  =
^  fi,
** =
*J =  fli, 
is  =  j*.
S ince we showed In exam ple 3 0 .3 5  thal j ]  y  j j .  Hence w e c a n c a n  say that fry  a n y  ^  e  A  { F w c ^  a  ( ), 5 ) .
Inpi ( / i p[ir i ) , 5 j  =
(iaO, l- 'f /, i i  Iffil -  
Inpi =
The first equality com es from part (b} of the definition of In p , the second foU&ws from  the dsfinbon ol j j [ -  ■ ■], and ihe 
third comes Irom part (a) o l the definition of Inp.
For the Input lo ^  w e  have,
(> 1  G A  , .J i  e  A ( f iu K (Sij  
I n p i  ( z i f
=  By part (b)
=  f ly  part (b)
=  By part (a)
W e  see that in these tw o exam pies the tonne! definition of Inp conforms to our intuitive d e s e r t io n  of w hat lap should
represent, that is, ihe list of inpuls seen  by in ihe  first case and 4 3  In (he second case. o
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3B.3. P roof o f  proposition  3.1 J,
T Jim rc in  3B .3S ; Let 9  be a set of function classes, and IctW be a set {q], gj, ■ ■ ■, . Assume that *i is a
osmpositio specification with itspcct to & /n d £ t and that 3 { h )  -  ■ ■ ■,$*,}. e  Dom{&Y J  e I).
Then
{  J a € A (fiifK '(a1j)(7 » ),/n p a{* « ,0 .'l?) ) . \
€ A  (f l inr(® ) i Inpm (i;, ( / a h * i . j ■ ■ i -^ ji- i) ,5 ) )  j  
|A {Functf j t ) (ij [ y fl>> 4+]. ■ -  , A , ] ) )  | =  L
P roo f:
III
V(i, : \ 2 ( * i ) \ =  1):
V ( ^ 4e A (} ,£ )))  :
|A (f tjn c (j  j ) ( i i [ y fl|))( ^  1 where =  { ^ )
Ptoof of 1:
IM )
H 21
11.11
ll.4 |
Lei i* be such [hat
\ & m \  =  i
Let  ^ ( i i ) =  fffa}
IA ( i* [A l) ,5 | = 1
v ( ^ ae A  , )
|A (**[><]) , 5 |=  I
{ Definition }
1 Definition. |
By Uic definition of A.
[ Since ^ ( i i )  =  { ja }, h  =  fja . 1
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II.SJ
V ( a  ( O ik ,*  ), I n p i i h , 0 , S ) ) )
i M A M M h l
[ By the definition of I n p  ,
topAh,(),S) = s .  I
Q.£D. [1)
m
Fen &II n >  0. if
V ( 5 f  ) ' ) :  V f t  : <  n ) :
/V «  e 4  (}.£)) ,
*J I {-^4 J “^ 4+ L1 ' ' ' 1 -  * } ) /
\A ( f u n c ^ ^ ^ i i j  [ J aI -^4+1. ' ' ' I ‘^ 1 ])J| =  1 
where ^ * , j a+i, '■■hji},
then
V(£ e . V(ij . |JS(i,-)| = n):
/ S 9 e ■
S a i  ie  A (P(tfW(»,a)(?d + 0 i  ^PPa + lf*j I (A ) .  5 )) ,
.^/i £ 4  (HtfWfs, Arpi (itj , {^ ,^*41, - - ■, ./f_i), S)) j
| i  (Pbnc(» Hj  , ( jj [ ^ , , A t i . 1- - . ^ ] ) ) t  = 1
where
Proof of 2:
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[ i l l
|A ( r tm c (* iiM (a, =  I
uhere & U j )  = ifli.fla+i,
( Assumption. ]
12 2 |
[2.3]
I2.4|
12.5]
1261
Let h  be such (hat 
|3 ( i * ) |  =  ti
Let =  {fllfijj, ‘ t ijn}
3 (/, *i I  jj ) .
ik = *) )
Lei / ,  >j , i j  be such that
“  (Fj (i i , a j )
Lei (sy) — 1 ■ iflm}h
' 11 >tff)
Definition. J
Definition
| This must be Ihe case since > I
and is a composition specification |
I Such cnist by [2.4], |
Definition. ]
12.21
| Because is ]
I5£
[2.81 [ Both tnd B  ( i j ) must contain si
least one element of B , because the re­
cursive definition of conjcciion specifi­
cations is only anchored at members of 
B .  The claim therefore follows fmm 
the fact that |^{#* )| = nf anti [2.7|. f
[2-9]
[2.101
[ 2 .11)
(  A  G A * ,a}( j e), f t p 4(ij ,{} ,£ )),
- f a n e  A (Fl*nC(9L^ ) ( f jH - l) i^ p ,t l (i_ri {,/„}, 5)) ,
\  -^ra E A (i'OWT(3 1 , Inpm{ij | ], * /j( l, ■ ■ ■, , ^ )) J
jA {F unc^ jt j (*j - ■,-*„]) ,-?)[ = ]
I By [2.11. J
V ( f . F u iK o  #  , {ij i^] is defined,
[ By |2 .9 | and the definition of f/( ■, ■,
Recall that t 'f / ,* / ,S )  is only defined ir |A (./,5}J = I.
Lei ^  = F w tc^ a  j {ij [><>.- f t +, , ■ - ■, J ^ \ ) \ Definition. J
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( y a €  A ( R i w (» ,j ) (ga) ,A ¥ M f r ,O .S ) ) ,
^a+ ie  A (fiflK <9,jM ifl+i)i/rtjp«+i(*j,{-A),5))
l, ~^n €  A ( flWtf (9, J )  (jm ) 1 tflPml&f i  ( -^ n ‘^ a + lj , ’ " j 'j^  
I  I /Unc[9 \
*  U
A + i€  A
£ A
 ^ Aipi+i J
|A (Funcf .^ .^) (ij ■■■h^ ] , t , (A-^*s )))| =
[ By 12.111 and C2.II- J
\
rm -l}i ■$)) /
I
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[2.13|
| 2 l  A]
f j a e A ,
>4+|G  A  + /JlPa + l ( i i ,  ( - O ,  5 ) ) ,
“A t  £  ^  ( FtUK (} ,J ) [ i< n ) i /n p  m ( i i  i (-^ 1 , > |1 ,  1L1 , t^tn - 1) i ))
A Snpi+t ( ii ,  ( / i ,
J s  G A
fFunCif'Xiiqi),  
fap i ( i i  1 (^ a  v 'Al 4t *■ 1 1 ' ^ 71
\
\
[ By |2_12 j and the definition of Inp , The expressions of the 
form
were changed to expressions of the form
Iftfi ( i i  (*^a i +1 , '  ' h ' ' '))
by appealing to part i*b) of the definition of I n p . ]
( f a . ? a + l . - - ’ i f l m, t f M*  + l i - - - i 9 F}  =  {flt> &>J ‘ '.  }
[ By 12,13), |2,3), and |2.6]. ]
13,151
Let ff* =  tfi.Sa+t =  ! ! ,■ " , jr =  Vn
E Since gr„ ^  ^  by the definition of > , this definition is 
consistent with both |2.14j and the convention that i/i y
$1 >■•■■>- qt- ]
[2-161
12.HI
12.1*1
[2.19]
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 ^ A 2/yJn ( f i  i ' ' > -Awl) . *’)) /
[ By [2.131 Hid [2,15| ]
f ^ j ( ^ / n p i f i t ,  <),-SJ), \
. f i t  A ( f i f l i c ^ , j ) ( 5 j ) p; j ( v i : ( j i , ( ,^ ) h5 ) ) ,
\ . f n£ A (Fw3C[9ia]{qn)rInpn ( j 4 l - ■ t -A w l^ S ))  j 
A (/•linC(!j ijj > ( $ f  (*,- [-A ,-A + 1 ,' J [A tw A t+i, - - iA n ]J ) J  , .S^| =  I
[ By [2.16| Hid the definition of [.'(-, -, ). |
A (*i,(.A.-Ajf-- - f-Awi)tS)) ^
|A  ( f l in c (£ inj  ) (#t [*Agh-^j + 1> ■ ■11 -An-A, -A41 , ■ - ‘ , > j ] j ,.“!) | =  1
[ By [2.17|, since n  iJ ( i ^  *j). ]
. f j  e  A (FiifiCiis j
A (n in c [Si^)(^n),7npn fi*, - ■ -, -Awi), £)) j
jA  ( T ^ W c s  j i  j ( j * | . / i , -A i . ■ ■ - , - A v lh  S ] |  =  1 
[ By (2.18] and [2 71. ]
Ih2
(J E D. (2)
Q.E.D, | By }1], 12 I< and induction. ]
□
3 0 , 4 .  P r o o f  o f  p r o p o $ i i i o t i  3 . 1 0 .
L e m m a  3D.39: Lei and ,/]  be two function c /js jc j and /c* S  e Own (> i )' , t  e  N. Assume tint
| i i ( ^ i , 5 ) |  =  1.
Tben
A(<T; ( j r & , .* ) ,$ )  =
U  a  (<r,( . * , - * ) . * )  ■
P ro o f
U l V(,ari.Jft: |A(Jf3,S)|=: 1) :
a  (« 7 (< x i,-* $ ),£ )  =
<T}UIl t i i i ) n S  =  i , Hl e  j p f . J / i e  j ( 5 } :
t  e U  W t i H u  Wal n s :  //, e  .* , i h  e <*5)
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Proof of i:
H U
[ 1.2 ]
M U
U-4]
[1.51
Ih) n 5 : ffj (ff,, /ty c (T;C,^, JTj)} = fiT/( f/!, Ih) n ff: tf, e Jrj, /f: e ,*$} 
| By lemma 3B.18. ]
{//, n V{f, Ih, .f): fi, e , Ih e J*S}
[ By [1.11 and [he definition of t r(v , ) 1
f(T/ ( ih J h ) n s  .<r}i n u ih) e if/fjri.*i)} =
|J  <tfi n f/(/, J/j, S): /f, e , /f2 6 Jn)
^eA (j
( By (1.2| and lemma 3B.28. |
J /ie J fU /i €-*£} = 
|J  (f/i n t/(/, //j, ■>); //, e s ,  J h  e Jh)
I By [1.3| and lemma 3B.1S. ]
f W i l l , I h )  ■ <T/fW«,Ih) i,i/, e jTl,f/j e #5):
1 u c ffi) n S : /7, c J f5 1 J /j e .3^)
{(T,ah, tfi) : <T/( Ih, n 5 = ut //, e .JPS, Ih e <*!} :
ij g | J  f/?in ! '( / ,i h ,S ): i e-A,
I By U -4] ]
Q-E.D. (t)
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12\
P I
NI
[5J
161
(w n L, H i ) : VtiHi, I h ) n s - v , //, e > o ,Ih  e * / . } : 
I By ID . I
U  4((F;f,>b,Jr. ) .5 )  =
.A cAfj't.i'f
u
f {<*/ f I h , / f j ) : <f, f Ih J h )  0 5 = i-, Ih  e . e }
u,^ f A(-n.rT(;.L(fi.s)) [ i c {$s {IIu Ih}r \ $ : tf, c >j, Ih z J i )
( By [2] and ihe properties of sets. |
(J A (<Tj(Jb,-*),£] =
f f<Ty( H i, //j) : f y U h , H j)n  5 = i- Jh  e ->6, Jh  € }
u \  f e { < ? ; ( / / i , / / j ) n £ : ll, e . ^ , H j  e . / |}
I B y  13] ant) lemma 3 B .28 . |
| J  =
f fff, (Ih Jh)-. <rj(II L , / / ] ] n S :  I , /f, e JT5, tfi e J \ ):
\ i e { $ j { f { i J h ) n s : n i £ j r b J h ( i J i }
I By lemma JB.28. )
[ [ Q j i l t u I h )  J t / ( I h J h ) n S  = t-f //, e J t b J h e S , }  : t s  I (<ry f j® ,.* ) )}  
( By [59 m3 the definition of I1. |
[71
{J A (<f,( Jfe, S) ~ A (<r,( JT0l . / , ) ,£ )
( By [61 and the definition of A.
Q.li.D. □
Im m o a  3D AO: Lei j f  be a hypothesis class and Id  £ € Dom (j f 7)', /  e IV Thai
A {JT,S)  =  U  A <>, 5).
.* e J ( jf .s )
Proof:
HI
( J  j [ By the properties of sets. |
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V f . / e  A (JT, S ) ) : J  -  A{ . / , $ ) This follows from the definition of A.
P I
A (JT ,.5 )=  U  A ( ^ ,5 )
J tM X .S l
I By (1] and |2J.
Q.E.D. □
For the next proof it will be convenient to extend the definition of a confection specification somewhat:
Difinoha: L d  $  be a set o f  function classes, ict 3  be a set, and k t  IV tv  fund ion mapping *2 to (/. i f  
J f  C for some j  e  £t, then we s ty  that J f  is a conjeciion specification with respect to & and & , and the 
fifflCjj j  )(J f " ) J f .
1 6 6
T h e o re m  J f l . - l l : Let 9  6c a set o f  function classes, and l e t#  t v  a set j  j i , qt , ■ - -, ^ ). Assume that i, is a 
composition specification with respect to 9  and 0  and that JS ( =  {fla> fa+i , ■ ■ ■, } ■ Let S  € Dotn [ 9  / ,  ( e
N.  Then
A  S ) =
U U
U
A (^lrrtC(3 jf j (Xi lp .^s + li ' 1 ■, ~^pnj) i $}
Proof:
\The proof is by induction on the number o f elements in $ . )
[11
V (ij, : =  I) t
| J  A (Ftmc{<g a  y{th !■./]!.9))
Ptroof of 1:
[I . I]
A (Fiw<»,d ){«*).£) = U A(W ’‘S)
[ By lemma 311,40r ]
( 1 2 1
h  L^lJ = «Vj
[ By Ihe deifimtiofi of **{■}, since = {?■}- I
[1-31
A (fuftc^ , 3  )[**),.?) = [J A tfift {Jtf), S)
,((!),s)
[ Dy 11. 1J and jl.2], |
]fi7
[H J
>Lf  A (fl« (* lJ*
I Since (J, 5 ) =  s  by the definition of lap.  \
Q.E.D. (1)
[2|
If V(i* : 5 ( i O  -  {ji. jj,-- = i “  1,i > 0  :
A (R incf?,,?  ) ( j* h S }  =
U U
u
A (Funcfj a )(ifc l S t, S i ,  - ■ - , ^ 1 ) ,  -*?) 
then V { i*  : ■ ,g i)  , (£ (*01  =  *, > >  l )
A (Fiinc($ j  =
U U
.*, eA(H™= (#.a j(<i ),s) jjeA(fw (t,!
U
J<S E A ( / i w  <*. „  t ( J k , j *  . J i .
A ), (ij l^i, ./a, - ■ -, >rl) ,5)
Proof of 2:
| 2I1
V ( i fc : ^ ( i ^ =  =  I) :
A (FuriCfg #  > (* 0 ,5 )  =
U U
-AeA(M*w r#,M ]('i01-<) L^cA(/tmc (*■, *)(
u
e i ( * ~ <», J  h{(m ),tv - ,jr—,] ,s»
i Assumption, j
Iffl!
[2.2]
L2,3]
I2 4 |
12-51
Let i i  be such that 
& i * k )  -  \ &  C*iJ|  =  n
3[(Tj, jf , j j ) ,  f t  =  (fj i )
Let (T /.ij.ij be such that 
ik — (T /fii i i j )
A  .» ) i i =
|J  A (fiinCfs j  j (£/(>.-,.*))) .s)
,*t i
[ By theorem 3B,33, ]
| Definition. |
[ IF i* were not composite then 
would equal I. |
| Such exist by [3,3|. J
I2-6|
Lcl " ’> fl) — ^ ( * j ) f Definition.
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A {Fuitc^ a )(jj )fS) s
U
i f f ,),.?)
u
U
A (*j l ^ f l p Hr  - ^ \ )  .* )
1 By [2.1) and [2 6) |
Itf)
[ 2 . i \
u 
u
J .  + 1  £ i ( h « (  ( * ,  j t  j.f  4 . 4 1 ) ,  a * ,  + 1  ( J , ,  f , r .  | , S ) )
u
y,ei(Fi«c -  ){fr},fvi(^i<{^«, A+i ,  -
U
Ju pa j  a , f i + | | 1 1 11 J ,5^
A { F a n e 's  j (<T;[ii, > 0 ) )  * s )
| By |2.5] and I2.TJ. 1
(2.^1
V (S »  £ A ( F t u J C f j . j j f j j  [ ^ o ^ n + i , - - - , ^ ] )  , $) )  :
A ( f u k (9i*  ) (< r /( j i (> u ) )  , 5 )  =
I By the definition of l ; f ■„ |
[ 2 .10]
V (.^1 G A (FuflCf^.a ] (#j [*/ttf^ n . i .  - - ■, - f t ]  ) ,£ ) )  :
A (f iu ic t * j i  > ^  fo ,  J o  )) , $ )  =■
| J  A (f lf f lf (» , j  ) (<!><>,. J 6  )) . .? )
St i  [#. J
( By [2.9| and lemma 3B.39. |
[ 2 .11]
Lei =  ,flm} I Definition. 3
[ 2 .12]
U 
U
^t+iCA(^i«e(*..» lUk+A*1? })u
A ( F u n c ^ j t t t i , -  ■ ■.,* ,,])  . 5 ]
| By [2.1] and |2  l l ] ,  ]
17fl
12.131
A jj  ^ {(f'}{*infa ))  p-^) =
U 
U
>*+1 e a(ft** H *, * ,  (^ , i  V  > ( i,.( ), (■< / ..* ,.f)))
U 
U
I By |2 I0] and |2  L2]. )
A {Ftinc{f  ^  } ( o '/ f a n ^ ) )  , s )  =
U
A f i l / w n , *  ,{g, ),.*)
U
f*,* ga+a l.Jr • *.i(i,,j-*a (,*))
u
u . u
. f t  f A  [ > ] i , ^ i  +  | ,  ■ ■ ■ A « A ( f i i » r # . J  , | g i )  >)
u
^t+itAfftw  [4 ,j >,*?>■ * t i .<>'(/,yi .-<)))
u
U
EA (Wwc |9,d > (ii ' 1 ” i “Ftj] J .iJ'H /-^i.-?))
[ By [2.8] and [2.131 1
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V e  A  ( F u n C { 9 j | )  ( i j  [ y a i . ■ ■ ■, Y j ] )  > £ ) )  :
u
A i^hinCfi.a ) ( t f / fY i ,  Ya ..s) =
U
J\ e i f f i M f j * ,  J  ) ( j  j ( i ,  J Y [ ,  Jii-l- ■ • • , Y u ]  )  , j )
A t [fc}{J\., Yi>))
[ By ihe definJninon of l f( f ■1 ). ]
U-I6I
V ( Y «  e  :
U
,(«, [*#i, */(!■[, ' ' -“'))
A ( F t i n c ^ a y ^ i J ^ J o  ) ) . .* )  =
A  [-Y i, Y j * ! ,  ■ • - i Y )  i ^
{ By [2.I5I and lemma 3B.39, ]
I2.17J
A ( d '/ ( i 1,» j)J , S j =
u
■?, t J L f i ™  i f  ,4  ) f f ,  ) ,S )
u
U
u u
^ [ Y f t . Y , * , , -  - - , Y | ] ) , s )
u
.#^41 ]{}l+i ),*¥»!+1 (j.,(^}.l'
u
A  [FUact*,* j {%! ( i i [ Y * f ■Yt ^ 11"' *Yn] 1 . «sj
[ By |2.]4] and [2.16] I
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■1 (Fuuc^ a j (#>{*,,*;)) ,5 ) =
u 
u
f t  ( A{n«t it.M h(^+i>.*»
U
u
-I'd (Ajftac
u
U
f* ,-*  l( jk+l + ■■.‘A J .s ))
u
-Sn £ A (/W |* j |(i«),4yrn (>k,f.'« ../.!■' .^ - -b ).-?))
A ! { $ !  [ . /[ ,- /[+ [ , ■ ■ ■ I -fm] I ■ * , ) ) > )
t By [2.11] and the definition of inp |
17.1
12.19|
A j  ,*9^ =
u
s ,  Ei(n«K(*,* jfJ* ),$)
U
u
J j  t i f f i n * :  ( # . J .  | ( f i  ) , l n p  ,  +  i ( i i  . { , f t  , . f ,  + | , - , , ^ J _ |  ) . i ) )
U 
U
J 'k + i  e A ( f l » c  t9t m jf  5 i4 i  V * if  1 + | ( * 1 ,(■*■ ..*< t i . , > k l . S ) )
u
><■}*. ).tl> .(>, ,./( +1, 5)J
U
. *  e A ( f W [ a i i  h( i ,  [ . / * ,  . r „ + i . 1 1 J i
A ( f u n c ^ ,  j  j {$ } ( i ,  ' „ f m}
f By [2-Iflf (we have moved the union over > o  ■ pail ihc 
unions a p p ea r in g  id  ihe righi of it in (2,18|, since those 
unions do not depend on ). |
12.20 )
U
J i  f - i  |  f t ™  [ f , |  j ( j  j  [ - ^ i  y s-p-| h ' r i v ^ p j ) | 5  J
A  { p a a c i 9 i3 } ( i f ;  ( i ,  [ S t f S H U - t J o j  )  , 5 )  =
( /  ( * <  I f  ' '  '  i * ^ * n j  >FtatC(9,s) f \ ,S
V ij [^1  I "^o + •' " 1 *-^ t] }
( By theorem 3B.33. )
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[2-211
12.22 j
[2.23|
(2.24]
u u
u .>d(  A(fiiw(9 t  ,| jii l.iif 141(11,].#, ,.^,4i. ■..fi.iJ.S))
u
U
-*V+Lt A (A * r[# f  l f i j i t l  . ,-* iJ  .£ ) )
u
e a  i», m )f i  -  -  (•*. If* . J'* I I ."  i -  L) . 0 )
Iff f^ i" ' ' ' i ■■■^ni] i
Aj j . ^ j  i ^ j + ]  i ■ ■. . / r ] }
By |2.19] and [2.20]. ]
=  3  ( i.O u  3  [ jj]  [B y  [2.4] and Utc definition of
jfa.?fl + l. ■ ” , Wi jt.il+L, 1 1 ,?Tt)
( By [2.22]h ]2.2J, L2.6l.and (2.11). ] 
A(FMif(».J ,( i ' / (i,,iJ) ) , j )  -
u u
.rts (r.* jf-fi !.s) if,*
U
A (fumr, jid } (at | f i , S lt ■ ■ ■, J n]), S)
| By 12.211 and |2.23], }
12.25]
u
U
I By [2.241. since =  j ( according in [2.2|. |
Q.E.D. (23
Q.E.D. [ By 111.12|, and induction. J 
□
3D.5. P roof o f proposii/on 3.13
T /jnore iu  3D .42: Lei J f \ , J f i ^  be n hypothesis classes, and Ic tt be a positive integer. Let , ?ft. - ■ ■, &n 
be a constraini system for J f i , J f i , , ■ —, and, for each lift e  {{ift, 5ft, y [,}, Jlef
Let be n-ary conjection operator and Lei <k te a  conjection specification with respect to & =  { .* ! . , * j ,  - ■ ■, J f n ) 
and & for some set soch that
Jf'i = ,H n) : i i i  E J r i J i t G  J Q , --- ,//* < =  JR.}-
-  { i i i h .  ■■ ■, j™}-
Assume that for any
|A(FunC(5rj |( fS i) ,5 ) | <
E
E
, * , e A ( # „ 4 r - . J ' A . s ) )
|A } ( s  U u S l ,  ■ ■ ■ f- f t , | ) . S ) | .
Lei J  be the class
, Fi. ■ ■ ■, Fn) : Fi e *ft[F], F2, ■ ■ ■, F„), Fi e , F3, ■ ■ F„>, ■ ■ ■, F„ e , F2. - ■ ■. F„)]
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Then, for m y  list 5  e  Dam (!? „
H * f5J =
£  £  • £
£  £
£
|A ,S) |  -
Proof;
i^l
[3]
M]
V ('<  e  V * ,} )  :
v « 7 ; e ^ ) :
[ By [he definition of JT*.
V (F | A ) :
^ i  (F t, F*, ■ ■ -, F n) £ X i
{«(F,,F3l---fF*) : Fi e j r u F i t  JTj,' ,f„  e Jf;}
I By 11 ] and the definition of &  in the statement of die theorem I
|A(fiinc[#i.a ]fiii),S)|<
£ .  £
£
|A ■■■,.*„!) ,S ) |
( By assumption, |
\ {M!Si , lhr  , 1^)0  S : i l i J* € Jfi, ^  £ Jfj,-■■,*, e JC1I
< ^  X j  " '  X ]  ' ■ ' ' '■ ^  '*■> ^  ^ “*2‘ ' '  '.  ^  ^ '^ } l
f By the properties o f  sets. J
1 7 7
EM
51 5T £  n {® < ^./7 j,JM  i f ie ^ i . t / .^ i .  1w . t J B] ( <’)
I Rewriting |4) using the definition of IT. I
[0]
5Z 5Z " ^  ](<*).
,#,ejr; AeJTj
f By (5] and the definition of A. ]
[1] _
T,  E  £  £  E
I
S„i&{ J ,  ,( r  , j^ ,- ,.'h ) .5))
|A  ( f ljw c ^  a  >(ij U fu *2? • ■ \ . / nJ) . 5)1 
I By |6] arid [3j. ]
Q.E.D.
3U.6. Form alized  p roof o f  p ro p o sit io n  3 A .J 5
T h eo rem  3 0 .43 : Let Si abd S i be any evcufj defined on a set X , i f  S\ C Sj then r  ( J , ) < r ' (d j ],
P fw if
Ell
V(5 C „Y), if di shatters 5  then Si shatters S
1 7 8
Proof of 1: [We assume the claim does not Hold and derive a contradiction.]
[1.11 
[ 1.2 ] 
113|
|1.4|
11-51
11.6]
|1.7|
Let S  C X
Si shatters S but S2 docs not shatter S.
Lei C S  be such that 
E n 5 - 5 ,
Lcl E\ e  Si be such that 
E l n S = < i l
Ei f  S2
Ei € Si A Ei ^  <fj
S i £  S i
[ Assumption, |
[ If there were nn such 5], S  would be 
shattered by Si, and [1.21 would lie vio­
lated. ]
[ Such an Ei must exist by the definition 
of shattering, since S\ shatters 5. ]
{ If E\ were in Si, [ 1.31 would fail id hold
by [1.4]. J
[ By [1.4] and [1.5J J
[ By 11.61 1
Q.E.D. (1) | [l,7 | contradicts one of the theorem's assumptions. ]
[2 ]
I3J
[4]
Let 5b be a particular set of points s.t.
f = |5 b |  =  r ( * n
Si shatters io- 
S] shatters .Sy 
shatters
| Such an S® exists by the definition of >' 
1
By [2J and the delinilion of f '
[ By |3] and [II.
[51
r ( S 2) >  |f%j
|6J
* ' [ S i \  > I ' f J i ]
| By [4| and the definition of v . I
[ By |5} and the Tact that v 'K i)  = |So| 
according to |2J. |
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Q.E.D. □
T h e o re m  3B .44: Consider t s c i o f k  hypothesis ciisscs
snd their conjecitoo 
i/fKfcr some open tor $ Let
C X i ,  . O
he acrqpfjfiVL- cnxM asjjjnmoTf functions forJCj t Jfi, ■ ■ ■, -*1 w'/Mr naporf fo <fi anJ 
f o f  so m e  C . Then
r j t , j r i ) ) j  <  t *  >  t ' (C f j r* ) )'(Cfjrn
\ i = l
Ptwtf:
t 1! ,3(m to  * n a jk ) ) :
| By the definition of an acceptable credit assignment function.
[1]
j n j , . . . , c k{j f i ))) < r
[ By theorem 2A.36. since fji ij ficeiic |
13]
r — . j r i ) ) )  <  I By 12], f t l .  and Cicorein 3£M3 |
q.E.D. □
4. Bounding the sample 
complexity of iterative learning ^  
 algorithms *___________ J
T h u  been known for Mime time in the Geld of machine learning that simple explanations of data are 
more desirable than complex ones; a concise hypothesis that explains a set of training data is more likely 
lo explain novel data as well. This has been observed empirically in (he held of pattern recognition (c.f. 
|9]), and there, poor generalization ability was associated with class ideation rules that explain data in
unnecessary detail* while mining regularities that might aid in clasiifi cation. This is the well-known problem of 
overfilling data.
More recently. [6J made precise the sense in which concise hypotheses outperform complicated ones, by 
formally relating hypothesis size to hypothesis error. Thai paper showed that if a hypothesis grows more slowly 
than the data itself as examples are added, the snof of the hypothesis can be made arbitrarily small, using a sample 
whose size grows only polynomitrily in the inverse o f the desired bound on the error. It was shown that learning 
can be achieved if the size of the hypothesis does not exceed t i*  hits, where t  is the number of training examples, 
and r  and a  are arbitrary constants with r > O a n d O < o <  I, Algorithms whose hypotheses fit this criterion arc 
referred to as Occam Algorithms in [6],
The result is interesting, because it permits the hypothesis to grow continuously (albeit only sublinearly, since 
o  <  1) as the number of examples increases- This gives us the ability, to some extent, to overcome (he restrictions 
imposed by having to specify i  hypothesis class before learning begin]. That is a useful option that docs not have 
an analog in most other optimization problems; it is as if wc wert permitted to add a few processors in a scheduling 
problem, add colors in a graph-coloring problem, idd bins in a bin-packing problem, ett Since wc expect that we 
will often use heuristic methods to find ^ hypothesis with a  small empirical error, this option is especially attractive, 
for if we faii to find an optimal solution on the first try we may be able to make up the difference by adding a few 
hypotheses to our hypothesis class.
Unfortunately, it is often hard to ascertain beforehand whether the hypotheses produced by a learning algorithm
180
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will meet the requirement of growing no faster thin r t 9 . Most learning algorithms simply update their hypotheses 
until all of the training examples a r t  correctly classified, without being able to specify beforehand how many updates 
there will be. If the hypothesis size changes when the hypothesis is updated, the size of the final hypothesis may 
be difficult to predict.
This chapter concerns learning algorithms that update their hypotheses iteratively. A bound will he given on 
the number of iterations required to find a  hypothesis that correctly explains t  training examples, for any positive <\ 
and this bound will be based on the quality of the mechanism dial updates the hypotheses. (In particular, we require 
that each update o f  Ihe hypothesis explains a fixed but arbitrarily sm all1 percentage of the previously unexplained, 
examples.) The chapter then generalizes the result of [6] to facilitate the analysis o f such learning algorithms.
In our most general result, we will also require that the change in hypothesis sire be 0 ( f a ) on each update, 
and it is in this sense that the result of [6) is a special case of the result presented here (it is the case where the 
hypothesis is only updated once). However, > restriction on hypothesis growth is more benign than a restriction 
on overall hypothesis site, and it is easier to determine if Ihe restriction is satisfied by an algorithm that generates 
successive modifications of a hypothesis.
Since better bounds on sample complexity can be obtained if stronger assumptions are made about the way 
hypotheses are updated, we will also derive results abouL update mechanisms that increase the hypothesis size by a 
fixed amount on each iteration, and mechanisms that update the hypothesis by conjee ling It with mother hypothesis. 
We will also examine cases in which the final hypothesis has a nonzero error.
It should be noted that [6]‘s result can sometimes also be applied to algorithms that update their hypotheses 
iteratively. In particular, if it is known that there will be u updates, and u is not a function or t t then we can 
simply replace the constant r  with rn in Blumer's result However, this chapter is concerned wiih cases where u is 
a function of t. Wc will show thsL the number of updates grows logarithmically in this case, at least for the kinds 
of learning algorithms discussed here, so it is intuitive that [6)’s result should continue to apply; however it is not 
immediately clear how to bound the simple complexity of iterative learning algorithms. The contribution of this 
chapter is provide such a bound.
4.1* Som e ex a m p les  o f  i te r a t iv e  te a m in g  a lg o r i th m s
An approach that is often used in machine learning is to look for a hypothesis that “coven" some of the training
* Tb* p h m c  "Aac<J t>ul irU LrinJp u n t i l '  n * * n i Ihhi i t*  p e r m i t t e e  of f ia m p l«  ej'plhLhed t n  tact: u tn tiO Ji may  nut ■ J ■=■ e:cn• j :nm
the num ber o f tK u n p lti  kfc«-lf, * $  r 0.1% if Ik rre  u c  IQ'H tx u n p l t i  u id  0.01% Lf lh t tc  i k  I'TQQQ tx s jtif .k i
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examples, in the sense that it classifies them oonectly. After tuch a hypothesis has been round another hypothesis 
is constructed to cover some more examples, until, ultimately, all examples are covered. [Note that the hypotheses 
created by covering algorithms need a way 10 determine what inputs should be classified by which hypothesis).
However, our results apply nnt only to covering algorithms, but to any learning algorithm that updates its 
hypothesis iteratively and has the option of making the hypothesis more complex. Many learning algorithms fit this 
description. Consider, for example, the following paradigm for learning boolean functions:
P a ra d ig m  1:
1 {Let II be an initial hypothesis. }
2 f Request an example x. I f  I! mxclassifiej x. then: }
3 [If i  is positive, generalise II as little as possible to include x  )
4 [if x is negative, speeiaihe If as little as possible to exclude x J
5 [If examples remain, go la slep 2. }
This paradigm is used widely in machine learning, but it will only work if the general IzaUon or specialize lion 
step does not "break" iltc hypothesis by making it ere on some of the examples dial that w s t  classified correctly 
before the update. Therefore it is natural to expect that the hypothesis will grow in complexity (although it is 
also reasonable to expect lhai the hypothesis will not grow mindlessly, for we assume that the programmer of the 
learning algorithm was sophisticated enough to do more than simply construct a lookup table), Wc expect such 
learning algorithms to fall under the present model.
A mote general description of ihe learning paradigm follows:
PATAcfigui 2:
Assumptions: IVe are given a sequence of exajnp ta  o f the function to be learned.
1 {Let If bt seme default ciassifteation rule. )
2 {Remove from I he training list every example that is classified correctly by If. }
3 [Ifno examples remain, output ff and halt. Otherwise, modify H to correctly classify some o f
the remaining jmjjWwt examples, and go to step 2. }
IKJ
4.2. Iijpotfiesis update mechanisms
The substance or this procedure Lies in Lhe implementation of the third step, in which 17 must he mcxJLficd. 
This is the step where algorithms that follow paradigm 2 differ from one m other The removal of examples in 
step 2 is for clarify; ill that is really necessary is far the algorithm to he able to tell which examples are already 
explained by If.
In our analysis we will describe slep 3 by defining various hypothesis updstc mechmisms, functions trial map 
J f  x K l lo J f ,  where J f  is a class of hypotheses and A' is a sample space. Specifically, the first argument is t  
hypothesis and the second is a training sample. The hypothesis update mechanism modifies the hypothesis to make 
it perform belter on the training sample.
4*2.1,  [ / r u f o r m  h y p o t h e s i s  u p d a t e  i n o c h a o u m s
As we define specific hypothesis update mechanisms below, we will find it useful to have a compact way of 
describing the repeated application of a hypothesis update mechanism to the same initial hypothesis.
Definition: le t Par be t  hypothesis tspdiie mechanism, let H be a hypothesis to be opdstcd, and id  o j , c j , - • ■, qn 
be a Ust o f n unspecified arguments. Then:
(a)
flar°(/f,a i,Q i,- ,on ) =  Par{U,alla1,--
m
Y { i € N } :
■ a„) =  f t r ( f t r * - l ( / f , a i Pfli, -■ <ii ,a j, .a„)
In many cases we will find that our analysis does not depend on the initial hypothesis that exists before any 
modifications have been performed by the hypothesis update mechanism. Because of this we will often omit the 
parameter that specifics this hypothesis. Far example, we will say instead of Par'JIf, S) .
The first hypothesis update mechanism wc describe is one that is required always improve ihe performance of
Ltic hypothesis it modifies, at least slightly.
We define a uniform hypothesis update mechsnum as follows:
Definition: Let <r >  1, Let J f  be s  set o f hypotheses tact X  be Don: (J f ), Let S e  -V ' , /  e If, A uniform 
hypothesis update mechanism is i  hypothesis update mechanism P a r , *ith theproperty th tt
V(t > 0]:
Recall that each training eiam ple has two pans, i d and i 4", and that if F  is the function to be leaned, then 
xv’ ~  F(x*1- The definition of a uniform hypothesis update mechanisms guarantees that each iteration will improve 
the performance o f the hypothesis slightly, at least on (he training sample. Because of this property we know 
that the update mechanism will eventually output a hypothesis that makes no errors on the training sample; this 
knowledge is (he basis of our analysis.
The number of iterations needed to obtain an empirical error of zero is bounded in the nest result; 
i m p o s i t i o n  4.1: Let Psee be a unifomt hypothesis update mechanism, sad define
f ( r f S :  Par1' r e S ;
Let J f  ~  Ran {Par „ ], tn d  let S  e Dom {J f}*  , t  ^ U .  Jhcn
3 f ) :
0.
(4.1)
A J jo n t lm i  ^
j  is a jampJc from  some atntple spare A- Parfi&i^ satisfies thr tttiw rtb its  given shctvr
for some <r> 1, r  > 0, 0 <  ft <  I, and fot some act of i f  o f hypotheses.
1 {Iniiiatiie H , } J f «— / / (  ( J / j  e  1#);
2 (WdJbe neptfttfeii cdJir to Par unlit ail Do wtiifi 3{r € r ]  : J f(x ') f  f f [* lJ}:
examples an? classified correctly- }
2a {Update II...  } L*S / /  -  ,  ^ J f ,  r};
{,.. unlit it works (mail examples. } oD.
3 |  St turn the fin a l hypothesis. ) Return ft.
Proof: The proof is given in the appendix. O
In other words, (4,1) givea the maximum number o f  incorrectly classified, examples that can remain after the
ith iteration of a uniform hypothesis update mechanism.
We rewrite paradigm 2 as algorithm 1 below.
4.2,2. SuLJiunjir u n ifo rm  h y p o tJ jo s j j  u p d a te  ranch  ruu'uns
Wc now introduce a hypothesis update mechanism with a further restriction.
Difijulion: L<Y<r >  1 , r  > L,0 < a  <  I , A sublineir hypothesii update mechanism f t r tr i( t  is a hypothesis update 
mechanism with the prppotcs that, for atl S  e  ft™  (/fan ( f t r tfria ))-
When we say that
we mein that n bits arc sufficient to indes all of the hypotheses in
A subl'tnear uniform hypothesis update mechanism is simply a  hypothesis update mechanism that is both
uniform and sublinear
[f Par0 is a uniform hypothesis update mechanism, the sire of ihe hypothesis can grow by only r | jV1 bits 
during each iteration of algorithm I . Therefore, the bound on the number of calls to Par „ in proposition 4 .1 means 
that the hypothesis finally returned can be described using
This allows us to determine the simple sire required to ensure that, with probability (1 -  the error of I f  
will be at most t , for given values 0 < t  < 1 and 0 < t < 1. A bound is given in the following theorem;
JVdjwjffifjon 4.2: Let Pars j  a be a uniform subiinear hypothesis update mechanism, and k t  J f  -
Ran {Par*iTiCr). Lei X  be a sample space. Let t  e II and k t  t be a constant, (0 < c <  1). add let £ be a 
constant, 0 < fi < 1. 7hcvr the inequality
bits.
Pxt ( s  e  A" : PK < *■
holds whenever
t
when
~  - l n ( l  — f]
^
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Proof: The proof is given in the appendix □
4.2,3, D b c u i iJ o o .
The result of 16| is (he following:
L cm tn  a  4,3: {6} le i  L be i  teaming tlgoriihm mapping X* to J f ,  for some sample space X  and assume that 
lbs hypotheses in J f  can be described using no more dim r ta bits for some r >  1,0 < n < I . Then
Px l (.■? <T .V' : fir (t<S)[*') < t
holds whenever
where
2r]n(2)
A =
- t a f l - O '
□
When <r —. | in algorithm 1, so that all examples are classified correctly after a single iteration. the hound in 
theorem 4.3 approaches
because 1/0 ~*Q. In 161, a bound of
<MI
was obtained for that case. Thus lemma 4.3 is almost ■ special case of I6j's result. hi Tact, it is possible to obtain 
a tighter bound that is a general case of (4.3). but the statement of that result (Id say nothing of the proof) is too 
tedious for inclusion here.
The sample complexity of algorithm 1 is clearly polynomial in 1 }t, 1 /f , r, <r, and | JJ. It is also clear that, if 
the complexity of Pzr is not taken into account, the enlirt resource requirements of algorithm I are polynomial in 
the sample sire. Thus the feasibility of running the algorithm essentially depends on the feasibility of Par.
INK
The usefulness of jdgorilhm 1 item} from the fact that the algorithm implementing Par can return highly 
suboptimal hypotheses without causing the algorithm to Tail, so long as enough examples are available. This 
suggests that many existing, hturistically based learning algorithms might be used in place of Par , Eiven algorithms 
whose hypotheses are of unknown quality may turn out to be useful, so long as their performance docs not deteriorate 
when the sample size Increases,
However, proposition 4,2 is extremely general, and it is not to be expected that many learning algorithms 
would make full use of this generality, Jf stricter assumptions can be made about the learning algorithm, then we 
expect better bounds to be obtainable, and we will address that issue la ta  in the chapter. First, however, we will 
extend lemma 4.3 to the case where the learning algorithm finds a hypothesis that correctly classifies some, but not 
all, of the training examples.
4.3. In con sis ten t h yp o th eses .
Often, it is not possible to for a learning algorithm to find a hypothesis that classifies all training examples 
correctly, a  hypothesis with a nonzero empirical error is often called an inconsistent hypothesis.
Difficulties involving computational complexity may prevent a learning algorithm from finding a consistent 
hypothesis, in fact there art quite a few instance* in which it is NlPhaid to find a consistent hypothesis (Cf. (IS], 
[7], (311 It may also be that the (rainingexample* are noisy. Some teaming algorithms (such as the CN2 algorithm 
o f [SJJ explicitly sacrifice consistency in favor of compactness. This section will discuss how the results above can 
be applied to such algorithms.
Wc can model the si tuition in several wiys. One way ii  to assume that, instead or being asked to find 
a hypothesis with an empirical error of zero, the learning algorithm is only asked to find a hypothesis whose 
empirical error is less than 4 >f™ some 0 < 6 < I .
Wc must ensure that the learning algorithm actually stops when empirical error drops below rather than 
continuing to update the hypothesis unnecessarily. We therefore make the following definition:
Definition: Let <r > I and 0 < 4 < 1. Let J f  be a set o f  hypotheses and X  be Dorn ( j f 7), A conservative 
hypothesis update mechanism with respect to  <j  and 4 is a  a sublinear hypothesis update mechanism with the 
fodowing properties for al} S  t  D on [Han ( f t r Ft1,ifr) ) :
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V {i > 0  /  * - } |  >  ^  + l ) :
| f t € S :  P v W I . S K z ' ) ?  f * } | <  | f i e S :  P a r* ''
V f i > 0 :  #  * " } ( <  * '  +  1) :
In ihis defmilion we do not actually ask for an empirical error of 4>, bu| only for an error less than ( ^ 4  I )ft.  
This is u> prevent pathological behavior when 4 is smaller than IJt. Since the empirical error cannot take on a 
value between 1ft  and zero (eiclusive), specifying such a small 4 is equivalent (d asking for a hypothesis wilh an 
empirical error of zero, and [his case was already dealt wilh above. In the present case, wc only let 4 be as small 
as the smallest nonzero error that can be obtained wilh a sample of size t.
We show the following in the appendix:
P r o p o s i t io n  4 ,4 : Let PSfr.r.a tw * eonservaflVe /r>j»tfiefii update mechanism, tn d  let JT  -  Ran ( f t r (i, i(r), 
Let A" be a sample space. Let £ , i . $  be constants, 0 < f , 4,4 < 1, t e t t  £ £h Define
k = ma*{mii] f i : | { x e 5 :  Par], f a (S)(jr*) £  r^JI <  <pt + l} : 5  e X *} ,
Then the inequality
PX , {5 €  X * : Px (* : t  Jf- ) > A + f() < *
holds whencves
-2 1 n  (
- f
[ - ^ { 1  l / ff) / r l n (2 ) )
J (1 — o) ln(L -  l /<r ] / r ln(2]
Proof: The proof is given in the appendix. □
Note that k does not appear on the right aide of (4.4). l b  apply proposition 4.4 we therefore do have to know 
we only have to know that k  exists.
Unfortunately there is a potential difficulty with this result p must be specified in advance in order to (ell 
the algorithm when to stop. This is somewhat unrealistic, as a learning algorithm is more likely to stop when the 
empirical error or it's hypothesis can no longer be decreased except at the cost o f  an immoderately Large hypothesis.
We can solve this problem by using the upper bound we obtained in lemma 4.4 Tor the number of ileratiunj 
o f algorithm 1; clearly this upper bound still holds if the algorithm is halted prematurely. Wc can thus analyre the 
present case by using ln g ^ m ) + I as an upper bound on the number of iterations of [he learning algorithm, as we 
did before.
The sample size in this case cart be bounded in a manner analogous to the one used in pro position 4.4
P r o j jo j i f ia n  4.5: Let f isrJiF|B he i  conservative hypothesis update mechanism, and t e t J f  — Ran {Parf  r a}. 
Let X  he a sampfe space L et f , he constants, 0 < f , b , ^  < 1, tn d  let t  e  ff. Define
Let t  O fj. Then
Px* e X * : Px ( r  : t  *") > * +  () < 6
hofcis whenever
h l ( W - a )
where
P rno^  The proof is given in the appendix.
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Exam ple 4 .6 : f -e te m e n i I:-d e c is io n  is is
O na s p e d a iza tio n  of paradigm  1 produces a  strucLira known as a  dedal on Net {C l. [29|). A decision list maps 
the Input ap ace  X  to sam e ael o f d a is e s  { f i , c i ,  - ■ e * )  and each  ctassis  assod aled  with a  {0 , 1}-Yaluad function, 
or rule, that determ ines whether a n  input should fall into the d as s . These rules a re  ordered, and If r, is the first rule 
whose value Is  ] lor some input x,  then the class associated with r y is assum ed lo b e  the d a s s  of x .  Thus the list has 
the term ( r i , r i ) ,  ■ ■ ■, ( r^ C r ) ,  w here  each  r j is a  rule end cf is the Corresponding classification. The input x  is
said to fie In th e  d as s  c* if an d  only i t - r i ( r ) A  t j ( j ) A  ■ ■ A r ^ i ( j ) A  r ; ( j ) ,
A jt -d e d s io n  list is defined In [29] as a  decision list whose rules are boolean functions, w here each (Unction can  
be  expressed as a  conjunction of up to fc variables or their negations (W e wiN refer to such constructions as boolean  
co n ju n ctio n ^). S ince there a re  only P ( n l ) such conjunctions (if n is the num ber of possible variables), a  learning 
algorithm can  exam ine each ona In turn to determ ine which ol them can ba added to the decision fist to classify the  
greatest n um ber of exam ples correctly. (W e regard it as a  constant in order to  obtain polynom ial-tim e perform ance.)
It is assum ed  In [29] that the target function can , In fact, be expressed as a  i -d e c is io n  list, so that it is always  
possible to  e v e n lu a ly  handle all exam ples In this fashion. Since the bound on the num ber of conjunctions bounds the 
size of the decision  fist (that is. the decision lisl m ay  have no  m ore than have O f n 1 ) elem ents), the learning algorithm 
Is an Occam algorithm in the sense ol |6|, and this fa d  can b e  used to bound the required sample size. This Is done in 
[29], w here it is shown that a t most
exam ples a re  required. How ever, since the complexity of the algorithm grows exponentially in if, fc must b e  a  small 
number.
The bound can  b e  improved If the num ber of elem ents in the fist Is bounded. An /-e le m e n t t -d e c is io n  list is 
simply a  Jr-decis ion  lisl w ith I  e lem ents. Since the  I e lem ents must, betw een them , classify all possible exam ples, 
it is alw ays possible to find o n e  decision list elem ent that correctly classifies ( 1 0 0 / / ) %  o! any sequence of exam ples  
correctly. By lem m a 4 .3 , a much better bound on the sample size than (4.5) can be obtained when t ie  target is in this 
class: rather than depending exponentially on fr. the required sample size is bounded by
(4.3)
'  * { i^ T T  ■ ( i s j s f c o 1,1 ( isw rn ^ in )+2 ‘) } (4.6)
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where
'  ■
_  2r ln(Z)
- h ( 1 ’ O '
and r  ts the number ol bils requited lo wTito down a  conjunction ol k ■+■ I variable!, (foe fc variables In the conjunction, 
and an additional 1 or 0  lo indicate what value should be returned if a  decision rule Is satiifiad). Since only 0 (±  + I ) 
bits a re  needed lo specify such a  conjunction, h i  is an Improvement of the previous bound; in particular, iha bound fs 
polynomial In i .  Note that o  ^  0 for this particular alporitivn, o
4 ,4 , F u r th e r  r e s tr ic t io n s  on the h y p o th e s is  u p d a te  m ecba tiism .
Until now we have permitted our hypothesis update mechanisms lo be fairly liberal when updating a hypothesis. 
All o f  our results have applied to su t linear hypothesis update mechanisms, which update hypotheses subject to the 
size restriction
|Rtrt ( /* „ .„ )*  {S)|| <  r |J |“ +  |*M  V ) |  .
Here, Par is permitted to choose from among iU hypotheses having a certain sire, and the size restriction is quite 
liberal.
This gives Par considerable power, but the algorithm we actually use for Ptr may not be able to  exploit this 
power fully. For eiam ple, consider the following specialization of paradigm 2 Tor learning boolean functions:
f A r a d jg in  J r
1 {Ter H  be ihe function rfou classifier all instances as 0- ]
2 {Remove from the list o f examples every example that IT classifies correctly- }
3 { if  no examples remain, output I f and halt. Otherwise, Find a boolean function r that can
be written or a boolean con/unction, correctly classifies some examples whose classification 
should be 1, and misciassifies no examples whose classification should be 0 Replace II with 
the disjunction o f H and r. Go to step 2. }
(Note that the mechanism for determining which inputs am classified by which hypotheses is implicit hem. If 
there is any conjunction in the Gnal hypothesis that classifies in  input as 1, then (hat input is regarded as positive; 
otherwise it is regarded as negative.)
Algorithms following this paradigm include the AQ series oF algorithms (c.f. [24J) and the CN2 algorithm 
of Clark and Nibtelt [&). Here the only effect of Par is to add a boolean conjunction to the hypothesis on each 
iteration, and thus Par is certainly not considering all boolean hypotheses whose size Is bounded by [J7] + r | j1°.
Jf we can lighten the specification of Par lhal match the limitations of our actual update algorithms, we may 
be able to get lighter bounds on the learning a lg o r i th m 's  sample complexity.
A simple restriction consists of limiting rite i t  which | J f  | may increase on subsequent calls id  F ar, We 
therefore define a new kind of hypothecs update mechanism:
Definition; An  additive hypothesis update mechanism Add is a hypothesis update mechanism with the properties 
that, for all S  € Dotn (/tan (i4dcftfri(I) ) p
(•>
If the learning algorithm iterates at most log^m ) -4-1 limes (that is, if the update mechanism is also uniform), 
then the final hypothesis will come from a class of site no greater than
r f lo g ^ rn )  + 1)
We use this fact id obtain the following result:
P ro p o s it io n  4. fi  Lei Add«:T be an additive hypothesis update mechanism, ,V be a sample space, t  e  H. Let < 
and 6 he constants. 0 < f, fi < 1, and id
V(i > n»  :
( |*an (Add',  , ) |  =  n) -  ( | /fin ( A A f ^ ' ) |  = n +  r ) .
Then
Px , ( s  : Px  ( i : d d t f ^ V ^ 41 (.¥)(*') *  * - )  > f )  <  f
holds whenever
ln (* /2 ) - ln ( r )  2 (h f r )  -  In (t /2 )  -  In (ln(f,?))) 2 1 n (l/2 Jn (^ ))  
ln(1 -  f) 1 1 l n f l - 0
Proof: The proof is given in the appendix.
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Example 4.A: /-term It -  DNF
In this example our learning algorithm i» to loam fone bans from the class M em  t  -  DNF, that is, the d a ss  ol 
boolean lunctions that can be written a s  a disjunction of /  boolean conjunctions, where the number of variables or 
negated variables In each conjunction is at most i .  We can simply use the covering paradigm given In paradigm 3: find 
a boolean conjunction that conecfly classifies as many as  possible of the positive examples without mrsctassifying any 
negative ones, then find another boolean conjunction lo correctly classify as many a s  possible of the remaining exam­
ples, and so on  until all possible examples are covered. If the target function can be written as an /-term Jt-disjunctive 
normal formula, then there Is always a conjunction that correctly classifies at least t / /  ol the remaining examples in 
step 3 of paradigm 3, This Is because there Is some set of / conjunctions that, between them, classify every example 
in ,Y correctly. Therefore we can say that <r =■ /  in this case. The sample complexity ol this algorithm Is bounded by
if one boolean conjunction is described by n bits. g
4-4- f. ffOTAfiveJy em ijccting hypotheaee.
As the nest example will show, ii is also useful to require that a hypothesis update mechanism modifies ff by 
conjee ting it with a now hypothesis, using a noetic operator, Specifically, we define a conjcctive hypothesis update 
mechanism as follows; connective hypothesis update mechanism
Definition: A  conjee live hypothesis update mechanism Coo j r ^  is a hypothesis update mechanism with the
properties that, for afl S  e Dom {Ran ( f t r  jr .* )) ,
to
ln(S/2) -  1n(r) Z ( h ( r ) - l n  ( f /2 )  -  In (lii{ ffl))  2 In ( l / 2 ln ( f l )
where
/ - ]
Ran (Con!*- =  . i f
1‘W
<b)
V ( i >  I ) :
ttaa ( C c a j t ^ y  -  *  [ j f ,  R*n ,
where & is t  ricctic operator.
Our paradigm in lhls case is the given in algorithm 2,
A lgorithm  2:
A ssum ptions: r  j> a  sam ple  finm  som e sam ple spa.ee X . 4  is  * fine fie rn p jec tinn opera tor  
t (Initialize I ! . } f f »- Iff  ( l i t  g J f ) .
2 (M ate repeated cults to F ir unit! a ll Do while 3 ( r  g r )  : //(* * ) fi / f ( r " ) :
examples are classified correctly: }
2a {Update IT... } Let IT *- C c n ,^ |jrt[ / f ,  jT),
f... until ii works m  all examples. ) oD
3 (Return the final hypothesis. } Return IT.
Once again, i t  C on#,*  is- also uniform then Coo is called i t  most logoff) +  1 times with a sample s i/e  of 
f. Therefore, by the definition o f  a ricetic oeprator. the final hypothesis o f  algorithm 2 (being a  (log ^ff) + 1) -ary 
connection) induces at most
subsets on any list of size /, If v  ( J f  j <  d, t  > J, and J fy  is the class of hypotheses IhaL can be returned by 
algorithm 2 when it is given a sample of size t, then, by lemma 2A,15,
J l j r / O  < ( n Jp ( 0 ) h ,' ' + ' <  ( 47 )
This leads to the following result:
1%
rro p o s t* io n  4.9: Let Con jr,*  be i  conjective uniform hypothesis update mechanism. Define
(T -  ]
and let j-r(jr).
For ail t >  I  :
(*)
(* "  5 ” ** { l o ^ i l0®' ( s ® ) )  (?)
(b)
I f f l  > 2.
r ( * »  ( o - K " “ ) )  S  —
where
to = m w
tofe(*o) + logjftJ)
P r o o f . T h e  p r o o f  is  g iv e n  in  liie  ap p en d ix . □
Example 4.10: The Vapnik'Chervonenkis Dimension o) the hypothesis produced by a  covering algorithm .
In the general sense, a  covtring algorithm is an  algorithm that operates very much along the lines of paradigm  
a  rU e  is sought that ‘ covers' certain Input* in the sense that It classifies them  all correctly. The learning algorithm 
searches for a  rule that covers som e ol the training exam ples, then tries to cover som e of th e  remaining exam ples with 
another rule, and so on. until a )  examples a re  properly handled by a t least one rule.
It Is usually assum ed that there is some w ay  to determ ine which rules cover which inputs, so that w e  do not have 
to  worry about an input being classified by die wrong rule. In a  previous exam ple, w e  used lists ot the form
(fl.rtl), <n, c j)h "  1 (fpn>f n )
IV7
w h e r e  n . n  ■ - rm * w e  to fo s  to d e term in e w h eth er or n o t a n  ippul sh ou ld  b e  d a ss it ie d  according to  th e corresponding  
e le m e n ts  e i , c j ,  ■ - • cm . In a  s t n u ,  r f d eterm ine* w h ich  Inputs ana co v e r e d  by th e  Nil e lem en t c ,) .  and aS of th e s e  
e le m e n t*  h a v e  th e  s a m e  c la s s .  H ow ever, ct cou ld  Just ■> e a s ily  h a v e  b e e n  a m ore  com plex classification rule.
In g e n e r a l, w e  c a n  write th e  h y p o th e s is  p rod u ced  by a coverin g  algorithm  a i  Follows:
{ K m , ! U ) ,  (4.8)
w h er e  H i, H i, "  I im a re  b o o le a n -v a lu e d  fu n ction s, a n d  H \, H it ■ ■ I f m  a re  dassilicaN on functions (which may, at 
c o u r s e ,  a l io  b e  b o o le a n -v a lu ed ) .
T h e  v a lu e  o f  (4 .B ) o n  a n  input r  is  co m p u ted  a s  fo llow s: let Ji, b e  Ihe first rule in (4.11) su ch  that =  I . Than  
th e  v a lu e  oF (4 .0 )  at x  Is H i { x ) .  T h u s /?, d e term in e ! w h a t inputs are  co v ered  b y  th e f9i elem en t c l  the list, and [{, is 
Ihe c la ss ifica tio n  ru le  to b e  a p p lied  to  ih e  in p u ts th at a r e  co v ered . Ttt m a k e s  explicit the m echan ism  that a covering  
algorithm  n e e d s  to  d e term in e w h ich  inputs are c o v e r e d  b y  w hich h yp oth esis.
If a lgorithm  2 w ere  u s e d  to  la a m  a n  e x p r e s s io n  w ith  the Form of [4 ,6 } (that is. If algorithm 2 w ere  a covering  
algorithm }, th en  e a c h  call P i r a , J f  w ould  return o n e  o f  th e  ordered  pairs to (4 .B ). T he algorithm w ould  halt w hen all 
o f  th e training e x a m p le s  w e r e  c o v e r e d . In otfw r w o rd s , w han  e a c h  training ex a m p le  u b s l le d  at lea s t an  of the to la s  
Hi, Hi, ■■ Rm .
T h erefore w e  a s s u m e  that to e  ru les f l L, H i, • • • Rm a r e  to b e  learned: w e  will sa y  that ihey  com a  from the hypoth­
e s i s  c la s s  i f . Sim ilarly, a s s u m e  that to e  ru les H i, H i ,  ■ • • JIm  are a ls o  to  b e  learned  and com a  from th e hypoth esis  
c la s s  J f ,
B y th eorem  2 A -2 3 , e a c h  lis t e le m e n t h a s  a  V apn ik -C h ervoren k lt D im en sion  o f  a t m o sl
4.7( ! ' (<<) +  V ( J T ) ) .
T h u s, b y  p rop o s it io n  4  9 . th e VC D im en sion  of c la s s  o l e v e n t s  in w hich ih e  c o v e r in g  hypoth esis e n i  is bounded by
where -> is as above and
d = 4.7(r(^) + r(C(,r))). (4.io)
Note thal proposition 4.8 could have bean applied Instead if each rule-pair came From a set of size r. However 
there are hypothesis classes whose size is infinite but whose VC Dimension is finite, ft is such classes thal create the 
greatest need for sample compfexi ty bounds ba se on VC Dimensions. o
m4 . 6 , Discujss/on.
Chapters 2 and 3 wer devoted lo ihe problem of bounding sample complexities of algorithms that learn vinous 
classes of conjectcd hypotheses, These bounds were obtained by comparing the empirical errors o f our hypotheses 
to Ihe actual errors. We did not, however, discuss Ihe problem of actually finding hypotheses with a small empirical 
error.
However the results of this chapter show that we may be able 10 find such hypotheses by using heuristic 
methods; if our first attempt lo fails lo find a good hypothesis, we can run the heuristic algorithm again on the 
examples that were not handled adequately. If our heuristic consistently manages to cover a certain percentage of 
the examples on each iteration, ihcn we can repeal this process until all example* are classified correctly.
[n fact, heuristic learning algorithms seem to perform fairly well even on ihe first attempt, at least on simple 
problems. The literature an machine learning contains countless examples of ihis; for example, sec [26], [J3|, |2g|. 
Moreover, mosL machine learning research is devoted to heuristic algorithms, and this considerable body of wort 
gives us a strong foundation for attempting to solve the problems ihar were left open in the analysis just presented 
(that is. the problems associated wiih finding polynomiaJ-camplcxiiy implementations of Par).
In various places we have used the notation || j fH  lo  denote the number of bits needed to distinguish among 
ihe elements of J f . Of course | |J f [ |  is just log^fJ^). We used the extra notation in order lo establish a link 
between our tenths and those of |fi], while at Ihe same time adding precision to the notion of “hypothesis sire.11 
(In |G| the size of die hypothesis is the number of hiu needed to represent ihe hypothesis, and no regard is given 
lo ihe efficiency o f ihis representation.)
4.6. B ib liographic  n o te s
In ihe second chapter we presented theorem 2.4, a series of theorems that promised to make a wide range of 
learning algurilhnu amenable to analysis, but which Involved the VC Dimension of ihe the hypothesis class lo be 
analyzed. We attempted to develop methods thal could be used to bound this parameter. This chapter also starts 
with a result thal promises to make many algorithms easy to analyse, namely lemma 4.3 from [<S| Like the results 
in theorem 2.4. lemma 4.3 is difficult to apply in practice, and, u  in the first 2 chapters, we have presented results 
extend and simplify the analysis.
There are some previous results that also involve iterative learning of sorts. |22| presents an update mechanism 
that requests additional training examples when the hypothesis is updaied. This gives ihe teaming algorithm
1W
considerable power but the size of the training sample cannot be bounded in advance. |10| presents i  powered 
hypothesis boosting mechanism, which is also a hypothesis update mechanism in the broad sense (IlCJ'i result 
also asks for additional examples). |33J discusses a potential average-case improvement in learning algorithm 
performance when certain incremental methods are used.
Appendix A to Chapter 4. 
Proofs of results in chapter 4,
4A.1, Preliminary lem m as
Lenuu-a 4 A .1 1; {331: Let A be t  learning ligorithm, met let X  be a sim ple space Let F be a function, sudi 
that
X  CDom(F) CDom(flui(A)h
R in {F )C  Rui{Ran{A)}.
Let /  e  N and let ( be tf constant, 0 < * < 1, n u n
P x ' i S t X *  . 3 ( i f e « K i M ) ) :  i % n t F , S )  -  0 )  A (i tf/ f ,  P )  >  t ) )  <  f l  -  f ] ' | t o M ) | .
Proof: See (13J. □
L c ju tu a  4A.12:
Proof:
[13
*  = 0  j  - By ihlhm ciic.
[21
d x I 
dr 2 ~  2
f B y  calculus
131
J   ^ 1 1  
rtn(2] By calculus ]
H I
V(' 5 ">: ( tA  - i  l08jW) -  ( j  2i > i — 12 - i  ln (2 j} I By |1 ] ( |2 ] ,  and |3 j. |
200
201
v<* > 01: ( £  5^  i  to< ^ )  ~  ( l   ^ U*2)) 1 By M1 ^  ll*ebriL J
> 05: i lo*j(,r)) ~  (* - 1^2)) 1 By [S| ^  *^ehr!i- *
( j  =  2) -* ^  >  to&jl1)) I By arithmetic. 1
(“ K n j ) - ( s j < E l°*i('>) |By|611
f9] [ By (7J, [8|. and the properties of deriva­
tives (since r  <  2 /  ln(2) implies r  < 2).
[* !
n  I
W
[10J
I
| D! l 61
MH ( By 17],(101,andifiepm pcrtiesofderiva-
( J  -  ifi[2)) ^  I  - i0il{x) livH I
[ By (9J arid [I l |.  J
[ 12]
2
Q.E.D.
Zcniznn AA.f J :  [33}: Let A be * teaming algorithm, and h i X  fie a Simple space. Ix t /  t  H and te{ < be a 
constant, 0  <  r  <  1. TJicn
Px , (S  e  .V ': 3 (if £ ttan{A)) : -  irf/f)| > {) < |/f
Proof: Sw  [331,
202
n
Lemma 4AA4:
Proof:
[1J
U  -  >) -* (*  > In(-t)) 
12]
d x _  1
dx e 2
13]
[4|
G s t  a s 1"'1*) ~  ( 7 5 ; )
15)
[61
(7)
(jf =  e) -
[81
f9]
(r > f) -• > ln(r))
KOI
[ By arithmetic, ]
! By calculus. ]
( By calculus. |
| By [2] and |3 |. ]
| Multiplying the right side of |4J by jr. | 
[ Multiplying the right side of [5| by 2. ]
I By arithmetic. ]
[ By 16| I
I By |7], 181, and the properties o f deriva­
tives, |
I By (hi J
2tl3
111]
112]
(x > r) -  ( £  > h (* ) )
-  > In(-r)t
\ By |7 |, [ I0 |, and ihe properties of deriva­
tives, )
f By [9J and | l l | .  |
Q.E.D. □
4 A . 2 .  P r o o f  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 .1
T h r o  m i ii 4AA&: Let Par# be a uniform hypothesis update mechanism, and tct J T  = Ran {Par,,}. Let S  bt' a 
set o f  dem ents from Dom  [ j f  j, Then
Proof:
HI
!2 |
I3I
Let / /  be an arbitrary element of J t
\{x € 5 :  < |S|
V(i > 0 ) :
I f x e - ^  / ! < ( / / ,£ ) < * * )  * i “ }| <
[ Definition. |
{ Since S can only con Lain |.S| elements.
H )
By the definition of a uniform hypothesis update mechanism. ]
HI
<  [■ ■ ■ | j  |5 f ( l  -  I)J (l -  1) j - - ■
i  times
I By |2], |3J and induction, 1
P I
Vf jr >  0)
Lr|( ' - s ) J  s  K 1- ; ) .
2(U
Proof of 5 :
[5.1]
Let x >  0
15,2]
^  L*J
|5-3|
15,4]
Q.E.D, (5)
[ Definition. ]
! By the properties of the floor function. }
( Multiplying J5.2| by (I -  1/tr). ]
I By f5.3| and the properties or the floor 
function. J
16)
| H * e S :  <  [ | S |  ( i  - 1 )  ( j  _  I )
i limes
| fly (41 and [5]. ]
m
( r e S ;  <  [ i s i f i - l ) 1
| fly Combining Ihe (1 -  l/tr)  factors in |6).
(J.E.D,
TZroorein 4A- Jfl: Let Par, he J  uniform hypothesis update ntcdunism, and define
<T -  1
L e t.i t  ~ Ran( f lv ,) .  tn d lc tS  e  D o n t ( J t t  e H. 77rcn
V<ff e JT):
P ro o f
[II
| | r e 5 :  <
I By theorem 4A.15. |
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/  i \ Llc*i(l5D+lJ
[21
<  I
Proof of 2:
|2.1 j
[2 ,2 ]
12.31
[2.41
tog, (1*1) < [ H a  (1*1) + )j
|S| <
W * (^t)
[ By arithmetic. |
I raising boUi sides of ]2.1| to (he power 
of $. i
[ By [2.2] a n d  the d e f in iL in f l  o f |
>s ' ( ^ r )
1 Dividing both sides of {2,31 by
(^t)
12.51
12-61
12.71
isi ^ Y U m + l j < 1
< I
( By [2.4] md algebra.
Expanding the {tr -  1)/tr in |2.5], |
[ RepLaceing trier with 1 in [2.6]. |
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Q.E.D (2)
(3]
\S\
Q.E D. I Dy [1] and |3J. !
□
4 A .3. P ro o f  of proposition 4,2
| by (21 a*ln the definition of the flour furtc- 
lion. 1
T h e o re m  4A,17t Let / k J r  i,  he f  subiiaear uniform hypothesis update mediansim. 
Dwti(Ratt( t e r . „ ) / , / e N. Then
V(t >  0):
Let S e
<*) Ran < f ) |  < kr\S
(b) jRaiJ ( f t r
Proof:
[Proof o f  part  (a)]
[IJ
=  1
| By (be dcfinlikjn or a subiincar hypothe­
sis update mechanism. ]
12]
Ran + Ran IS)
By the {Jefmiiion of j  subiincar hypothesis update mechanism. |
13]
Vfi > 0 ) :
Ran (flwff,r1o)l"(5 ) | < kr\S \°
{ By [I] and [2| via induction. J
Q.L.D. | part (a) |
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[Proof of part
1 1 1
L «  h =  max |  |j?«i (F ife  T a ) p ( J ) | : S  e  A ''}
( Definition 1
12]
13]
E4!
[51
max |  R$ft ; 5 e A ' }  <
max { * r |5 r  : S  e  A '}
[ By llteorem 4A.l7.a.
mux { M ^ P  : 5  £ A '}  <  t r r  
h  <  k r t *
Ran ( f t r a r rt)* = 2*
Because V{S £ -V/ ) , |5 |  =  f  by defini­
tion. |
By [13 and [3|. I
I By ihe defuiiiiun o f h in []] and the dcfiniliuii of ||
16]
Ran
J By [4] and |5]. ]
Q.E.D. [ Part (b) ]
□
T h e o re m  4A,18: Let P3rtir ^ be t  uniform subiincar hypothesis update mechanism, and let J f
Ran (Par ?i(Vt) . Let X  be a sample space. Let i t  T4 and let < be a constant, (0 < t < 1]. Then
Proof:
t l]
V ( 5 e  A-') : £ S  : /  *" J| < 0
1 By theorem 4A.I6. ]
121
lei b =  Px t  ( s  e  A" i Px  t  > f )
| Definition, ]
1^ 1 I By III, lemma 4A.1I, and the definition
of H. |
14]
Ran i By theorem 4A.17,
I5] [ Substituting the right side of |4] into [3|.
* < (1  j
Q.E.D.
T h m rcm  4 A A 9 :  Let P H r ^ a be j  uniform subiincar hypothesis update mechanism, and let J f  -
Rati (ftsrf ,T11) . L et X  be a sample space. Then {be inequality
PX' ( s s  X* : Px  ‘ <  *
bolds whenever 
where
■ _  2r\n{2)
"  - l n ( l  -  0
209
Ptnaf:
i n
J / 2ln(«) {  1A /  A
~ mWt{ j n ( l - c ) ' U o ) ( 1 - ft) n U ( W l
[ Assumption. J
[21
3 toff)
-  in[i “ 0
[31
fin f l -  r) <  2 Inf/)
[41
15)
In ((1 -  f ) " J)  <  Inf/)
[fil
(1 _ , ) ' / »  < fi
17]
<1 -O 'jL ^ H frt+ lJ r l*  < (1
Proof of 7:
IT.il
  i n f  - _ '* ■■■ )  4  2 ^ TI=5T f B y | l M
|7-2|
' s ( i i f c t ( l 3 3 s h 3 ) +L*),dB -
Proof of 7.2:
= ) * “ ) * }
I By 11 J. )
[ Multiplying (2 | by ln( 1 — r) fnccail that 
this quantity is negative because o f  the 
definition of cpsiton). ]
[ Dividing [3| by 2, |
I Moving the t j 2 into the natural log in
H I- 1
I Raising f5J to the power of t. \
.4lJi I
> (  2 jL . I n f —  '1 +  2^ ')
-  l . l n ( i ? ) f l  - o )  V N f l J O - W  J
\ Raising [7.11 tp fi -  a). ]
21(1
17.2.2 J
> 2 In +  2ln(£)(1 -  a )
[ Multiplying 17.2.11 by ln{0)(1 -  o)/A .
(7.2 31
! Dividing [7.2.2] by 2. ]
P.2-4)
>  In
1 t a ln[/i)(l - o )
1 A ~ \  A
\ By lemma 4A. 14. }
17.2.51
> ' »(vdrzi) * w f lu  - ) + ■ . (
( Adding [7.2.3] *nd (7.2.4|. |
(7.2.61
(7.2.71
a  '  U w ( i - f l )  a  )  +
l Combining the first and last terms on ihe right side of 
[7,2.5], ]
<■—  ln (f f l l  - J p  >  u, +  ,n(|jil(, _  a)
[ Cancelling A /(ln  (*))(! -  o ] 's  on the right side of [7.2,6|.
17.2 H|
|7.2,9)
[7.2.10J
"  -  f t )  +
/ i—& s. A(l -  a)in(/J , ,
"  +j4
| Multiplying [7.2.7) by A /[ln (/J){ l-rt)). 
)
[ Extracting (I -  a ) from the natural log 
cm the right side of [7.2.8]. |
| Cancelling ( I -  o )'s  on the right side of 
17.2.9). ]
[ 7 . 3 |
Q.E.D. (7.2)
ln(^) ( B y  1 7 . 1 ]  a n d  [ 7 . 2 |
35
|7.4]
2 l n (2) r  I n f / )  Irlnjl)
~ -  Infl -  r)ln(^ -  In (7- f)
(7.5)
,  2 ln{2) r l n ( 07 °  2r l n ( 2) f *
-  -  l n (  1 -  r )  l n ( / 3) +  -  Inf  I -  r )
|7.6]
2 l n f2) r 7a  / l n ( Q  \
-  -  mo - o  U(J») )
|7.7]
( W l  + \ ) r r
2 l n ( 2) -  V W )  )
[7,9|
- j l n d  -  0 >  + I ) t (* ln(21
[7.101
I n ( f 1 - f j _ , / 1 )  >  ( t o i j , f f l 4  l ) r r i n ( 2)
[7111
l r t ( ( l  -  0 _ y / 1 )  >  In
|7.12|
{1 _  r) - ^ 3 >
|7.13|
(i -<)'** > - f y
[7.14]
f i  - t ) m  >  2 l > * t ' , + 1J |r' ‘ ( i  -  f)*
Q.E.D. (7)
(1 -  < fi
2 1 1
( Replacing A with 2(r Ln(2))/(-Inf 1 -  
0 )  in [7.3], according lo the definition 
o f  A. 1
( Multiplying [7,4] by 7". ]
| Combining lem u on the right side of 
|7 5|. J
[ Multiplying [7.fiJ by -  ln(l -  { ) / l n ( 2 ) .
I
I Replacing ln (/} /tn (# ) with logoff) in 
[7 7|. ]
| Multiplying (7.8] by In(2). !
[ Moving t f l  inside ihe natural log on the 
left jide of |7,9], |
| Moving the (logoff) +  I )  rta inside ihe  
natural log on the right side of [7.10]. |
| Raising |7.11] to the power of r. |
[ Multiplying |7,12] by (I 1
( By [7.13|, since logoff) + I > 1. ]
[ Replacing fl -  r w i t h  fi in [7|. as per 
(61. I
212
iyj
J>J, ( s  e X * : Px  1-1" J  > r j  <  (1 -
I By Uicoitm4A.1&. J
1101
Px , ( s  € X* : Px  ^ A r t e w + ,J( £ ) ( , ')  f  * - )  >  < h
( SubritulingS for fi in [9 | j j  |g] |
1 1 1 ]
t  > m u { ^ ■ ( i ? f c 1,(B®ST=g)+M) ,fc} -
Px , ( s  € X* : Px ^ t e (0+lJ (S)f J ■1) t  r " )  >  ^  < t
I By 111 and |10J. j
( J E D .
4 A . 4 .  P r o o f  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 .4
T heorem  4A.20: Let Para ta  be a sublitKir hypothesis update mechanism, and let J f  =  Ran (Part,.,.*)- Let 
X be a sample space. Let 5  g X*, t  e N> and lei k be such that, foe some constant 0 <  p  <  1,
\ { t e S :  > ^ + 1 -
Itien
k <
11(4 + 1 /0  
ln{] -1 /( r )
213
Prrxif
HI
12]
[3J
W
[5]
(6|
17]
181
191
[SOJ
f r e 5 :  <
K ' - a ' J
o - y j
H ) ‘
In
In (l -  l/(r)
k <
In ( ? +  1 //)
In (1 -  1 ftr)
t Ajsurnption, |
[ by theorem 4A. 15. J
! By HI and [2]. ]
1 By [3 | and the definition of the new 
fu n d ™ . I
[ Dividing (4) by J
{ By [5] and the morotoraeiiy of the log 
function. |
| Extracting i  from the logarithm on the 
IcB side or [6|. |
I By [71. since Inf I -  ] /er) ii negative, |
I Dividing IS] by ln fl -  ]/cr) (recall that 
ln (l -  l / t f )  is negative), [
I By |9|. )
Q.E.D. □
TfimrvMii 4A.21: Let Parr r^ a be a sub!ine*r hypothesis update mechanism, and Set J f  ^  Ran f/la/Vr,,,). Let
214
X  be a sample space. L c t S £ X i , t £ j :i 1 Jet# b c i  constant. 0  < # < L Let
k =
Then
I" (^ +  1 / 0
ln ( l  -  1/tr)
t x e S :  / * r '  fSK*1) * * " ' } !  <  t f + 1 .
ritw f:
[ 1]
V(i > 0) ;
{ * € $ :  * * " } ! > * ' + ' )  -  (J < )
[ By ihcorcm 4A.20. |
m
—■ f  t  < T - 7 r ~ T 7 ^ ^  I ^  defmilion of k. ]^ ln(l — l/o-] j
II]
- ( H i e s ;  I) t By [1} am) [2], |
HI
j { x e S :  t  r " } |  < 4 t  + 1 [ B y  [33. 1
( J e d  n
T J im m a  4A .22: LcS P!ar„.t^ be a conservative hypothesis update mechanism, and fct-X' =  Ran {Par 
Let X  be a sample space, L e t t , i , $  be constants, 0 < ( ,  6, $  <  I, and J c t t e l L  Define
k = mas (nrni { t : j(a  e  5  : „ (£ )(* ')  £  >j < pt 4  1} : S  e  A"}
Then the inequality
/ v  {S e X* : PX (* : Paryf  /  i w) > *  +  f f)  <  fi
bolds whenever
/ l  Inftf) -  ln[2) L ( - I b i  K J(I -  r>>ln[ I -  l /<r) /Hn(2))  V h  \
~ * | f '  - e  l ) ' V - ^ ( 1  - a ] l n ( ] - l / r ) / r ] n ( 2 ]  j  j
215
rroaf;
111
, ^  /  I ] / - 2 1 0 g ; ( - ^ ( l  - g ) l r ( |  -  l / g ) / r  tn(2)} \  |
\ t '  I II ’^ ( 2 ) - !  - i ) ' {  -{*(1 - r t j l d f l j  j
( Assumption. ]
[2 ]
h > I t ' ? *
r ro o fo f  2:
[2 . 1)
^  In(^) -  ln(2)
-  = F ~
|2 2 |
- t ?  < ln(tf) — ln(2)
[23J
-«■< h (} )
|2.4|
|2 j5|
< t
Q.E.D. (2)
! By |l] 1
f Midlip]ytn.g |2 .! | by - £ l . \
| Combining the w o  [firms on the right 
side or |2  2|. j
f Raising bodi sides of 12.3] to the power 
of e ]
f Multiplying f2_4| by 2. 1
131
| N i + W ) |  
-  [tr( I — 1/ff) J
216
hoof of 3:
[3.1]
13.21
k =  m i» {m in { i: | { j - e S : f  i “ }| < <V +  I )  : S  e A ')
( Ely definition, ]
V (5  e :
j i e S :  < d / 4  1
[ By theorem 4A.21. )
(33]
V (S e  A") :
m in{m : | | r e 5 :  ^ ™ , i,( S ] ( t i ) £ j |' ' ) |  < * i / + l ) <
I By |3.2]. )
[3.4]
1351
i  < m u
* < ln (^+  1 /0  
-  jto fl -  1 M
m fc  +  i/Q
ln/1 -  1 ftr)
{ l S r ^ J :SSA'} (By 13 31a™.!!.]
By 13.4].
[4|
15]
Q  E D.  ( J )
|* “  I*'*'' | By theorem 4A.17. ] 
[ By [3] and f4| 1
[fil
J V  (5 e .Y ' : Px [r : F a r * . , , ^ ) ^ )  t  *u) > # +  « )  < i r * ' *  |tf*}
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Proof of 6:
(&.l|
V (S e .V ')  :
| | ^ 5 :  < * / + l
| By ihe definition of t .  ii must satisfy this inequality.
|6.2]
V fS e .V " ) :
f l(A r;iTi0(S ] ,S) =  1 |{ r  e S : A r * r a(S)(*‘] *  * * } |
t By Hie definition of rj (empirical error).
16-3]
V (S C V') :
[ By (6.1| and I ft 2 |
(M l
/ v  (5 <= X*: Px (z; f *") > *l±i + (J
| By lemma 4A.13, ]
(651
Pm ofof 6.5:
(6J.2]
[6-5.31
16-5.41
/ > I
>t > j  K
I By [1| ]
( By (6J.1 | and algebra. |
( By [6.5.2] and algebra J
By (6.5.3] and algebra.
[6.55|
(6.3.6]
| By |6-5.4] and algebra !
[ By (6.5 J  | and algebra J
16.61
Q.E.D. (65)
Pxl (5 e  A' ' : Px ( i : A ^ l0(5)(r‘) ±  x-)  > * + (f) < \ttsn
( By [6.4] and [65] (since, by [6.5], (ewer S  e X* satisfy the 
left side of [6.61 tfian satisfy ihc lefl side of [fi.4|). ]
17]
[ * ]
Q E D (6)
Px , (5  e  -V' : Px  ( r  : ?  xw) > * +  0  < 2 f - * lf2 l = ®  K
I By [5) and [6| 1
ln(tf — 1 //) = r ln ( < * /0 -  I) - ln ( J )
Proof of 8:
IK.1|
Inf* -  1 /0
[ 8 .2 )
18-31
(84]
185)
I n f * -  L /0  =  ln(tf/ + I) +  In (5)
l n ( * -  1/ / ) -  lrt(*/ +  l)  +  l n ( r l)
En(* -  1 /0  =  ln (* f + 1 ) -  In f/)
| By algebra. ]
( By 18.11 and algebra. I
[ By [B.J]. ]
] Rewriting [S.3J. ]
| Eilracting -1  from lhc rightmost toga 
lithiii in [8.4]. ]
Q.E,.1>. {&)
2 1 y
1*1
I mi
p x t  { S e x 1 : P x  ( j  : ^  >  *  +  <) <  f ' n
[ By | 7 | w d  [8] I
i ^ ^ i l ^ g r C T ^ - < !-«■ /
Proof o f  10:
E10.11
b ( 2 )  "  I"  4
Proof of 10.1:
[ 10 . 1 .1 ]
110,1.21
110.1_3|
[10.1.4]
|10.1.5|
t 2 ( e ^ i  "  <)
C is k  -  0 a
t e
ln(2)
f ._L  > 1  +  / L - V  
Inf2) -  /°  c
I By m .
Multiplying 110.1.1] by f : ((l/ln (2 )) -
')- 1
f Distributing die f£2 on the left iidc of 
110.1.2). |
I Adding t (2 to [10.131 |
Multiplying [10.1.4] by t '
Q.E.D. (10.1)
110.2]
f V - *  ^  ! n (4 /  +  I ) -  Inf/) 
Inf 2) -  ln(l -  l/<r) r
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Proof of 3 0.2:
[ 10,2 . 1]
/  - 2 1 n ( - t : n  -  o)ln{l -  i / f ) / r h H 2 ) ) y  
- f ]( l  - q)lf i ( l  -  l/<7)/rtn(2] )
110,2.2]
[10.2.5]
J 10.2.4]
I By [I] }
{ - 2 l f t ( - ^ ( l ^ a ] L n ( ] - l / ff) / f ln(2))\
—<a [ 1 -  n)ln(] -  lf<r)fr ln(2) j
I By [10.2.1]. I
2 r  ]n(2) -  V r]n<2) j
t Multiplying {10.2.2] by
- a ) l n { L -  1 / j ]  
2r]n(2)
> ln  ^
rln{2) "  V rln(2)
| By k m n u  4A, 14, ]
{10.2.5]
rln(2)
V r  1.1(2) }  V rln(2) )
J Adding [10.2.3] and [10.2.4], ]
110.2 . 6]
rln(2)
110.2.7]
r  ln(2) ^ rln(2]
[ Combining the logarithms on the right side of | i 0,2.5]. 
1
! Cancelling factors on the right side of
. w - w  'v sn
rln[2)
221
[ io 2  aj
^  r ! n { / w ) | Multiplying [10.2.71 by ( - r  ln (2 ])/(f I ■
tn(2> ~ " ( 1  -  f t)In fl -  1 / j )  r t) ln [l -  I
[10.2.9]
w > ,bw(i-.) i Ss-BKMiSaTitof!‘nlta
ln(2) -  (I - o ) l n ( l -  I(<r) 1 J
un
[ 10 .2 . 10 ]
110.2.111
J 10.2.12]
^ r ln ( f )
In[2) -  Infl — \f<r)
| Cancelling (1 — n )  factors on the right 
side of [10.2.9], ]
{ ' - « ?  r lo fO  rIn fd^ +  1) [ By [10.2.!0], since ( r l l V { ] n f  I -  
W  4  ~  ln~ l - ~T]e) 4  E J T T i T ^  '/ » ) )  »  « « * « -  I
W 2 K ( T ^ ) < ^ ' +1> -In|'’)
I Combining r / l n ( l  -  l/ff] terms i n (10.2.11]. ]
Q E.D. (10.2)
110.31
2 w  *  p + <¥ ' “ 4  ln(t V - li w W r 1 Addi"8 II0"  mi1 ,IC!1 1
[ 1 0 .4 ]
2t § j  - 1 + <2*+ 1 Mu,liP|3'“*[ 1031 ,a '
110-51
1 + 1^  r r  [ flO-4] by In(e) =  I. I
[ 10.6 ]
21ot W e t  > I + { By [10.5], ]
1107]
110. 8 )
- f t  > 1 “  2 k )g i( f )^ / +  r t* 1 Subtracting 2 l(ig j(f]{3/  from 7I I
iiO.9] [ Musing - 2 f V  into the Logarithm in
' > f + l ) - i n ■■
Infl -  1/ff)
- e V > , + ,oe* - « ' - H M 5 l ± 2 i ^ r r
[10,10]
[ Raising [10.9] 10 the power of 2 .  |
Q.E.D, {10]
[ By (2J and |10j |
[ 12]
PXi { S € X *  . Px {t  : ) * ) * ) >  4 + 0  <&
I B y M a n d r i l ] ,  ]
Q.R.D. | By [1| and [12], ]
□
4 A . 5 j P r o o f  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 . 5
T floo rem  4A.23: Let Pare f A be * conservative hypothesis update mechanism, and let J f 1 -  Ran ( Par^ T il). 
Let X  be a sample space. Let {, i, $ be constants, 0  < (,& ,$ <  1. And t c t t e  H, Define
L c t f z  ff, Then
whenever
where
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(2|
Assumption. ]
Proof of 2:
( 2 . 1)
ln(tf) -  ln(2)
I By IU-
| 2 . 2 |
(2.3)
-{ * / +  ln{2) < ln(J)
( Multiplying [2.1] by |
Adding In (2 ) to 11,21,
[2,4]
2 t - &  < & Exponentiating both sides of [2.3).
Q.B.P. (2)
[31
Proof of 3:
13-U
/I mo , .
'  5 W  + /1
Proof of 3.1:
(3.1.1)
( in p J (Tl K l - o ) m ( l n ^ K l - o ) ) + L 4 )
ris
( By m .
224
IH .2]
■1-* * W
l - a ) , n ( l n ( ^ ( l  - * > ) )  + 2 4  
I Raising f3.].l | to the power of I -  o  ]
[ Multiplying [3.1.2] by |n (jJ)[l -  a ) / A .  |
I Dividing [3,].3] by 2. |
[1.1.5]
f By IcmJiii 4A.14. ]
111 rt]
s  ( M - > ) + h  ( _ £ _ )  + ^
[ Adding [3.1,4] and [3.1,5]. ]
[31.71
[3,1,81
[ Combining the first two m tunl logarithms on the right side 
of [3 I d .  ]
| Cancelling factors inside die Gist natural logarithm on the 
Tighl side of [3.1.7|. ]
111.9]
j jln l] ! - - ! )  I Multiplying [3 I S] hy A /ln (;3 )(l -  rt).
 L  +  t \ \
[3-l-l0| [ extracting [1 -  n ) from the logarithm in
1 A ln ( f } ( l - o )  , the numerator of the first term in the right
' '  *  i ,W ( i - n )^  i ia e o ru .t .9 1 . 1
13.1.11]
f ~ a > 4^73^ +  ^  f Cancelling (l -  n) s in [3 i . l 0 |  ]
ln(p]
Q-E.D- (3.1)
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112)
13 1]
13.4]
1151
1363
[17)
11N|
r 1 - "  >
r tn  (t)
~ ?  Iag2(e)ln({3) +  £1)og1(e)
/* r ln  (/) r  r
^ M l o g ^  + l)
f 1 logjM
^ r t lo e ^ Q  +  l)
* c >
H i U )
[3.9]
1310]
m i l
- t l 1 > In ^ lfl,V 0+ lW" J _  2 / i 1
I By 13.J ) and the definition of A .
[ Multiplying [3.2] by t*. ]
I Replacing ln(/)/ln(tf) with lo g ^ /)  in
f!3 ) . I
I Combining terms on the right side of 
13.4]. J
f Multiplying 13J| by f l  }
[ Subtracting 2 from [3.6], ]
I Exponents ting r f A(]og3( 0 + 1] by 2, and 
then taking the base 2 logarithm of this 
quantity, in (3,7]. ]
[ Changing the base of the logarithm to ? 
in | l a i .  ]
{ Exponentiating |3.9J by c. )
I The inequality in {3.10] remains valid 
when the left side is multiplied by 2. ]
M)
Q.E.D. (3)
By [2] and |3]. )
e,r,o
J By lemma 4A.I3 I
t By theorem 4A.17. ]
I By J4] mA [5]. ]
Q E.D. | By |1 | and |7 |. |
□
4A*G* P r o o f  o f  proposi t ion 4*7
TJiporruii 4A.24: Lei A d d ar be an additive tiypoih&is update mechanism, and kX S
L e tk  be g positive integer. That
|Adn (A M jir) | < kr.
Proof.
\Rm  [Add% r ) |  = 0
f By Die definition of an additive hypoth­
esis update mechanism. J
Vfi >  0)1;
flffd l ( * < , ) [  =  n) -  (jfiJrt (iW tfj+'H = "  + '■)
I By the definition of an additive hypothesis update mechanism. I
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Q.E D. f The claim follow} from |1] and [2| by induction. |
n
r h c o m m  4 A  .25; l e i  AddaT be in  additive hypothesis update mechanism. A' ftt? j  sm pic space, t  E l l ,  Let ( 
and t constants, 0 <  t , & <  I , and Jet 2 > 0  > I be a constant. Then
P x* (■?: Px  ( j  r A * /* '/1' 1*3 (£)(**) t  *“ ) > ' )  <  t
bolds whenever
 ( -  ln(r) 2 (ln[r) -  In (^/2) -  In (Infr^j)) 2 In
l f . ( l - 0  ’ - l n ( l - 0  ' " ~ l n ( 1 - 0  J
Proof;
HI
/ .  - l n ( r )  2 ( l n ( r ) - h ( r f / 2 ) - b ( l n ( ^ ) ) )  2 1 n (] /2 ln ( /J ) ) ) 
- " ’" p  I n f l - ” ' - l n ( I ^ )    *■ H i f l - O - / '
| Assumption. ]
!□]
Ran \ < r +  1)
t By theorem 4A .24. )
[3|
Px* { S :  Px  (* : Ad/l“V'0+,^Hri) t  > <) < (I -  ( ) ‘ |tan ( A d d ) ' ? ' 1*1* 1
[ By lemma 4A.11. )
[4]
Px* (-S : Px (* : Add!?V(^ +1(.?H^) t  > f) < (1 -  +  0
| By 12] and |3], ]
[5]
(t -  f )V  (to^ff) ] ) < t
22K
Proof of 5:
[5.1J
r l n [ A ) ( I  - f / <  i  I n t f )
Proof of 5.1:
|5.1.1J
PTOof of 5.1.1:
[5.1.1.11
2 In (1 /2  Inf/?))
-
[51.1.2]
t In (l/21n[j?))
2 ~  Inf] — f)
f5.1.1.3|
[5.1.1.4]
(1
[51.1.5]
S(i  -  f } " 1 < \  I n tf )
Q .E .D .  (5.1 I)
I5.1.2J
p ln (0 (l -  ()* <U(1 -  0 f 
PTOof of 5.1.2:
[5.1.2.1]
ln(l - 0  -  2
[ By [I]. ]
[ Dividing 15.1,1.1 J by 2, 1
I Multiplying |5 .l .1.2] by Infl  -  rj. ]
( Eaponenlialing |5 .1.1,3] by t . ]
| Multiplying [5.1,1_4| by fi. ]
22')
Proof of *.1.2.1:
|5.l2.1.1f
15.1.2.12|
15 1 2 I 3 |
|5 .1 11.4J
- - a s * i
I By arithmetic. ]
* _
d< y ln(l - 0  J
IMS?)
i ^ od t  2
*  > 01 - f  \ t f r  J
Pnocf of 5 1.2.1.4;
15.1.2.1.4.1]
t > t I By [I] I
15.1.2-1,4.21
{ Since 6 <  I and r  > ],
15.1.2,1.431
15.1.2.1.4.41
15.1,2.1.4,5J
15.1.2.1.4.6]
m
w - '
| Taking die logarithm or both sides of 
151.2.1.4.2J. ]
[ Dividing [5.1.2.1.4.3| by t f r  \
\  t 'Ikkirvg the logarithm of both sides of
^ (7 7 7 )-0 [5 12 14-4 ]■ J
o V ,Gj?)2#
I Multiplying J5.1.2.1.4.51 by 1/(1 -  0 -  ]
(j.E.D. (5.1,2.].4)
15,1.2.1.53
15J .2 .1.6]
(5 .1 ,2 ,1 .73
( 5 ,1 .2 .1 .8 |
I5 .1 2 .1 9 i
i  b (ffl)  ^ J *
dt ~ In0 -  0 "  
t By [5.1.2.1.21, [5 .1.2.1.3], and 15 1-2.1.43. ]
[ By (5,1.2.1.11, (5,1.2.1.53, and ifie properties of 
derivatives. I
j  In f  « '>
dt
1 7 A W )  _
Infl - < ) l n ( 0 < t f  *fr 
I 1 d  _
ln( l  -  dt  '  J “  
1 1 1
Infl - < ) l q { f j 7
d_l  _  1 
J / 2  ”  2
1 1 I < iln(l -  f ) h ( 0  t  ~ 2  
P roof of 5 .1 .2 1 - 9 :
|5 .1 .2 .1 ,9 .1J
2 l n ( l / 2 l « ( f l )
“ Infl — f)
( By [I]. ]
(5.1.2.1.9.21
$  <  2 ( B y  assumption. J
[3.1,2.1-9.31
In f^ J  <  I [ B y  [5 .1 .2 .1 .9 .2 J , s in c e  2 <  f .
15.1.2.1.9,41
In (1 /2 Inf,'5)) < 0 |  By |5 I 2,l.9.3|. ]
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[ 5 . 1 , 2 . 1 . 9 . 5 1
-  Infl -  f)
-2
* >  m  T t B? [5 1-2.1 9 1| a n j  15.1.2.1.9.41. |
[ 5 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 9 6 )
15 .1 .2 .1 .9 .71
[5,1.2.1.99)
[ 5 .1 .2 . 1.9.9J
= >  - — r \  [ Dividing [5.I.2.1.9.6J by t.  |2 -  Infl - e )  t
'  <  1 ( Since /  >  f  by [I |. |
in (0  -
1 >  ' I  ' I
2 “  Infl -  r) /  Inf/)
[ By [5.1.2.1.9.7] ami [5.1.2.1.9.8], )
Q.E.D. (5 ,1 .2 .1.9}
[5.1.2.1.101
±
d t  Infl - t )  -  d t 2
( By [5,1.2,1.71,15 12,1.8]. and [5,1.2.1.91 |
[5,1.2.1.11]
( c < l , / > e ) -
I n [ ^ i  t
l n f l - 0  “  2
( By [5.1.2,1.6], [5-1,2.1,101, and ihe properties of 
derivatives. |
Q E .D , (5,1.2,1) 
[5.1.2.2J
[5.1.2.31
15 .1 .2 ,4 ]
[5.1.2.51
115 ( t / tO  “  _  r) [ Multiplying 15.1.2.1] b y - I n f l  -  f). |
<  (!■ -  1/1 1 Exponentiating [5.1 .2.2] by r. |
c / r
ln (f) <  ~  1/2 [ Multiplying [5.1.2.3] by t f r .  \
r lit( f )  <  6(1 -  t y * * 2 [ Multiplying |5 .1 .2 .4 | by r. 1
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Q.E-.D. (5.1.2)
[5.1.31
r  ln (/)(l -  r ) ' <  | By |5 .l I | and |5.1.2 |, by transitivity. |
Q-E.D. (5.1)
15.2]
________
In fl -  0
15.31
/  Infl -  i ) <  In -  ln.fr) I Multiplying [5.2] by In [ 1 -  <)■ 1
15.4]
/ln (  I -  t ) +  (n(r) <: In f Adding ln (r) in both sides □( [5.3]. ]
|5 .5 | | Moving the /  inside the lugarilbm on Lhc
1n([l -  O ')  + ln (p )  <  In ^  left Side Of [5 .4], ]
15.6]
r ( l  _ f )< <  t  [ ejpnnenliflling [5.3}. ]
15.7]
rlflfdW l _  A 1 <
[5,83
r l n f f l f l  -  ( Y  <  ^ ln (jJ )  I Multiplying [5 ft] by Inf/?). J
r t a ( f l f  1 -  f )* +  r  ^  lnfU) +  ^  to W)
| Adding [5.7] and |5 . l f ,  ]
15-9]
r -  O ' +  r I -  O ' <  ^ M tf} ( By [5-ft) and algebra. ]
[5-10] | Combining r(1 — O ' icnns on die left
r ( 1 - O '( t f l [ / J ) +  ln (fl)  <  *to{*3) jL deo f!5 .9 ]. |
15.11]
r(1 -  O '  ( l n ( f l + l n ( 0 )  
ln«J)
[5-12]
[ Dividing 15.10] by ln (jj). |
' “ ■ ' ’' ( S j  +  R i l ) 2 4  I By |5.11| and algebra.
2 ^
[513]
[S H J
r f l - O '  ( !< * ,{ ')+  0 *
Q  E D .  (5 )
[6 ]
Px* {$ -Px (* : * r") > t) < f,
I B y  H }  and [J], ]
Q  E .D  { B y  | 1 |  and | 6 | .  J
□
4A,7 .  P r o o f  o f  propos i t ion  4,9
T l iw r e m  4 A .26: Let C o h jp a be a conjeebve uniform hypothesis update mechanism. For ali k >  0, /  >  0h
“ - < » * . ) « *  ( t ) “
uAere d  =
Proof:
m
Ran ( O m J ^ )  =  J T
[2 ]
[31
V ( | >  ]} :
Ran ( C o n ^ ^ )  =  ^ [ j f ^ R a n  
(■:?» ricotic)
[ By the definition o f  a ™njeclivc hypoth­
esis update mechanism, |
I By HI ]
[ By Lhe definition of a conjcclivc hypoth­
esis update mechanism. ]
f Cancelling ln(;fj on the left side of
15 I2 | ]
I By |5.13]. ]
M l
>  i )  ■ I ^  ^  *1,e defin ition  o f  a r itccif op*
erainr. ]
n * . ( Q . v j i O < n Jr ( f l n
[51
V fi >  ] ) :
n * - f e w  ^ ] < n j r ( / ) H j r ( 0 - - T l j r ( ' )  [ By |2], |4J, «nd induction. ]
i time*
[6 |
[ Dy lemma 2A.15, J
P I
V ( i >  1 ):
s (7)"
I Dy [ f tj in d  [5|, |
Q .E.D. □
T J jfm n o ijJ  4 A > 2 7 :  L e t  t  b e  a fw s iU v c  in teg er , h b e  1 p o f iU v C  in te g e r  ( h  < f ) ,  a n d  $  b e  a  c e m t i n i  ( ^  >  ] ) .  / /
/  > mju f :
then
i ' , . \  
2 f " " n
P ro o f:
II]
/  >  HIM i - 2h - l o g j f  f \  s i h  ( 5 )  ( = 8 * ^ 0  1
| Assumption |
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P t m u f  o f  2:
rz.ii
12-21
113]
[2.4]
I2.JJ
d  * - 1
w m i "
w S ] lot’ ( i ) = 2l0|i! ( x )  7^m  
( i = ,-4) - ( s ^ b ^ b|h( x ) )
P m ofof 2.5:
[2.5.1)
12-5.21
[2.5.3)
12.5.41
J  l - i
I By uilhnielic. |
[ By calculus. J
By (2.1] and algebra. 1
By calculus,
^ l f r )  =  i l A p  ( ^ ) *  I By calculus, 11n(2) \  it /  lu(2)
d 2 
m m )
lOgi
(? )■
2 li 
i n f ^ 1 1
By (2-5.3) and algebra.
[25.51
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Proof of 2.5*5:
(2 .55 .1)
t  >  9,4 n
( AJltirnplion, |
125.5.21
t > 9 A h Dividing (2.5.5.1) by f / h .  |
12 .5.5 J]
_L>'
9.4 -  h
( Dividing [2.5.5.2I by 9.4,
[25.5.4]
* ^  * i
9 .4 ln (2 )J -  in{2p h M ultiplying (2.5.5.3) by 2 / ln (2 )3. |
)2.5.5.5)
2 ( 
' "  ln (2 )H [ By (2.5.5.41 And arithmetic.
Q .E.D. (2,5.5)
(2.561
I By [2.5 4] and (2,5,5]. J
12.5.7]
( M (rf(V A ) S “  d t ! /h )  ln ( 3 |lt,ei (  I,
f By (2.5.2], [2.5.3], and (2.5 6]. |
12.5.S]
(s  ^9 4)  ^(s 2 1H3),0fc (x))
t  2  ^ By |2 .5 ,l | ,  (2 ,5 .7 |, and the p n ip m ies of
4criv“ i,“
<J-E.D. (2,5)
[2 .6 ]
r > 9.4fi I Because /  >  51 h  b y  [ 1}. |
12.71
' : > _ L
h ~  ln(2)
( By [ 2 J |  and (2-6]-
f2,K]
1 >
W )
logj
G O  5
[ Dividing (2.7] by tjh-
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[2-91
12 101
f 2,12]
d f d
i ^ 51
Q E D m
131
kia ( s i ]  > ^ a r 1^ )  tofa(Q 
1 \ h  j  -  logj V )  -  I togj(0)
Proof of 3:
[3-1]
n a f * h
[3.2|
13.3]
13-41
[3.5]
[3.6]
- t
> 0ga(/) >  lo g ,  [  ( £ )
wq&w  )
“ iogfo?) h / t f t i f c t f )  -  D )
I O f o ( f ) {  ■■| / M m i  l U i o b f i ' i
\  1/IK’S, W)-l)
| By [U] ,  |2 .2 j, and (24] J
[ By |2 . t | ,  [2.9j, and the properties Of 
derivatives. ]
[ By [I]. 1
( By |2.10| and |2 .U |.  ]
[ By 111- I
| Tailing the logarithm of both sides nf 
13.11. 1
[ Extracting the exponent from the Inga- 
rothm on the right side of 13.2], ]
[ The left and right sides o f the equation 
r e  equivalent by algebra. ]
| By [3 3], [3.4], and substitution, |
23K
Proof Of 3.6:
{3.6.11
(jj > i )  _  — 1 <  i
'  n ^ r -
Proof of 3-6.1: 
[3-6-1-11
13.6.1.2]
[36.1.31
[3-6 1-4]
[3.6.1.5]
[3.6.1.71 
13.6- J. 8J
[3.6. J.91
^  ' o s i ( y J )  -  ( |  t o f c f i S )  -  t )  =  ^  j
[ By [3.6.1.1] and [3.6,1.2J. |
%  -  ( i  - ’) = p ^  - ')
[ By [3 .6 ,1,3], collecting l/ j? ln (2 )  terms. ]
>) > 2  [ Assumption, )
f3 .6 1(ij [ By 13,6,1-3) and the properties o f loga-
2 k > g j( /9 )> l  rithm s, 1
2 lng j(/? ) -  I > 0 [ Subtracting 1 horn 13 6.1.61. |
d ,  / rf \  [ By [3.6.1.4] and (3.6.1.7f,
—  lo g j(^ )  >  ^  -  1J  since /3(ln(2)) > 0. ]
09 =  2) — >  logj(/J) | By arithmetic.
[3.6.1.10] ( By 13-6.1.81.13.6.1.91, and the properties
o ?  >  2) -*  logJ(/9) >  log3(tf) of derivatives. J
l | D ividing the right side or I3.6.1.IO] by
w i , w > 5 s s  lo* ' , ) !
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[ 3 . 6 . 1 . 1 2 }
[ By 13.6.1-11J 1
Q.E.D. (3.6.1)
(3.6.2)
(1 <  /? < 2) lo fe t J )  ~  1
(0)
< 0
Proof Of 3.6.2:
[3.6.2.11
13-6.2.2)
13.6.2,3]
[36.2.41
I3.6.2.5J
l o g ^ )  >  0
I Assumption. |
[ By 13-6.2.1 J. I 
| Subtracts I from [3.6.2.2f.
[ Since (he square of any number is posi­
tive. ]
By [3.6.2-J] and [3 6 24J.
Q.E.D. (3.6.2)
13.6.3]
[3 -6 4 |
[3.6.51
f l >  1
'Pfafg) -  1 < x
lo sic^ ) "
1 -J  - 1 < 0
[ By the definition of $  in die statement of 
the theorem. ]
[ By |3 6.11.13.6.21, uid [3.6.3].
( Subtracting 1 from [3.6.4).
Q,E,D. (3.6) [ The claim  follows from [3.6,4], because [3-6,5] shows that we have multiplied. [3 5]
by a negative quantity to obtain [3.6). ]
[3.7] f Distributing lo g j(f)  on the left side of
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[ 3 8 1
[J 9 |
13.101
l o B j ( O l 0 ^ i ^ - -  -  < !«& ! I B y  1 3 .7 ]  a n d  a l g e b r a .  1
l o f c t o j a w - ;  < | t » \  , , , ,
I By 13.9], since k>g: (/] is posilivc- I
[3.111
[3.121
log: (/3) <  log: GO
to feff) l /to fo f if )
i / t o & M - l  "  11 [ h j
14]
!5|
1*1
Q li.D . (3)
l°si (j) > 0
|7 |
[8]
iDBj" f/J) -  1 
- 1/ ^  , ( l )
G)
/ > w r y )  W )  joei
h \0& 'U 3)  -  1
| Combining the logarithms on the right 
side of [3 ,t0 |. |
[ By [3.11J and algebra. |
[ Since (  and h are both positive, by as­
sumption. ]
| Since /  >  0 by assumption. |
i Multiplying [2] and |3]; [4] and [5] en ­
sure that the sense of the inequality is 
preserved. J
I Dividing [6] by l o g ]
2 4 1
Proof of 8:
ts . i )
18-2]
18-31
18.4]
[3.5 J
18-61
{H7J
t  >  h  >  0
& >  J
This is an assumption of the present the­
orem. J
This is an assumption of the present the­
orem. ]
By (B_2| i n i  the properties of logarithms.
I fg iM  >  0
h -  to ®  lDSl ( w i )  
5 ( v t o p j ) ’ ]°S! ( t o ® )
| By lemma 4A.I I, )
Dividing [B,5| by 2 h /lo g 3(f5).
[8 .8 ]
3 +  1 { h j t o ® ) )  -  l0Sl ( h / l o g j ^ ) )  +  bS! ( lo g : ( t f ) )
| Adding [B.4] and [8.6], \
I Combining the terms on the left side of
A/lo&t/J) “  '0gl (* 7 t o ® )  + ^  ( t o ® )  l87)’ J
Q.E.D. (8)
m
[ 1 0 ]
I I I )
[ 1 2 |
V to 6 i( /J )  “  >0*J ( h / l o g j f ^ )  k jg j f f l )
> togj (?)
A ( T O ® )  " 10£j ( a )
/  / l / l o g j ( f l - l \  logatQ  . f t t \
h \  i / i o (1(jjj j  -  m m  w
( Combining logarithms o r  the right side 
of |8] |
| Cancelling Die tog3(/J) factors on the left 
side of |9], J
[ Rewriting the leftside of 110] ]
| Dividing [7] by 
{ 1 / to g ,( t f ) ) / ( l / ]o g 3( / j ) - 1 ) .  |
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1131
h
* f  1 , ' / l o g i t s - l ’\  ^
[ Adding 111J and |I2 J. |
[U J
/  p  +  i / i o g 2^ ) ^ i V  f t t \  t o t e t )  f * t \
h {  I T i S r a  J "  M W  1 ° * ^ )
[ Combining term s on Hue left side of [ 14J. J
[151
5 ( l 7 ^ s )  S '°8i ( t )  + £H ffi,og’ ( t ) 1 *  1141 *n4 1
H6] [ Cancelling l / l o g : (tf) factors on Ihe left
5 - 1081 GO + ^ 1081 (t ) .M e o f  [ I S ] . )
[17] [ Combining terms on the leftside of [16],
^ - ( 2 ) ('♦£&)
[ig]
[ i l l
1
1181 1 Changing the base o f  the logarithm in
J > lofo ( y )  0 + [I7|. I
t  > ■(‘g i  M 1 +  lDg ^ ) )  f M ult ip ly ing  [ I g ]  b y  h.
[ Moving ii(togn(/') + 1) into the logarithm
/ / - j v H i + f c i . i m
J  in [ID]. 1
f e t \
2 1 >  f — J [ Etpotienjialing |20],
Q.E.D. [ By [ t |  and [21], |
□
T iio o r e u i 4 A .2 8 :  L e t t  adnh be tw o positive integers. 1 <  A <  / .  Let 1 be a constant, lei
/Q =  m «  { b-O, J-11 ,
2J3
a n d  l e t
i o g ^  +  l o g ^ )
I f
t > m u — 2/1 *°aj
then
2‘ S U )
Proof:
[ I ]
/  > max |A f  ^  Ah 2 ft b gj (ft/v )  ^ [ V A - i r ' j
[ M sum plbri, J
|2 |
fYoof of 2: 
[2.1J
*>t *  (By 11 ]. |
[2.21
lu g ^o Jlo S jO ?) , „
y = 'i----- , n  , . , J .  By dcfiniuon.IOg l (/o) + lOgjfrJ)
\2M
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Proof of 2.3:
12,311
toga(frltogi<fl _  lo g j tO ^ lt iW  1 B* 1
[2.3.21
d loBi(Qlogif^) _  
j n o g j ( / }  +
i ° . , « )  +  W ^ ' 0 8 lW '° f c ( a  +  l0 8 lW to i l ( 8 l r , t o E i 7 T T w S  =
l°1hUl)f (t ln(2)) | togjf^) ( ________  1  !_
loga( 0  4 l o gl(tf) + 8 l ( J  gjt^ ^ l o g l ( 0 + iOB2( ^ ) J /  H 2 ) t
I23.3J
d  lo g ;< /)m Bi( ^  _  
dt  lo g a( f )  +  logt (/J]
_______ lo g jM  ( .  _  togifQ \
W ) t  (log jfO  +  log l f^ ))  V lOfctO +  t o l t m )
I Collecting
lo g iM _______
l n ( 2 ) ^ l o g j ( / i  +  l o f e f f l )
terms in (3,3.2], ]
[2.3,4]
to f c ( 0  <  t
tog2( 0  +  logj(/?) “
P roof o f  3,3.4;
(2.3 4.1I
f } >  1
[2.3.4.2 J
log2(/?) >  I)
1234.31
log ifO  + logi(l3) >  1og j(0
12-3-4.4]
1 >  to8r<0  
-  to g ifO + to S i tf f l
O-E.D, (3.3.4)
T By the assumptions o f  the theorem. ]
| By 12,3.4.1] and the properties of lo g a­
rithms. |
( Adding lo g ,[f)  to  both sides of [2.3.4.2|. 
1
I Dividing 12.3.4,3] hy log l (/)  + l(jga( ;?). 
]
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[2.4]
\2 3 \
[2.61
[2.7]
12.81
|2 .9]
1 2 J0 |
[2.3-5]
[2.3.61
[2.3.7]
[2.3.8]
[2.3.9]
lo£ ,|7 l I S u b t r a c t  l o ^  fJ/riogW f +  M j Ij* )
1 -  r  >  0 from  both sides o f  2.3A\
H lO fa ffllO frM
[ By [2.3.5] and [2.3.31 (since ( lo g j f r j l / l n ^ M ta g j lO  + 
> 0). ]
(/ >  <o)— [ g y  |2.3.1], [2.3.6], and the properties of
>°B iW  logoff) <  lofa{f) lofa</?) derivatives. J
loa3(fo] +  logi(/Jj ~  log2( 0  +  lo g j^ J
t>*<2 I By H I |
logi(fo) .  lo g j( /) !o g : (;3)
l o f c W  +  toa3(^) “  
Q.E.D. [2.3)
By [2.3.7] and [2,3.8]. ]
I By J2.2J arid |2 ,3 |.
j <  lo a ^ Q ta E i t f l  i 
-  logoff) +  y
( Dividing \2A]  by -r. |
tog;(Q J I Dividing [2.6] by lo g ^ tf ) .  |
[ By |2.7] and algebra. ]
a O ° M 0  |
\ l 0 f e t f l  / “  T
A ( 1 o M O  +  1 ) < ^ ^
[ M ultiplying |2 .S] by h.  ]
[ Changing the ba.se o f ihc logarithm on 
[he lefl side o f  |2 .9], ]
2 4 f t
Q.E.IX (2)
13]
[4|
htali(0/'r f t f \
UJ - Uj
MofcfO^Tf
Eaponcntialjng |2].
Proof of 4:
|4.1]
j  >  ]O 8i(0
Proof o f 4.1:
t  >
2 k i a g j { h / y )
I By [1].
[4.1.2)
14.1.31
Dividing (4.1.11 by 2A/*r- |
Proof o f 4.1.3;
14.1.3.1]
[4.1.321
/ > S
"  T
T > ~ *
I By (! |. |
[ By [4.1,3.1] and algebra
Q.E.D. (4,1,3) I The claim follows from (4.1,3.2]. |
(4,1,41
(4.1.5]
(*) [ By [4.1,3] and lemma 4A .I2 . |
2 h + ^  > Io£ i +  | Adding [4.1.3] and (4.1.4]
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14.1,61
h
h
1 Adding the two lam s on the left side of
14.1.5], ]
[4 1,71
| Combining the logarithms on the right 
side of [4.1.6], ]
! Cancelling the <f/> factors on the right 
side of [4 .L7 |. ]
M.2|
Q.E.D. (4.1)
£  > 2 lo s2f /J  ^ (*)
JY oofof 4.2;
[4.2,11
'*ar"r ( By |1 |,
14.2.2J
> logi [ Talcing the log base 2 of [4.2.1J.
(4.2.31
[42.4]
[4.2.51
[4.2.6]
[4.2.7|
14.2.81
. >o& i(> /* )
{ ; - l )  1 - 6 ( 0  >  tog , ( J )  
^ S i ( 0 J  > log! ( J )
lo * i(0 1 2  , o s !  ( £ )
[ Extracting the exponent from the loga­
rithm in [4.2,2], ]
Dividing |4.2.3] by log2(f). |
Multiplying [4.2,4| by ( i /h  - 1 )  log s( / ) .
Distributing the lo g t(0  on the left side 
Of [4.2.51. 1
lo g it0  J  >  lo« i ( J )  +  Jo g i( 0  I Adding k jg jf/)  to [4.2.fi| |
f Combining the logarithms on the lefl side 
of [4.2.71, ]
2 4 8
[4.2.9J
Pnoofof 4.2.9: 
[4 .2.9 IJ
(4 .29 .2)
(4  2 .9 .3 1
14.2.9.4]
(4 2 .9 6 )
14.2.9.7)
(4,2,9,8]
|4 .2 .9r9 |
( /  = 80) —* >  2loj)j{f)) | By arithmetic, 1
{{  =  80)
[4.2.9.51
1 1 ( B y  arithmetic. |
4 I‘* ('>H<257 <1
4 /  1 to fe fQ \  
In(2) \ l n ( 2 ) ^  P  J
4  I I _
d t   ^!n(2) /  “  1 Collecting term s in the logarithm on the
4 / w w i - w r t  n « . « 1 . 1
te(2) t  7  j
/  i t  ( B y  arithmetic and the properties of log-
{/ > 80) -■ ^ lo g ^ f)  >  ^ y j  arithms. )
/ i  \  | Adding - l o g 3{/) id the right side of
{t  > 80) -  [ 0  >  —  -  (4.2.9.7J. ]
( t  > 80) -
U > ln(2) V. r r  j
( Multiplying the right side of (4.2.9.01 by 4 /(In  [2 )/1). ]
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(4.2.9.101
( /  > 80)
d . .  1 I n | By [4.2.9.61 and (4.2.9.91. j
» 4k* , ' , b ( 5 ) 7 < 0
14.2.9.111
[4 .2 .9 ,121
i ' = '
i t  > 8 0 ) -
d ... 1 I d , | By [4.2.9.10] and [4.2.9,11 J.
if? <  J t
[4.2.9.13]
i t  >  80)
14.2.9.14]
[4.2.9.1JJ
1429.16]
|4.2.9.I7|
( f  >  *0) -«■
i t  > 80) -  
/ >  2 tog i(/)
t  > 8 0
Q.E.D. (4.2.9)
[4.2.10]
14.2,11]
[4 .2 .1 2 ]
14.2.131
>°8jW
iDgjCO
> 2kjfa(0
> 0
t  7 
]<*;(/) /)
> 0
!*>(,(/)> 2 log jlO  log;
I B y  |4 .2 .9 .4 |  and (4 .2 .9 .1 2 1  [
[ By 14.2.9.2]. [4.2.9 3], and [4,2.9.13], |
[ By (4.2.9.1 J and [4.2.9.14|. |
[ By ( l | .  I
[ B y  1 4 .2 .9 .15 ] and [4 .2 .9 .1 6 ] .  ]
Dividing |4.2.9] by logz(/).
( Since / >  I. |
| Since t  >  1, y > 0, >i >  1. |
J Multiplying [4.2.8) and [4.2.10|; (4.2.11] 
f t y \  and [4,2,12] establish that the sense of
[ J  the inequality is cancel. ]
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[42  14|
f j  >
| Cancelling ihe log.2(/) factor* on the left 
side of [4n2 .l3 |-  ]
[4.11
Q .E.D  <4.2)
Define
A =  2 W )
Definition.
[4.4]
( N i  ^ )  +  log! <  a lo g ,
Pnoor of 4.4: 
H .4 1|
[4-4.2]
14.4.31
[4.4.4]
14.4.51
A - I o g j f / )  >  log j[/)
j ^
/y  f
h - ;
tofe ( 5 )  2 1 0 i, ( i )
| By ihe definition of A. ]
{ Subtracting lo g i(f)  from |4_4.1|. |
I By 111. ]
[ Multiplying [4.4.1] by >/ij. |
| Taking logarithms of 14.4.4], |
[4,4.6)
foe: ( t ) ^  " lo*4(^  -  to<» (^ )
[ Multiplying |4 ,4 ,2 j and [4.4.51. )
Proof o f  4.4.6:
1 4 .4 .6 .1 ]
1 > 1
2 5 1
Ptuof o f 4,4.6.1:
[4.4.6. | .  1J
to >  [ By ihe definition o f  to- I
14,4.6.1.2)
IoBj W  >  l°fe  
[ Taking logarithms on  both sides or [4.4.6,1.1 ]. 1
[4 46.1.31
loe ftfl I Extracting ihe eapoticnt from the loga- 
u  i— t t ;— r rithm on ihe right side of [4,4 6 1.2], |
lo&iU’} ~  1
[4.4.6.1.41
togitfo) -  I)  >  tog^ /J)
[ M ultiplying [4.4.6.1.3J by lo g 3(tf) -  1 (recall that 
fl >  2, hence bg jfjJ) -  1 >  (1). |
[4.4.61.51
hiCaCi'ol -  l o g i t s  > lo& ttf)
| Distributing lo g ^ f )  on the left side of [4 .4 .6 .1.4}. [
14,4.6.1.6]
togj(fo) +  iog3(fc]
[ Adding log3(/o) to [4.4 6.I.5J, |
[4.4.6.1.71
l o g i t s  lo g jf f l  
ta g iW  +  tog jf/o ) “
[ D iv id ing[4 ,4 .6 .1.6] by lo g jf/J)  + logj[/0 ) 1 
Q.E.D. (4.4,6.1) | The claim follows from (4 .4 .6 .1,7] anil the definition of y. 1
[44.6.21
14.4.6.31
[4.4.6.4J
14.4.6.5 j
t  > h  [ By the definition of h and / .  |
>  1 I Dividing |4.4.6.2 | by h. \
h
t y  >  I [ Multiplying 14 4.611 and [4,4.6.3|. J
h ~
(W*-logj f t- t  >  0 | Taking bgarithm s of 14.4.6.4J.
2 5 2
[44.6.6]
\  -  log3(Q  > logj(^) I By (4 4.2]. |
(4.4.6,7|
lOgj ( 0  >  0 ( Since /  >  1, |
[4,4,6.81
A -  lo g j# )  > 0 I By (4.4.6.6J and |4 .4  6.7]
(4.4.6.91
,tJ** ( x )  (A — loga( ' »  >  |0E: ( 7 )
J Multiplying (4.4.6.51 and [4,4,6,81. The sense of ihe 
inequality is preserved because of [4.4.6.5J, (4.4.6.81 
and (4.4.6.71. |
Q.E.D. (4.4.6)
14.4.7]
AlGEi ( x )  *"l0Ei ( x )  l08i^  ’  loE; ( ? ) logj(r)
[ Distributing lo g ^ e y /h )  on the left side of |4 .4 .6], ]
(4.4.81
Al°El ( x )  ~ 1081 ( ? ) l08l(/) + 1081 ( x ) logl(0
[ Adding (Ay/A) log3( ^  to (4.4,7). }
14.4.9]
A1°83 ( x )  - l0E2^  ( ,0El ( ? )  + 1001 ( x ) )
( Collecting log3{/) terms on the right side or 14.4.8], |
Q .E.D. (4.4J
[451
x aAI"fo( x )
Proof of 4,5;
(4.5.1]
^  > 2 lO j j ( 0 to g i  ( j )
(4.5.2]
A = 2 1 0 0 2 (0
( By 14.21. ]
[ By the definition o f  A. f
2 5 3
f4.5.3|
i a 1 d 6 ! ( t )
Q.E.D. (4.5)
[4.6)
M.7|
[4.8)
14.9]
[4.101
14.111
> IOfe(0 W ; x ) )
/ >  log!
'* (? )
Q.E.D (4)
[51
2'5 ( i )
[ S u b s t i t u t i n g  |4 , 5 , 2 )  i n t o  ( 4 .5 .1 1 .
£  >  tog3(/)  ( to g 2 + log, J  | By [4.4 | and f4.5|. |
[ Combining the inner logarithms on die 
right side of |4.fi). |
| Cancelling tin the right side of [4.7], ]
[ Multiplying |4 .8 | by h fo . ]
| Moving {rf/7 ) logjf/J into ihe logarithm 
on the right side of (4.9]. |
( Exponentiating [4.I0|. I
( By 13} and [4]. 1
Q.E.D □
TV m oreni 4 A .2 9 : Let Con b e  a  conjcctive uniform hypothesis update mechanism. R v ail k >  l \ t >  I ,
2 5 4
Proof.'
[ 1J [ By the definition or a uniform hypothesis
R a t  ( f tw j* .  , )  =  Jt* update mechanism. ]
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I Thij follows from |1].
= n j r f / J  
m
1 [ By the definition o( a uniform hypothesis
; f?: r ice tk ) : update mechanism. 1
Ran j^Con )  =  •% { Ran { C o t>  ) ,  J f )
[4)
Vj-  > . I By |3 | and (he definition of a ricetic op­
erator. I
[Jjr_ (o *  j + ; J M  ^  IJ^  ( 0 [I* *  ( & . > , )  W
|5 |
Vfi > 1) :
E By 111, [4 |, and induction.
" • . ( n . 3 > ,)< ') S 0 W O )
Q .E.D . □
T J n w r^ tn  4A . 30: L et C o n j t , s  be i  cotijective uniform hypothesis update mechanism. Pof all k e  II,
*' {R*n ( O w ^ , , ) )  <  2 i» '( J r ) L ° f c ( r * ) -
J ’ro o f
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LI]
V(t > 0) :
n . ( t } <  ( i M O )
[ By theorem 4 A. 29. |
!?l
V [ /  >  0 ) :  
n * -
t r i J T ) By 111 and lemma 2A .15. |
|3 |
Ml
[SJ
r  ^ in  (Caffjr ,* ) ) )  I By Ihe definition or r .  | 
( 2‘ - ( r ^ F ) )  I By [2] aral [3]. |
(2‘ 5 ( r & j )
Proof of 5:
[51)
|5 .2 |
[5.3]
L54]
Let d = r ( J f \
2 U  -
I D efin ition , i 
1 Assumption. I
f Dividing [5 2j by 2kd. ]
Proof o f 5.4:
[ 5 4 .1J
1 5 4 .2 ]
[54 .3 |
id
>  2l0fc( r )
I By [5.2].
f By 15 4,11. |
Since fr d If by assumption.
25f>
1544]
I 3 - 2
By |5-4,3| and arilhmttic. }
155]
(5,151
[5-7|
IS K]
15.511
1510]
[5 11]
Q.E.D. (5.4)
a s 2 ( n
is -  '“*> (n '* )
* >  lo* J [ -J ) W
/ >  logj
2 ' >
((»")
M
By |5.4] and lemma 4A.12. J
I Adding |5.4] and (5.5]. |
[ Com bining the logarithms on the right 
side o f  15,6], 1
I Cancelling 1:’s on the right side nf |5 .7 |.
[ Mulliplting |5-8 | by kd. \
[ H ieing the Jrd inside ihe logarithm on 
ihe righl side of 15.9]. ]
I Exponentiating [5,10|.
Q.E.D. (5) [ The claim follows From |5 .1 | and [5.11].
[61
( / > 2 H ' ( j r ) l o g j [ f l ) )  -  T' [Ran ( C b n ^ , } ) )  I By M] and 15]-
2t C ( j r ) l o g t ( r f c)> r  (R m  ( C o n V J ) I Thu follows from |&],
Q.E.D,
T h o o rcm  4 A .31: Let C cxijr * he a conjcctivc uniform hypothesis update mechanism, Define
and let
d =  r ( J T ) .
R v a t i ( > l :
(a)
(*”  ( ^ S " * ’)) '5U’©
where
(o =  m u
and
Proof;
Ml
V(/ > 0 ) :
-  (7^
[ By theorem 4A.26. )
12]
l l >  tJ
K«
I By [1] and the definition of V . |
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3' 4 )
I By theorem 4A .27. J
I By [3] and [2|. ]
[51
(0  > 2} A t  > m u  to, ^  , 2hio* ^ hW , (2) {T'*",r ' J j  
112 (*)
I By theorem 4A.28. ]
161 /
[ By |S | n d  [}]. I
Q.E.D. | [4J and |6 j arc what was to be proved. ]
□
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Appendix B* Com putational 
 Learning Theory______
n HIS appendix is intended as in  IniroductiEn to the model of m achine learning used in thisnu dissertation. We use what is sometimes referred to  as the pac  model o r  learning; the acronym 
pjtc m eans pro&sbfy xpprvxw itie ly  correct, and the reason for it will become clear below. This 
model is attributed!*) [30), who suggested the use o f stalislica) methods in  the analysis o f machine
learning algorithms, and also suggested that the IracUbility o f  machine learning algorithms should be an issue. The 
term 1 leamability" was coined by (3(1] in reference to ihe overall feasibility o f  a  learning problem, However, much 
of the statistical theory used in analyzing m achine learning algorithms, and much of the content o f this appendix, 
was developed in the Geld o f  non parametric pattern recognition {CP, |33]),
To express i  learning problem formally, we ask several questions:
•  W hat are we trying to  leant?
•  W hat information is available to a team ing algorithm?
•  W hat constitutes success for a learning algorithm?
•  W hat are the algorithm ’s resource requirements?
This appendix will consider each of these questions in mm.
B J ,  Wfjai is learn ing?
Psychology, computer science, and several other fields are concerned to  various extents about Uie nature of 
teaming, but in general the w ord is used quite broadly, and it is rare for tw o disciplines to  agree on whaL it means. 
Even within machine learning there is no accepted definition, but in this field there are som e points that arc generally
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agreed upon:
First, it is usually assumed that a learned algorithm is supposed interact with its environment in a certain way; 
it performs a mapping from some space o f inputs to some space of outputs. Since machine learning is more a- less 
a branch of artificial intelligence, one might say that the algorithm tenses something about its surroundings (e.g., 
it receives a stimulus) and reacts with some appropriate response, which may be an action, or simpty a display of 
information about die thing it has sensed.
Second, although "learning by being told." or, analogously, "learning by being programmed," is important in 
many areas, It is not generally considered to be a part of machine learning. Likewise, learning by memorization 
is not usually regarded as machine learning, because there, the primary issue is converting information into a form 
that a machine can understand. This is a complex and important problem in itself, but wc wilt not deal with it here.
The algorithms discussed in this dissertation learn from examples: that is, they learn how events depend upon 
one another by observing those events, Their intent Is to find a rule that will allow than to determine whether or 
not an event occurred, even if it cannot be observed directly, by tooting at other events instead. Howcm, this 
characterization should he urtdmiood in its broadest sense; it may be, for example, that the event we am interested 
in is "those rimes when it is appropriate to move the second joint of the arm 19 degrees to the left."
To distinguish learning from mere memorization, we require that the rules we Icam should wort correctly cm 
inputs that were not included in the training examples. However, this requirement should not be taken to mean 
that an algorithm tn jv  not memorize its training examples, H a learning domain contains only one possible input, 
then learning in that domain is considered trivial, and not regarded as being impossible simply because there arc 
no novel inputs left after the first example has been seen.
We have said that wc will not regard “ learning by being programmed" as being a part of machine learning, but 
it is difficult to say what docs or docs not constitute programming. If to program is simply to convey information 
that allows a computer to perform some function, then all learning from examples is the result of programming, 
as long as the learning itself is done by a computer. The criterion wc use Instead will be based on the statistical 
properties of the set o f training examples; wc ask thaL the choice of training exam pies be independent of the choice 
that determines what rule is to be learned, except insofar u  the latter choice may be reflected in a supervisory 
input (during its learning phase, an algorithm is often told what response is "correct" fa- a given stimulus so that 
it can make corrections to its proposed input-ttKWtpul mapping function. This "correct response" is known as a 
supervisory input).
lf> 1
Q . 1,1, /n*rnabj'Jity ,
Btluw, we will outline a set of criteria for luccuful learning It is often said that if there is an algorithm that 
meets these criteria for i  given set of learning problems, then that set (or class) of problems Is tamable.
In general, the use of the word "leanuhility” in connection with the specific framework that will be used 
here has led to some objections (Cf, L. Bintbaum in [1]) became it implies a definition of "learning" that is not 
generally accepted (again, because so many natural and artificial phenomena have been characterized as learning). 
For ihis reason, it is common to rephrase the definition and say (hat a class of Concepts is " p r o b a b l y  approximately 
correctly," or pjc-lesm tble if ii meets the criteria given below,
Nonetheless the framework given here has broad applicability, and, more importantly, it gives us a criterion by 
which to decide if our learning algorithms are successful. However, it should be kept in mind that /wrMeairability, 
as it is defined here and elsewhere, does not refer to learning in general, but rather to a particular kind of learning.
D.1,2, Inductive Dias (what tire we trying to  loarnT)
In formalizing a learning problem, we must (ini recognize that we cannot cons cruel a learning algorithm that 
can simply "learn anything ” This is obvious in one sense because of the i d  of all functions is imccmntably infinite, 
which implies Chat some functions cannot be specified with a finite representation.
However, even if we attempt to write a program that can learn any possible ilgonltun. we cannot succeed. We 
can danornirate this with a thought-cxperiment consider a domain in which there are an infinite number of inputs, 
so that learning cannot be achieved by limply memorizing an output for each possible input (generally the criterion 
that distinguishes learning from mere memorization is whether or not (he learned mapping can works correctly on 
inputs that were not previously seen). In this domain, wc will present a series of examples that can be classified as 
being either "positive" or 'negative," the role of the learning algorithm is to find a rule that can classify the inputs 
correctly.
Consider some set of m unique examples. There are 2m ways of dividing the examples into two subsets, and 
hence t m unique rules Tor classifying them. Assume that there is a “teacher” who not only presents the examples, 
but also decides which classification rule is the right one. During training, the teacher can change its mind to some 
extent about what the correct rule is, as kmg as the new rule is not inconsistent with any of the examples that
2b2
the algorithm hat already teen. There will be no way Tor the algorithm to know that the desired learning rule has 
changed.
If ihe learning algorithm ij supposed lobe able lo leu n  any possible classification rule, then the teacher may 
decide on the correct classification for any novel input just before that input is presented to the algorithm, Put 
suppose the teacher has access to the algorithm's state of compulation. This is certainly possible when the learning 
algorithm is implemented by a computer program. The teacher can observe the program's current hypothesis, and 
simply say that the '‘correct11 classification is the opposite of what litis hypothesis will guess for any novel input. 
fn this way the learning algorithm can be forced to make only mistakes.
Examples of things that humans cannot leant often come from the area of language understanding. Wc cart 
illustrate this problem by starting with the simple noun phrase
"The cat ran,"
It is grammatically correct to replace "Ihe cat" with “the cat Ihe dog bil." We can go still further, replacing
"the dog" with ‘‘lire dog Ute bird pecked” and 11the bird" with "the bird flying west” to get:
'The cat the dog the bird flying west pecked bit ran.''
Although this is i  correct English sentence, it is not really one that can he parsed by humans, and It is not 
clear that the problem of learning to understand such sentences is within the capabilities of the brain. *
In onkr to avoid problems like these, it is common to place same restriction on the mappings that an algorithm 
may have to leant. The usual approach is to specify some class of possible concepts, and then to ask whether learning 
is possible for that particular class. Some possible classes art:
axif'p&alJcl tiyparoctongks: regions in n-dimensional Euclidean space having the form of a hypcrrcctangle, each
of whose edges is parallel to an axis.
decision Orctf: treci used for classifying sets of atuibute-value pairs. Each edge in the tree corre­
sponds lo a possible atlribute-value combination, and each leaf is associated with a
classification for the sets of itiribule-value pairs that correspond in a path fmm the
* In fu e l, Lr we- lim it o ^ n c lv t f  to  i t lm a p in g  noun p h r u r i  lilie th-e on* in th i i  r i t r n p k ,  we will proL&ldj: fcrf n,Me i n  thfiri 
fairiy m il  with b perifi] in d  ^ p f r ,  by r tv en in g  Lhe ijfrivifidn given Irfre. However, frw p n p le  would that h Kehmn hmj 
k  am eci e I u i gu if h e o r ih e  needed l a  d a  ion# to  fl nd *  nreun i.ng o f t  nee The proble m I hid it  w fonun l ly b< *1 e-l
*■ "learning la  underiiftnd n knguijfe" m u M  be m e n  formally described: u  'learning to  map «c-ntenf*fl l a  fM Udngu w^thouf
ni-rchiJTW PiJ a id *  "
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leaf to the root o f the u k . 
disjunctive narmil fo n n u lx: disjunctions of boolean conjunctions, 
n -try booktn fctm ulie  arbitrary functions mapping (0 ,1 } "  id ^D,1}, for some n.
A part of the problem el liand is the apparent difficulty associated with learning concepts of even moderate 
simplicity. Of (he concept classes listed above, only the first can be "learned" in the sense that we will describe 
below.
If A is some particular learning algorithm, it is often interesting to look at the set of rules that A might find 
given appropriate training data. If wc see /I as a function lhat maps (he set of training samples to the set of 
classification, rules, this set of rules is just the range of A, This range is sometimes called the hypottxs/j  ei&cs of
A.
Restricting an algorithm's hypothesis c lu s  is not ihe only way to constrain a learning problem; we can also 
make assumptions about the domain in which the learned rule ii expected to operate (this is almost always ihe 
domain from which the training data comes as well). For example, one might assume that ihe probability density 
P(,V) U known, along with the conditional density / , (A'|c) for each class e into which a point in A' might fall- 
In that case jimple Bayesian estimation can be applied, and in fact if the densities are known only up ii: certain 
parameters, it may be more efficient to estimate these parameters than to  use ihe nonparametric methods that must 
be applied when nothing is known about the input distribution i t  all.
Such prior assumptions about the learning domain art sometimes referred ta  as in d u c tive  M is  (this includes 
assumptions about the class of the target concept).
D J.J . IVhflt iuibrniAiian ij avjuJabln to  a learning AJgoj-jtiuii?
It h u  already been mentioned that the primary concerns of this paper are algorithms that learn from cxamplcs. 
To construct them, we first specify a (pace J f  o f  possible inputs. Points in this space are called instances In 
our formalism, we assume that there is a probab ility  measure P r  defined on JT, and, when a training example is 
desired, an input is drawn at random according to this distribution.
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Wc assume that then: is some function F which is able to map the inputs wc draw to their “correct" mapping 
in ihe space of possible outputs. In general F  is what is supposed to be learned. This function is often referral to 
as the target fwcnon in the learning problem.
The goal is for the learning algorithm to team by observing the ways in which the target function behaves at 
the points that arc used as training eiamples. Therefore we do not allow information about the target function to 
be transmitted by the choice o f training examples; wc require that P$- docs not depend on F. It should be pointed 
out that we arc not assuming the independence of an instance i  and its mapping T ( r  ). the problem would be quite 
hopeless if no such dependency enisled.
Usually in literature cm supervised learning, an example is an ordered pair
f o f f j r ) ) ,
where t  £  c#' and where F  is the target function. In this thesis wc will often find it unnecessary to treat the 
elements of this pair as if they came from different domains, however, [f ^  is the range of F , then we will define 
X  as 5 '  x W. We will adopt Uic convention that if * e X  = ( i\,F (n )) , then t*  will refer to t \  the input lhal 
the learning algorithm receives, while 1“ will refer to f ( t ') .  the desired output. We will assume that there is a 
probability measure Px associated with points in X , with the property that
/V(t i)  =  Pjeffw./'fo)}),
A sequence of examples which are drawn at random (with replacement) from X  according to P x , and classified 
according to F , is a (raining sample, or simply a sample, of F . Such samples will constitute the inputs of our 
learning algorithms
IS.1,4. lW ia t c o n s t i tu te s  su ccess  in  Jc a rn in g ?
The quality of a learned hypothesis or function is often judged by (he expected loss due to misclassification,
according to some loss function Q, that is incurred when lhal hypothesis is used for malting classifications. If /f
is the learned function and F is the target function, then the expected loss is defined as
r, =  j  (R .ll l
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Some passible choices far Q (F , II, r )  are |/f( jr)  -  F {x) |. ( }{{x) -  F{j)J* . or simply I f{x ) f  ( j ) ,  where
I , if it jt fr, 
0, otherwise.
It is assumed that Q( , . , i )  qualifies the loss that will be incurred by misclassifying j ;  we can also view it is a 
measure of the deviation between two functions at r ,  This paper will use the last of the three functions mentioned 
above; this makes tj the probability of obtaining an incorrect classification.
W e can  refo rm u la te  in  (e m u  o f  X :
herc the target function F  is implicitly defined when we decide which part of an input jt will be j ' 1' , Thus the Uitk 
choices for Q  can be rewritten -  x* f, ( H {r‘) - and IT(x*) jr").
In general, the quality of the hypothesis depends on the training sample, and therefore we will not be able 
to predict n deteiministically in advance. Instead, we will simply ask for ihe probability (in the space of possible 
samples) Lhai rj will exceed some arbitrarily chosen bounds (r is sometimes referred to as Ihe accuracy parameter of 
the learning algorithm}. Our goal is to be able U> specify an arbitrary 0 < t < t . and expect the learning algorithm 
to have an arbitrarily high probability o f finding a hypothesis II  for which ij is less (hut t. (What is meant by an 
'‘arbitrarily high probability" is (hat we also wish to be able to specify what probability the algorithm should have 
o f finding a good hypothesis. However, increasing this probability may cause the algorithm to lake more time and 
require more examples. The same is true if t  is decreased). The probability that the algorithm will not find a good 
hypothesis is usually denoted by S. and somefimes referred to u  the confidence parameter of the algorithm.
Ji should be noted lhat (B. 12} is not useful in practice except when If is used to classify inpuls drawn according 
lo Px This is, in some sense, a weakness of this framework, but it is also a limitation of learning in general, for it 
is always possible lo make a good hypothesis bad by changing the inpul distribution. As an extreme example, one 
could make a particular point c  X  an exception lo whatever classification rule applied to ihc rest of the domain. 
One could choose P jt so that the probability of drawing t'o was acre during training, but then lest the hypothesis 
in a domain where in  was drawn with probability I_ It ur clear that no learning algorithm can consistently do better 
than chance in such a situation, and an adversary with knowledge of the algorithm's structure may well be able to 
force wursc-lhan -chance outcomes (i) >  0.5) by making judicious choices of F  and i o_
(B.I2)
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B . 1 ,5. LenrrutfjU jty.
(n many cases of interest, it is trivial id obtain a hypothesis that perfectly classifies all inputs having a nonzero 
probability; if the set of possible hypotheses is enumerable, one can simply try each one of them in turn until a 
suitable one is found.
Of course, this approach might take considerable time, and in many cases the learning algorithm might require 
so many examples that learning In unpractical, allhough not impossible. It is reasonable to require that. Tor all 
concepts in Ihe target class, a learning algorithm be able to  find a hypothesis in polynomial time. Ih e  idea was 
formalized in [30}: A class of concepts J '  is tetntMbie if and only if, for any arbitrary 0 <: < < I and any arbitrary 
□ < 6 < I, there exists an algorithm which:
(a) Has probability g reats than (1 -  j )  o f finding a hypothesis f!  whose error,
is no greater than r, so long as F . the function that takes i '  l o r 1' for ill i  e  -V, is in the target class .? .
(b) Requires a sample whose sire grows it  most polynom ial!)1 in i f  6 ,  1 /r, and the number of bits needed to 
specify a point in A'.
(c) Das resource requirements which gnaw no faster than polynomial!) in the size of the training sample
We require the algorithm lo work for arbitrarily small values of r, and it was once hoped that teaming algorithms 
might be easier to write if r were held constant instead. However, this is not Ihe case, al least for algorithms that do 
not depend on the form of P x  (most or the algorithms presented here have th it property)- Jt can be shown (111)]) 
that if such an algorithm consistently produces hypotheses that perform better than chance for target functions in 
some class f . then it is possible to write a learning algorithm for J  that achieves arbitrarily small values of r in 
polynomial time.
Moreover, if we raise t. we can almcsL always lower ^ without increasing an algorithm 1s resource requirements. 
For this reason we expect that a class of concepts that is unleamablc in the sense described above will still be 
unleamable if < and f  are held fined.
We have already said that we are not primarily concerned with the specific methods by which learning algorithms 
find a hypothesis. This increases the generality of our results, but it is useful for another reason as well: many 
existing learning algorithms can be seen empirically to execute with resanabte resource demands, but it is often
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quite difficult to prove that they will always to  so, or even to aiy under what circumstances they will do so.
Our results do not depend on formal proofs about the lime our memory requirements of learning algorithms, 
they merely require that on algorithm obtain a hypothesis by o re  means or another. Once the hypothesis has been 
obtained, we analyze its quality in terms of its performance on the training data
Our analyses involve the lire of the training sample, and the training sample is, of course, one of (he algorithm's 
resources. However, in our analyses, Ihe number of examples needed to obtain a hypothesis of a certain quality is 
completely independent of the how the learning algorithm is implemented', it depends, rather, on the set of functions 
that the learning algorithm chooses from when it chooses a hypothesis. For this reason, the research presented here 
complements ihe bulk of the research that has been done in machine learning during (he past several decades, as this 
research was centered on the problem of finding learning algorithms (hat used (more or less) reasonable amounts 
o f time and memory, and produced hypotheses with good empirical behaviour on their (raining data.
Note that for each hypothesis /f , the sei of points
( r e  A' : ff(r*) t
is an event in X . In this ihcsis our primary concern will be bounding the probability of this event for various 
hypotheses ff.
The next section gives an example of how an algorithm can be demonstrated lo icam concepts in a particular 
class (and hence, how 1 class of concepts can be shown 10 be leamabie.)
B.2. A n  exam ple : Jeamiu# boo Jean mono minis.
l b  illustrate the ideas presented in the previous section, this section will present a simple learning algorithm, 
and show one way in which ihe performance of the algorithm can be analyzed- The set of functions in be learned in 
this case consists of all boolean functions over n  variables (for an arbitrary ti) that can be written as a conjunction 
of attribute'value pairs.
tn a boolean domain, any instance can be represented as an ordered list of l ’s and O s. Here, as in many other 
domains, we can say that the elements of the list correspond to ihe attributes of the thing being described by the 
list. If the jlh clement in the list is 1. we say that the thing being described possesses the jth attribute, whereas a 
0 would indicate Lh.it Ihe attribute was absent. Fur example, a I in the first position of the list might indicate that 
ihe object being classified has hair, while a ) in the second position could mean that it has wheels.
Attribute-value pairs can be viewed as events in 3 ' ,  and this view is especially useful in boolean domains.
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because the u n io n  and tmerwetionj of such cvm u cm  be used id specify boolean functions on J t\ Thus, if <t and 
f> aie boolean variables, then a n t  corresponds lo the boolean function a A t  and 10 on. We will refer to a boolean 
attribute-value pair as a literal, If a is a literal or any other event we will use a to refer 10 the flonoccurrcncc of 
n. If <j and b ire  two events, and the occurrence o f a implies that A has also occurred, we will simply say that a 
implies fc, or simply that a =$ i .  Note that a =► i  is equivalent to a C ft, and not to ™ "D h.
For the purpose of defining inductive bits, boolean functions are often classified by Ihe properties of ihe 
expressions that represent them. For example, ihe following classifications are common in [he literature on machine 
learning:
monomials: conjunctions or literals.
clauses: disjunctions of literals.
DNF formulae: disjunctions o f monomials.
CNF formulae: conjunctions of clauses.
k -  DNF formulae: disjunctions of monomials having at most jt literals each.
j f -  CNF form ula: conjunctions of clauses having at most k literals each.
This subsection presents a simple algorithm. Monomial, that can be used to leam one of the simplest of these 
classes, namely that of boolean monomials. Various forms d!  this algorithm appear in many papers (such as j30], 
[16|, 123]), The algorithm maintains a list of literals, and uses positive examples to eliminate those that cannot 
appear in ihe larget function.
An informal explanation o f Monomial might go as follows: if the largrt function F  can be represented as a 
conjunction or literals, Lhen every literal appearing in this reprEscnutlcm must be implied by every positive instance. 
Monomial tries to approximate F by building a conjunction whose literals all hi this criterion, and it does so by 
eliminating all literals that do not.
However, if one of these "inappropriate" liter ah is not found and removed from L  it can cause the resulting 
hypothesis to err. Any instance that implies such a literal will be classified as 0 by If, although It may, in fact, be 
a positive instance. Our goal will be in bound the probability of encountering such a literal in an instance that is 
supposed to be classified by H.
mA lg o rith m  3; Mortemill'.
Assumption*:
SS is a sam ple space consisting o f  po in is in { 0 ,1 }rtp Tot som e positive n .
F is a  function tnapping X  to  (0, ]}.
E s { )  is i n  oracle J jjii returns an  earam/tfe ( j , , r “'}r 1rbcie  x1 e  Jf" isdraw n  at random  according to  /V  
n n J  x'~ =; F O 1).
in  is a positive integer-
/, is a set o f  literate, imfi'alfr consisting  o f  every literal that is possible in
J {The main loop is executed tn  limes. Do m tim et: 
rcruJuRg in a  sam ple of size m . On  
each iteration, )
2 {Draw a random example. ) i ‘- E x { ) .
3 {If the example is positive: } If t u' =■ ]:
A {Remove ftom I  ail literals Fw u t h  literal I sudi Lhal i c &  I, let I. *- L -  {1}.
that d id  not occur (ft x  }
endlf
daend
5 {Return a hypothesis } Let H  be the boolean function represented by the conjunction
of the literals remaining in L. Return II  and halt.
We now resu lt our informal explanation in the following lemma:
le m m a  B,32: The hypothesis H relumed by Monomial {■) errs on an instance i  only if: 
(a) f is a positive instance, m d
fb) there is some literal I in I  such that / appears in x.
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Proof: Since I  initially contains ail possible Literals, the monomial represented by Hie conjunction of die literals in 
i  initially maps all possible instance* to 0 (specifically, L contains both I and I For each Literal I in the domain, 
lienee the intersection of the events in L is an event that never occurs). Furthermore, if a literal is removed from 
L its negation must have appeared in a positive example, so the literal itself cannot appear in the set of literals in 
the conjunction that represents F  (which we will denote by AS) if F  is a monomial concept Thus the literals in I 
always form a superset of the literals appearing in M, but this means that there is no assignment of truth values to 
literals that will make the conjunction of the literals in I  true, and still make the monomial F false.
Part (b) is obvious: if a truth assignment makes the conjunction of literals in L false then that truth assignment 
must make at least one or Ihe literals in I. false, and hence the truth assignment contains the negation of that Literal.
n
o r  course, the hypothesis finally returned by this algorithm depends on the sequence of examples that was 
used lo train it. if j  is such a sequence, then we will call the resulting hypothesis and we will let F? denote 
the set of literals that appear in I l f  but should not (these are just the variables that are in ff -  but arc not in the 
target concept F). Lemma B.3I statei that the events that cause H f to fall are the negations of the events in F f. 
Ln other words, if I e then IIr  wilt misdassify an instance that implies I .
[f VV(?) is the probability of ihe literal ( in X  (that is. the probability of drawing an instance that implies 7). 
then the expected loss
tj -  ^  ( / ( * ') £  F ( r ')  P* ( j 1)
I -*#
is at most
£  JV (fj)-  (B.13)
r,«Er
Unfortunately we cannot hud a numerical value for (B.13) until we know F and wc do not have an a p n o n  
knowledge of E j  since it depends on the training sample r ,  from which the algorithm teams. Since F i s a  random 
variable (from the space X 1 for some positive integer f). wc cannot dcterministicatly predict F. r .
Instead, our approach will be to choose some 0 < r <  1 and try to determine the probability (in J>J J ) with 
which pj will exceed c. l b  this end, suppose that in is an upper bound on the number of literals in F * . In this case, 
the error of the hypothesis will certainly be leas than i  if the negations of the literals in F ?  all have probabilities 
less than r /m .
Therefore, we define C  as the sot of literals in X  whose probability is greater than c/m . The prohahilily of 
generating a hypothesis with an error greater than f is no greater than the probability of drawing i  sample j  such
that
3(f e i?r) *' 1 e c.
Thu probability is no greater than
£  r s r ^  t t E r ) (B 14)
for a given / ,  where P±-t denotes ■ probability in the space £  l .
Any literal appearing In E t  must also be in according to lemma B.32. Bui inspection of the algorithm 
Monomial will show that, if I t  I l f ,  then I did not occur in any of the training examples seen by the algorithm.
If 7  e C  (hen
i f f
But the summation is over 2ti or fewer literals, since there are only 2n literals in the domain. Thus the probability 
of of finding a hypothesis whose error is greater than r is at most
O f course pu can also be no greater than 2n; in fact, it can be no greater than n because n literals arc necessarily 
eliminated in ihe first iteration of Mcfuxitial - But perhaps we have reason to believe that the target concept contains 
fewer literals still: then fti is less than n , and the probability of finding a bad hypothesis decreases accordingly.
Now we ask how many examples Monomial should gel. Tt> answer this question, we first recall the definition 
or i: it is a desired bound on the probability that the final hypothesis will have an ermr greater than r. We have 
already argued that this probability is bounded by (B.I5). Therefore we want to arrange things so that
We solve this inequality for f to find that we should draw no fewer than
l o J - l n ( a j Q
l n ( I - r / r n )  1 1
training examples.
Note that the literals in L can replaced by arbitrary events in as long as the set /. docs not grow to 
large io enumerate during step 2 of Monomial. In ITOJ's presentation of the algorithm, /. consisted of all boolean
so (11,14) is no greater than
(B 15)
2 7 2
disjunctions containing k or fewer literals for some constant h (note that | I |  grows exponentially in jb>. Thus 
M onotwtl can be used to learn f  -  CNF. I t  we restrict ourselves lo * — CNF functions that have n» more than m 
clauses, ihe re will be at most m events m E$  Tor any 5 , and the bound (B.17) improves accordingly.
L can also be a list of arbitrarily cam ples predicates; the requirement is simply that the predicates he known 
beforehand. On the other hand we cannot simply try the algorithm with one set o r  predicates, see if Monomia! 
succeeds, and try another set if it fails, ir  we did this, the probability of finding a bad hypothesis might be as large 
as (B.16) for <ach tttcntpi (as least as far is we know from the analysis above). Thus f could be as large as
J2 n  ( l - j ) "
if ft attempts were to be made,
B .3 t Sample complexity itt classification a lgori thms .
The paradigm we used to analyze Afanomiaf. in it's most general form, is the following: Given a learning 
algorithm A, and a sample F. bound the eiror of It -  F) in terms of I I 's em piricalemrron the training sample:
= i=i S  <IJ l s )
This section surveys enisling results that iclaie the empirical error (B.I8) o f  a hypothesis to its error in the 
space A', the latter given by
n = j  i l [ z ' )$ > x"  dPx . (D.19)
We will sometimes refer to as the actual e n v  of H , to distinguish it from the Empirical error.
We can relate the actual and empirical errors of a hypoLhejis using Hoeffding's inequality 117], which, in the 
current coniexL, slates that
f V< r  : M t f l < 2f ’ l Q\  ( B .20}
where P&i represents a probability in the space of samples hiving size /. Informally, (B.20) states that the 
probability is less than 2 e -1<*,f of drawing a sample x for which the empirical error of the hypothesis II  differs 
from its tree error by more than ti, if Fcontains at least t  examples.
Let JT  be the set o f  hypotheses from which a learning algorithm may choose i J f  is the algorithm's hypothesis 
class, as in chapter 2). The probability o f choosing a hypoihesis ror which the empirical error exceeds Lbc actual 
error by more lhan u  is certainly no greater than ihe sum of the probabilities (B.20) over the individual hypoihests.
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if there are j J f 1  hypotheses the probability is no greater than
f J f  \2t
Equaling this quantity with t  and solving Tor /  we find that, in all cases, a sample of size at least
ln(^-ln(|jrQ
- 4 a 1 (b .21 :
will ensure with probability 1 -  6 thai (he empirical error and the actual error of a hypothesis differ by no more 
than u.
The bound can be improved if we only permit the algorithm to consider hypotheses that are consistent with 
the training sample, that is, hypotheses that do not misclassify any o f the training examples (those / /  e with 
the property that = 0 fur the particular F  that is chosen as a training sample). It a hypothesis II has on
error greater than r, the probability o f drawing a sample F  such that -  0 is at most
(1 -  O '
if F  contains ( examples. The probability that Ihe learning algorithm will choose a hypothesis that has an error 
greater than t  is thus no more than
M H O - o ' .
so that no more than
l n ( f ) - l n ( | J f j )  
b id  - 0
examples arc needed to ensure Uiit the probability o f choosing such a hypothesis is less than A
(B.22)
Man; refined bounds than those given above can often be obtained by using a parameter known as the Vapik- 
Chcrvoncnkis Dimension of a hypothesis class.
To intoduce this concept we begin with a more basic one; that of the number of partitions that a hypothesis 
class can induce on a sequence of examples.
If J f  is a set of {n, 1 )-valued hypotheses and F  ij a sequence of examples drawn from RanUIf  ), then wc 
can say that each II £ J f  partitions x  into those elements in
{ j t  e  X  : I l f r }  =  0 }
and those that lie in
{ f  e F :  U ( r )  =  l}
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What concern! is here u Itow m m y unique partition! can be induced on t  in this way by members of J t .  For 
although each II e J t  can produce a unique partition under the right circumstances, this does not always happen 
In particular, there may not be | J t  | ways different ways to partition J , especially when ire take into account that if 
= r-J, then 11 must lie in the same partition u  r j  regardless o f which hypothesis induce! the partitioning. Thus, 
if there art only ten unique points in a training sequence, there are only 2 10 ways to partition the sequence in the 
manner we have described. If J t  contains more than I 10 hypotheses there must be two or more unique hypotheses 
in J t  [hat nonetheless induce the same partitioning on F.
Wc denote by ITjr (?) the number of unique paniiticms that J t  cm  induce cm F,
Tt> see how n  jr  (*} relates to machine learning, notice that if two hypotheses JI1 and lh  induce (he same
partition on 7, then they are equivalent with respect to 7  in that, if / / L misclassifie* an example in 7  then ih
misclassihes the example too. while ff| correctly classifies arty example that lh  classifies correctly. Therefore,
front the point of view of the algorithm that bases its choice dP hypotheses solely on training examples, there is no 
reason to prefer Jti over / / ; ,  or vice vm a.
Clearly such an algorithm can do something productive if it is given mnre training examples: if the right
example turns up it may be able to determine if li-\ or !h  is the beuer hypothesis.
Lei us now consider the other extreme. Suppose that each hypothesis in J t  induces a unique partitioning on 
7. Then we can proceed as follows: first, we partition J  into
[ i £ f : r l  =  i ]  (B.23)
and
=  (El.24]
If any hypotheses In ,3 t induce this partitioning, then they are distinguished by virtue of classifying each example 
cartcclJy, if every hypothesis in J t  induces a unique panition, then the "correct" partitioning ((D .22) and (B.23)) 
can be induced by at most one of the hypotheses, so we have isolated a single hypothesis that is "best" for this 
particular training sample. Further examples may reduce our confidence in this hypothesis but they will not give 
us another hypothesis that classifies every example correctly. In fact, if we know that the function F we are trying 
to leam is identical with one of (he hypotheses in J t ,  then we have discovered exactly which hypothesis F is 
identical lo (we have, in the terminology of machine learning, identified the target function).
However, it may be overambitious to Juok for a sample that can actually be partitioned in a unique way by 
every hypothesis in J t .  J t  may contain an infinite number o f hypotheses, and even if it does not, it may be that 
wc cannot get |,xr' | partitionings of a sample unless it contains some examples that have a very low probability.
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Another way to estimate the usefulness o f a sample is by asking whether ur not
n . w ? )  <  2|S1-
ln a simple where this inequality does not hold, every example is useful if wc are looking for t  hypothesis that 
classifies all examples correctly, because in this case every example car eliminate at least one hypothesis from 
Consideration.
Tb illustrate [his. consider a sample x and an example to  such that
l l j f U + j r o )  = 2 |f1+I. (B.25)
Assume that
{x e  x : r 1'' =  l 1), | r e * - .  0] (B.26)
is one of the several partitions that J t  can induce on r . Any hypothesis that classifies at] examples correctly will 
induce the partition (B.26) on f ,  hut all hypotheses that induce (B-26) may not be equally good. Wc would like to 
be able to differentiate among these hypotheses.
Now consider the sample 5 + fa. Since there cannot bo more than 21*1 partitions of F in  our scheme, it follows 
from (B .25) that there arc twice as many parmom of F -f ro as there are of r .  Now consider any partitioning
{ r £ i  : / / ( * ') = ;  I}, { j e  x : I I (x‘) =  0] (B.27)
of j .  For this partitioning there are at most two partitionings of J  +  x^ which arc identical to except in that 
xq is added to one of the two partitions:
( i t ? :  f/(r*} = 1} + xo, ( r e i :  f/(x‘] = 0) (D.28)
and
{x e r  : H (r ' ) =  1} ,{ x < = x : / / f r ' J - 0 }  + x 0 (B.29)
[n order for there to be twice as many partitionings of F  +  iq  as there are of F (as we stipulated in (B.25J), 
eva y  partitioning of x  must correspond to two partionings of x  +  jq  as in (B.28) and (B.29). But this means that, 
for every partitioning p  of F, there is aL least one hypothesis in J t  that induces p  classifies xq as 1, and at least 
on that classifies x0 as 0.
Since this holds of every partitioning, it holds, in particular, o f (B.27). Bin if z  J  is (1, then the hypothesis that 
classifies Jo as 1 will be eliminated from consideration after we see xo- Likewise, if x" =  I, the hypothesis that 
classifies j<: as (1 will he climinaud.
In short, we are guaranteed that we witl be able lo eliminate at least one hypothesis from consideration after 
seeing lo ­
be able to argue that each partitioning of $  corresponded 10 two partitionings of F  + xq, as in (B.2H) and (B.29). 
Hence it may be that there are no hypotheses that can be eliminated as the result of seeing x q .
In some sense, we have reached 1 point of diminshing returns. We may still benefit from training examples, 
but wc arc not garanieed to benefit from in  arbitrarily chosen unique example.
This point of diminishing returns is characterized by the Vapnik-Chcrvtmenkis Dimension of J t ,  which we 
denote by »'(-*")■ Specifically.
J '( J T )  = ma* ^ |{ i : r e F}| : F  is drawn /mm Ran( J t ) and Tlf(x) =  J
In other words, it is the largest t  for which some subset S  of Ran (J t ) can be partitioned in 21*1 ways. (Nate 
that in our formal tiefintion wc replaced the sequence F  with the set {x : r c i ) ,  This was done because wc only 
wished to consider the number of tfiuflhe examples in F  and not the total number of examples in the sequence.
Several authors have presented results that use the Vapnik-Chervcncnkis dimension of a hypothesis class used 
to bound (in probability) the inaccuracy of a hypothtjis in terms of its empirical error:
T h eo rem  B.33:
(a) {32}: H r any class J t  o f hypoihcsest i f  ,V =  Derrs { J t ) * Ran ( J t .  ), then
Px -  ( 1 :  3 (X  G / / )  s.L | ^ J f )  -  fF(#)| >  f )
is less than i  i f
But if TTjr (F +  xo) were less than 2lf t+1 we would not have the same garanlec. because we would no longer
(b) {7f: H ir any class J t  o f hypotheses, i f  X  -  Dom ( j f ) x Ran(Jt-),  then
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(c) {71: For any class J t  o f hypotheses, i f  X  — D ocn[Jt) *. Ran( J t ) and d  -  7 ' ( J T ) then the probability 
that a hypothesis whose empirical cntsr is zero m l!/live in  actual error greater than t is hounded by f t i f  the 
training stmpfe contains at least
1 3d m
7  T J
examples.
(d) {19j: Bor any class J t  o f hypotheses, let X  -  Dom ( J t ) x R a n ( , f t } and J  = ( J t ). I f  X  is countable 
then the probability that a hypothesis whose empirical error ti  zo o  will have an actual error greater than t is 
bounded by 6, i f  the training sample contains at /cast
' ( lo g : (|.Y |)dln(2) +  ! i i Q ) )
examples.
e ( 19J: For any class J t  o f hypotheses, let X  -  Dum (J t ) x Ran ( j f ) and d  = i J ( J t ). Tire probability 
that a hypothesis whose empirical error is zero wifi have an actual error greater than * if hounded by ft, i f  the 
training sample contains at feast
examples.
B,3+l. Heuristics in machine learning.
In spite of the fact chat computational learning is usually concerned with the overall tractability of a machine 
learning problem, this thesis deals mostly with the requirement that the sample size grow only polynumially in 
the various parameters that specify the problem (see above). The other tractability requirement, that the resource 
requirements of the learning algorithm be polynomial in the sample size, is less important because heuristics can 
be used to find a hypothesis ones wc have a sample.
Tltc bulk of this thesis deals with ways uf relating the emprical error ol hypotheses, measured cm a training 
sample, to the hypotheses1 actual error in ,Y. [nslead of S-siiiming. dial a problem will be abandoned if an optimal
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solution cannot be found, wc will assume that a suboptimal hypothesis is better than none 41 all, so that heuristic 
learning algorithms will not, by any means, be ruled out for finding hypotheses
in fact, the results of this thesis are completely complementary to research that has been done with the purpose 
of finding algorithms with good empirical performance on specific problems (a large portion of the machine learning 
research lo date has had this goal). If we have, by one means or another, discovered an algorithm that has good 
empirical performance an i  given type of problem, we are often noL concerned very deeply with a formal analysis 
of the time and memory requirements of the algorithm, because this can be difficult to do, and wc already have 
observed that the algorithm usually does not require unreasonable resources of this type. Moreover, if the algorithm 
docs not execute with reasonable resource demands in a particular instance, we will be able to see this.
What we cannot easily determine by observation is whether or not the algorithm has had enough training 
examples lo produce a good hypothesis. We could lest the hypothesis with data that was not used for training, but 
what is to be done if we discover that the hypothesis is not is good as we had hoped? tf add the test data to the 
mining data and obtain a new hypothesis, wc will have no way lo lest the new hypothesis; if. instead, we rerun 
the algorithm on completely new data, then we will increase our likelihood of drawing a training sample that is 
uncharacteristic of the real learning domain and thus makes a bad hypothesis look good (for we must take into 
account the probability that this will happen on the first attempt or on the second attempt or the third attempt, etc.).
The results in the last subsection have the advantage of being valid when all available data has been used for 
training. They therefore give us the information that we could not easily obtain empirically when we executed the 
learning algorithm: information, specifically, about the quality of the learned hypothesis. In addition, u  wc have 
already noted, they make no specific reference to the algorithm that was used to find this hypothesis. Thus they 
can, in principle, be used any learning algorithm, regardless of whether formal methods were used it) construct the 
algorithm.
These results do, however, require some parameter that describes Ihe complexity of the hypotheses that the 
atgorifhm can produce; some use the number of possible hypotheses, white others use the Vapnik-Chcrvoncnkis 
Dimension of the class of hypotheses. The first two chapters of this thesis describe ways in which these parameters 
can be obtained.
B.4. Bibliography
TTicre are a number of formulations of the concepts given in section one of this appendix; the one lhaL was used 
in this appendix tomes from [33], except for the requirement that algorithms have polynomial resource requirements,
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which is from 130], The present formulation is also widely used elsewhere (Cf. [2] ])r |30]'s formulation was similar 
except in that the accuracy and confidence parameters were identical there.
There are a number of different paradigms that can be used for training: in this appendix wc stated that the 
supervisory input was provided to the learning algorithm along with a randomly drawn input from but it would 
also have been possibte (for example) id h iv e  the algorithm output a guess Tor each instance, and then tell the 
algorithm whether the guess was correct or incorrect. A number of these variants are discussed in |15], and some 
are shown to be equivalent to one another.
The learning algorithm M wom ia/ was given in (30], with the predicates in /. consisting of k - a r y  disjunctions 
of boolean, variables. The analysis of the algorithm in this appendix original, but if was chosen because of its 
simplicity, and it does not give light results. Better results are obtained in fib] and |23]; the former paper also 
shows thaL negative examples can be used lo prune a monomial hypothesis and reduce the number of examples 
needed by the aiguriihm.
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